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The May 2022 Financial Stability Review (FSR) has been prepared against the backdrop of the devastating invasion of Ukraine. We do not yet know how the war will be resolved. But we do know that the human suffering it has caused is enormous. We hope for peace.

This war is also affecting the economy, in Europe and beyond. The invasion and the associated uncertainty have prompted some repricing in global financial markets, albeit with much less turmoil than seen in March 2020, and dampened the confidence of businesses and consumers that are only just emerging from the tight restrictions imposed during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Higher energy and commodity prices are pushing up inflation and slowing the economic recovery. Elevated volatility has highlighted some liquidity risks, notably in some commodity derivatives markets. However, the main threat to euro area financial stability comes from the impact through macroeconomic channels. This implies additional challenges for indebted businesses at a point in time when countries’ fiscal space is very limited and support may need to be more targeted than the broad fiscal policy response to the pandemic.

With these developments in mind, this FSR assesses financial stability vulnerabilities and their implications for financial markets, debt sustainability, bank resilience, the non-bank financial sector and macroprudential policies.

This issue of the FSR also includes two special features on topics that are increasingly part of our routine financial stability assessment at the ECB. The first focuses on recent advances in the monitoring of financial stability risks stemming from climate change, building on previous special features on the topic. The second special feature explores risks arising from crypto-assets – which have been increasing over time, as this sector grows both in its size and in its integration with the core financial system.

This issue of the FSR has been prepared with the involvement of the ESCB Financial Stability Committee, which assists the decision-making bodies of the ECB in the fulfilment of their tasks. The FSR exists to promote awareness of systemic risks among policymakers, the financial industry and the public at large, with the ultimate goal of promoting financial stability.

Luis de Guindos
Vice-President of the European Central Bank
Financial stability conditions have deteriorated

Energy and commodity price shocks, amplified by the Russian invasion of Ukraine, increase risks to post-pandemic growth, inflation and financial conditions in the euro area and globally.

Higher financial market volatility, although largely orderly, underscores risks of sharp corrections. Non-banks are most exposed to duration, credit and liquidity risks.

Euro area sovereigns, corporates and households face higher interest rates and cost pressures that could test debt sustainability for the more highly indebted entities.

Banks, which have remained strikingly resilient and able to support the economy, see increased credit risk and a weaker profit outlook.

Rising inflation and lower growth put pressure on vulnerable borrowers
- Inflation spikes as outlook deteriorates
- House prices face correction risk
- Rising input costs weigh on corporate margins
- Ukraine war may challenge fiscal positions

Markets vulnerable as rates adjust to inflation and growth weakens
- Higher-for-longer energy prices
- Corporate spreads widen as risks grow
- Financial fragmentation could emerge
- Interest rate volatility increases

Renewed bank asset quality and profitability concerns
- Re-emerging credit risks
- Possible tightening of credit standards
- Higher bond funding costs
- Rising cyber risks

Non-banks face duration risk amid low liquidity and uncertain credit risk outlook
- Valuation losses from rising rates
- Fund outflows may trigger forced sales
- Increase in illiquid holdings of insurers
- Exposures from synthetic leverage

Macroprudential authorities should continue to address building vulnerabilities, adjusting the type of measure, pace and timing for economic conditions in order to avoid procyclicality.

Having macroprudential space and effective buffers using the whole range of macroprudential instruments would help support medium-term resilience.

Risks arising from liquidity mismatches, leverage and margining practices in the non-bank financial sector need to be tackled comprehensively.
Higher prices, exacerbated by the Russia-Ukraine war, weaken the recovery and increase global risks

Financial stability conditions have deteriorated, as the post-pandemic recovery has been tested by higher inflation and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Since late 2021, rising inflationary pressures have threatened to slow the momentum of the recovery in 2022. Upside risks to euro area inflation and downside risks to growth rose sharply following the outbreak of the Russia-Ukraine war (Chart 1, panel a). In particular, large rises in commodity and energy prices (Chart 1, panel b) and ongoing global supply chain pressures are expected to prolong the period of elevated inflation. The course and consequences of the Russia-Ukraine war are still hard to predict. While peace could reverse some pressures, a protracted conflict could imply sustained higher inflation and even lower growth outturns than currently expected. Risks to inflation, growth and global financial conditions could also be triggered by other global events, such as a broader resurgence of the coronavirus (COVID-19), emerging market weakness or a sharper economic slowdown in China (Box 4).

Chart 1
Risks of higher inflation and lower growth outturns in the euro area amplified by an intensified commodity and energy price shock

Higher inflation and lower growth could increase market volatility and challenge debt servicing capacity as financing costs rise. The consequences of the war and the shift to a lower-growth, higher-inflation environment affect virtually every aspect of economic activity and financing conditions. In turn, these developments might not only amplify, but could also trigger the materialisation of pre-existing financial stability vulnerabilities identified in previous issues of the FSR. These include heightened debt sustainability concerns in non-financial sectors or the possibility of corrections in both financial and tangible asset markets (Box 3).
Initial risk-off reaction in markets largely orderly, but asset price correction concerns remain

The Russian invasion of Ukraine triggered a large but, in most cases, short-lived market reaction. In early 2022, markets, positioning for solid growth, a temporary spike in inflation and relatively modest policy tightening, saw a repricing in global equity and bond markets. The outbreak of the war, which increased the risk of a higher-inflation, lower-growth scenario, saw market volatility increase, credit spreads widen and equity indices decline (Chart 2, panels a and b). The market response was substantial, but more modest than at the onset of the pandemic. Movements in commodity markets were most pronounced, as Russia and Ukraine are key suppliers. Euro area assets, given greater proximity and links to Russia and Ukraine, experienced larger losses than US assets. By the end of March, euro area markets had recovered most of the initial losses, but commodity prices remained elevated. Over the course of April and May, concerns about the global growth outlook and central banks’ response to higher inflation rates led to renewed weakness in risky asset valuations.

Chart 2
The initial market correction to the war was largely orderly, but liquidity pressures arose in some derivatives markets

a) Euro area and US high-yield corporate bond spreads

b) Development of global stock markets

c) Natural gas futures two-day absolute price changes and applied initial margin

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., EPFR Global, ICE Clear Europe and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: dashed lines represent the long term average over the past two decades. Government option-adjusted spreads are employed. Panel b: equity indices shown are the MSCI All Country World Index, the MSCI USA Index, the MSCI Euro Index and the MSCI Emerging Markets Index. Panel c: data on margins are provided by ICE Clear Europe in accordance with the Terms of Use. Applied initial margins are based on the scanning ranges published by ICE Clear Europe. Full initial margins should be computed with the CCPs’ proprietary risk models, in this case those of ICE Clear Europe, taking into account all risk parameters and full exposures.

Further corrections in financial markets could be triggered by an escalation of the war, even weaker global growth or if monetary policy needs to adjust faster than expected. Despite recent asset price corrections, valuations remain stretched in the light of the deterioration in macro-fundamentals, and further sharp corrections are
a risk. Such corrections could be triggered by a further escalation of the war, emerging market stresses or by more persistent inflation than currently foreseen, which might prompt faster monetary policy normalisation by major central banks. Higher interest rates could challenge the valuations of riskier assets, such as equities. Euro area sovereign and high-yield credit spreads have widened over the course of 2022. Spread increases are in part related to the rise in underlying risk-free rates, as the latter mechanically have a larger impact on the earnings and budget deficits of more indebted firms and sovereigns.

**Large shifts in commodity prices and related margin requirements have posed challenges to liquidity management for some derivative market participants.** Commodity derivatives markets are used by a wide range of firms, including energy producers, suppliers and distributors, and users, to manage risks arising from volatile commodity prices, and enable them to fulfil contracts with corporates and households. In response to the recent rise in commodity price volatility, central clearing counterparties (CCPs) and clearing members have increased the initial margins for commodity derivatives (Chart 2, panel c). Margin requirements must be met by posting cash or highly liquid collateral. For some firms, these liquidity requirements may become prohibitive, while for others, the cost of hedging may have started to outweigh the perceived benefit. As a result, some firms may choose to reduce their hedging activities, or switch to contracts with lower collateralisation needs, including non-centrally cleared derivatives (Chapter 2). In the latter case, both the firm and the counterparty could be more exposed to counterparty credit risk. Sufficient margining is an important safeguard in the financial system. But recent developments do raise the question of whether margining practices (including those between the clearing member and their client) might be unnecessarily procyclical, and whether they are sufficiently transparent (Chapter 5).

**Investment funds saw manageable outflows following the invasion, but euro area non-banks remain vulnerable to a further market correction, given high duration, credit and liquidity risk.** Limited aggregate exposure to Russian and Ukrainian assets meant that only a few of the more specialist investment funds were suspended. That said, since early 2022, there has been a rotation from corporate to sovereign bond funds, as well as from growth to value equity funds. After the start of the war, there had been renewed interest in inflation-protected bond funds in anticipation of higher inflation, and in commodity-related equity funds in the light of the surge in energy prices. These trends slowed down or reversed again in late April in line with weaker performance of these asset classes (Chart 3, panel a). Some duration risk for non-banks has started to materialise in recent quarters, and further valuation losses may arise. Non-banks also have large exposures to weaker corporates which may be especially vulnerable to higher inflation and lower growth. The risk that investment funds could amplify a market correction due to fire sales remains, given low liquidity buffers (Chart 3, panel b). For some non-banks, additional vulnerabilities stem from their excessive synthetic leverage via derivatives (Box 7) or investments in crypto-assets, where growing institutional investor interest is deepening the linkages with the mainstream financial system (Special Feature B). In the medium term, however, a higher interest rate environment could reduce the non-bank sector’s incentives to search for yield and benefit the insurance and
pension fund sector because of its negative duration gap, thereby mitigating overall financial stability risks (Chapter 4).

**Chart 3**

Non-banks proved largely resilient to the market impact of the invasion, but underlying credit, duration and liquidity risks remain causes for concern

| Source: EPFR Global, ECB (Investment Funds Balance Sheet Statistics and Securities Holding Statistics) and ECB calculations. |
| Note: Panel b: average residual maturity is a proxy for duration risk and is used here because of the longer available time series. |

**Input price increases and higher financing cost add strains for more indebted firms and sovereigns**

Euro area corporates face renewed headwinds as input prices have soared and the economic outlook has become more clouded. A solid economic recovery helped measures of aggregate corporate vulnerability to improve towards the end of 2021 (Chapter 1.3). Gross profits recovered to 7% above pre-pandemic levels, while policy support measures have kept corporate insolvencies at historic lows. However, a weaker economic growth outlook, coupled with growing margin pressure as a result of soaring input prices, has led to some increase in expected corporate default rates (Chart 4, panel a).

There is a sizeable cohort of more vulnerable and pandemic-strained firms, some of which are also sensitive to commodity prices. The most vulnerable corporations which are more indebted, less liquid and have lower sales levels might face particular challenges in the event of a pronounced economic slowdown (Box 1). Higher energy and commodity prices could hurt activity in economic sectors which have not yet fully recovered from the pandemic, such as air transport,
accommodation, and food and beverages (Chart 4, panel b), or which have low pricing power to pass on higher costs (Chapter 2). These vulnerabilities are compounded by the prospect of tighter financing conditions that would adversely affect the debt servicing capacity of lower-rated firms in particular. This could also fuel corporate downgrade risk, as the bulk of issuance activity in recent years has taken place in the lowest investment grade bucket (BBB).

Chart 4
Signs of renewed risks for the corporate sector, with some pandemic-strained sectors highly exposed to higher energy prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) European speculative-grade 12-month trailing default rates</th>
<th>b) Corporate turnover relative to pre-pandemic and energy use by industrial sector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Realised</td>
<td>Forecast pessimistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European energy inputs as a share of total output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January forecast</td>
<td>April forecast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Moody’s Analytics, OECD Trade in Value Added (TiVA) database (2018), Eurostat and ECB calculations. Notes: Panel a: European speculative-grade default rates forecast by Moody’s Analytics as at January 2022 (solid lines) and April 2022 (dotted lines). The baseline forecasts incorporate low refinancing risk and healthy corporate fundamentals. The optimistic scenario builds on the favourable baseline, expecting markets to remain very supportive of speculative-grade issuers in 2022, while showing exceptional demand for high-yield debt in the search for yield. By contrast, the pessimistic scenario acknowledges a particularly weak ratings mix among European speculative-grade issuers. For more details on the different scenarios, see the Moody’s website. There is a structural break in the time series of realised rates as of March 2022, as defaulting and non-defaulting Russian issuers whose ratings were recently withdrawn have been excluded. Panel b: energy use includes direct and indirect use of: (i) electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning; (ii) mining and quarrying; and (iii) coke and refined petroleum products as a share of total output. Energy inputs by industry are classified according to the United Nations International Standard Industrial Classification for All Economic Activities (ISIC), Rev. 4, and are attributed to each sector based on the four-digit SIC code. The red vertical line represents the median usage of energy inputs as share of total output across all sectors of economic activity. Out of 42 NACE sectors, 24 are shown in the chart.

Euro area fiscal positions also face challenges as they now encounter a weaker recovery and tighter financial conditions. In 2021, as the euro area economy began recovering from the COVID-19 shock, governments gradually withdraw the stimulus they provided during the pandemic. As a result, fiscal positions in 2022 are expected to improve compared to 2021. However, the repercussions of the war in Ukraine may create new draws on public finances. While immediate stress in euro area sovereign bond markets remained low, short-term fiscal pressures have increased in a number of countries (Chart 5, panel a). This is attributable to measures aimed at cushioning the adverse impact of higher energy prices on households and corporates, as well as the cost of managing the flow of refugees and higher defence spending in some countries. Market participants estimate the associated additional fiscal impact for the largest euro area countries at around 1.2 percentage points of GDP on average. Also, where coupled with lower economic
growth than previously anticipated, higher interest rates may translate into higher refinancing needs (Chart 5, panel b). This could put sovereign debt dynamics on an unfavourable trajectory, especially in higher-debt countries.

**Additional fiscal space to cushion the economy from future shocks may have become more limited in some euro area countries.** This, coupled with debt sustainability concerns, could contribute to a reassessment of sovereign risk by market participants and spur fragmentation pressures in sovereign bond markets. That said, countries with higher sovereign risk have taken advantage of low rates to prolong their debt maturity profile, which reduces their vulnerability to abrupt changes in market sentiment. To the extent that higher sovereign vulnerabilities coincide with fragilities in the corporate and banking sectors, risks materialising in any of these sectors (in isolation or combination) may lead to adverse feedback loops between sovereign, banks and corporates (Box 1).

**Chart 5**

Euro area sovereigns transition from pandemic support to tackling the repercussions of the war, as higher rates and lower growth challenge more indebted sovereigns

---

Sources: IMF Fiscal Monitor, ECB and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panel a: the horizontal and vertical red lines represent the 3% of GDP Maastricht threshold for the budget deficit. The size of the bubble represents the general government gross debt-to-GDP ratio in 2021. Panel b: the aggregate of higher-debt countries includes euro area countries with a 2021 general government debt-to-GDP ratio above 90%. The lower-debt aggregate includes the remaining euro area countries. The threshold of 90% of GDP for sovereign debt is based on findings in the empirical literature. See, for example, Checherita and Rother*. The benchmark refers to the main scenario of the debt sustainability analysis simulations based on the December 2021 Eurosystem staff macroeconomic projection exercise for the period 2021-24 and assumes broad minimum compliance of the fiscal path thereafter with the Stability and Growth Pact (gradual convergence to countries’ specific medium-term fiscal objectives, with current debt rule requirements not included in the simulations). In the first scenario, a permanent increase in interest rates of 100 basis points is applied to all new and refinancing operations as of 2023 across the whole yield curve over a ten-year horizon. In the second scenario, the increase in interest rates is combined with a fall in potential GDP growth by one percentage point for three years over the period 2023-2025. No catching-up effect is expected after 2025, leading to a permanent downward shift of 3% in the potential GDP level.

Expansion continues in residential real estate markets, increasing the vulnerability to corrections

**Vulnerabilities in euro area residential real estate markets continued to build.** Euro area house prices increased at a rate of almost 10% in the final quarter of 2021 – the fastest pace observed in the last 20 years (Chart 6, panel a). The trend was driven among other things by changes in housing preferences triggered by the pandemic, low interest rates and supply-side constraints (Box 2). At the same time, the buoyant growth of residential real estate prices is coupled with robust mortgage lending (Section 1.5). The associated rise in vulnerabilities led to the European Systemic Risk Board issuing new warnings and recommendations in December 2021, strengthening the case for macroprudential action in some countries (Chapter 5). While house price pressures are buttressed in the near term by tight supply conditions and continued demand amid household and investor preference for housing, signs of overvaluation render some housing markets prone to price corrections. In particular, an abrupt increase in real interest rates could induce house price corrections (Box 2).

**Chart 6**
Euro area households could face the triple challenge of possible corrections in residential real estate markets, higher interest rates and an income squeeze

---

**Sources:** Eurostat, ECB and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panel a: construction price expectations refer to the three months ahead. RRE price growth is shown until the fourth quarter of 2021 and lending for house purchase until March 2022. Panel b: the red horizontal and vertical lines represent the euro area aggregate values. The debt service ratio is calculated as debt service cost divided by income following Drehmann et al.* Compensation of employees is used to measure the income of households.


**Risks from mortgage indebtedness are amplified by the impact of higher costs on the debt servicing capacity of euro area households.** Despite rising indebtedness since the start of the pandemic (Section 1.4), balance sheet fundamentals of euro area households remained relatively solid overall. However, higher inflation and energy price outturns may reduce households’ purchasing power,
unless wages catch up sufficiently without destabilising inflation expectations. The associated squeeze may particularly affect lower-income households, which spend a larger portion of their incomes on food and energy. At the same time, the currently relatively favourable financial and employment situations of euro area households could worsen, should prolonged economic weakness translate into a growing number of corporate insolvencies and restructurings. In an environment of deteriorating income positions and higher interest rates, households’ debt servicing capacity could be challenged, particularly in countries with elevated debt levels and high debt servicing needs (Chart 6, panel b). That said, the shift towards more fixed-rate mortgage lending in recent years will shield many households from the immediate impact of higher interest rates (Chart 7, panel c). Similarly, active use of macroprudential policies in most euro area countries, notably through borrower-based measures, are helping to improve the resilience of borrowers.

**Euro area banks show resilience, but profitability prospects worsen as asset quality concerns resurface**

The positive market sentiment towards euro area banks in 2021 reversed sharply following the Russian invasion of Ukraine. Marked corrections in bank share prices (Chart 7, panel a) erased the gains made in 2021 amid improved earnings and expectations of higher interest rates. After the initial shock, markets reversed some of the losses as it became apparent that only a few banks had material direct exposures to Russia and Ukraine. In addition, the majority of banks signalled their commitment to previously announced dividend and share buyback plans for 2022.

After a remarkable recovery in bank profitability in 2021, projections for 2022 have been revised down as credit risks have increased. Bank profitability surpassed pre-pandemic levels in 2021, driven by higher operating income and lower loan loss provisions, but profitability prospects have worsened in line with a weaker macroeconomic backdrop. Profitability remained solid at the start of 2022 too, but bank analysts revised down their 2022 return on equity (ROE) forecasts for euro area banks to around 7% (Chart 7, panel a) – a level which is still low by international standards. While banks showed resilience and credit risks associated with direct exposures are limited, the banking sector could be indirectly affected by the repercussions of the war. For example, it may be exposed to greater corporate and household credit risks as a result of higher commodity prices and disrupted global supply chains. In fact, a further major energy price shock could translate into higher corporate probabilities of default (PDs), including in some sectors that were badly hit by the pandemic, such as accommodation and food services (Chart 7, panel b). However, a broader vulnerability exercise suggests that overall the banking sector is resilient to the second-round effects arising from the Russia-Ukraine war (see Box 6).

A rise in interest rates may provide some support to bank margins in the short run, but some banks might face challenges in the medium term. A higher interest rate environment and steeper yield curve will mechanically support interest income and, in turn, bank profitability, but funding low-yielding assets profitably may become
challenging in the medium term. In particular, the large-scale shift over the last
decade from floating to fixed-rate lending, especially for households, may dampen
some of the benefits that banks enjoy from higher interest rates (Chart 7, panel c).
This may pose a risk to banks’ medium-term profitability prospects in cases where
such interest rate exposures are less well hedged (Box 5). As interest rates rise,
banks could also face higher credit risks, given growing exposures to vulnerabilities in
the non-financial sector in recent years.

Chart 7
Bank stock prices reflect an uncertain outlook amid resurfacing asset quality concerns
and rising interest rate risks for some banks

a) Euro area banks’ stock
prices, dividend futures and
2022 profit expectations

(1 Jan. 2020–17 May 2022, indices: January
2020 = 100, percentages)

b) Change in median firm PDs
under two different scenarios
of energy price rises by sector

(percentages of PD levels)

(c) Fixed-rate lending to euro
area households and firms

(2009, 2021, percentages of total new
lending)

Sources: Bloomberg Financial L.P., Urgentem, Moody’s Analytics, Bureau van Dijk – OBR database, ECB and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: 2022 bank ROE expectations indicate the weighted average of a sample of 32 listed euro area banks. Panel b: adverse scenario: +89% on gas price and +24% on oil price; severe scenario: +138% on gas and +48% on oil price. The energy price assumptions are consistent with the scenario analysis conducted in the context of the March 2022 ECB staff macroeconomic projections, NACE codes and corresponding economic activities: A – Agriculture, forestry and fishing, B – Mining and quarrying, C – Manufacturing, D – Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply, E – Water supply, sewerage, waste management and remediation activities, F – Construction, G – Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles, H – Transportation and storage, I – Accommodation and food service activities, J – Information and communication, L – Real estate activities, M – Professional, scientific and technical activities, N – Administrative and support service activities, O – Public administration and defence; compulsory social security, P – Education, Q – Human health and social work activities, R – Arts, entertainment and recreation, S – Other service activities. Panel c: NFCs stands for non-financial corporations.

Long-standing structural challenges, together with a greater need to manage
cyber risk, continue to weigh on the outlook for euro area banks. Longer-term
challenges associated with low cost-efficiency, limited revenue diversification and
overcapacity compound growing cyclical headwinds. In addition, euro area banks
urgently need to press ahead with their digital transformation, not least to be able
to manage the growing threat of cyber risks. However, having focused on cost-cutting in
recent years to boost profits, parts of the banking sector continue to lag behind global peers in terms of IT infrastructure investment (Chapter 3). Heightened uncertainty
surrounding the outlook and lower profit expectations may now further delay the
transformation plans of euro area banks, which would have an adverse impact on
their competitiveness.
Financial institutions and markets need to accelerate the transition to a low-carbon economy

Banks and non-banks alike need to step up their efforts to support the move towards a net-zero economy. Metrics of financial institutions’ exposure to climate-related risks show little evidence of a decline over the last few years. In fact, while euro area NFCs have reduced actual emissions, loans to more polluting firms still represent around two-thirds of banks’ credit exposures (Special Feature A). Similarly, banks and non-banks have reduced their holdings of securities issued by firms with higher emission levels only slightly over the last five years (Chart 8, panel a). The Russian war in Ukraine has highlighted the risks that can arise from high dependency on fossil fuels, whose price and supply can be volatile.

Chart 8
The carbon footprint of financial institutions’ portfolios has not decreased significantly, and greenwashing risks remain high in financial markets

While green financial markets continue to deepen, there is a need to monitor greenwashing risks. Sustainable financial markets continued to grow at a brisk pace in 2021, amid growing investor interest in green finance. Firms are increasingly disclosing their exposure to transition risk as well as their commitments to reduce emissions (Chart 8, panel b), indicating increasing awareness of the need to transition to a low-carbon economy. That said, greenwashing risks do remain in capital markets. These need to be tackled using better, more consistent information and enhanced standards for financial instruments, to ensure that green finance effectively supports the transition to a low-carbon economy.
Macroprudential policy needs to strengthen resilience to handle future shocks

The euro area financial stability outlook has deteriorated as inflation has risen, especially since the start of the Russia-Ukraine war. Upside risks to inflation, especially from energy prices, and downside risks to growth are amplifying pre-existing vulnerabilities identified in previous issues of the FSR, such as those associated with mispricing in some financial and tangible asset markets, as well as the legacy of higher debt levels in non-financial sectors. The vulnerabilities identified could be exacerbated by shocks such as (i) a further escalation of the Russia-Ukraine war or further economic sanctions imposed in response to the war; (ii) unexpected changes in growth or inflation; or (iii) a resurgence in COVID-19 infections, with a greater economic impact than currently expected. The potential for these vulnerabilities to materialise simultaneously and possibly amplify each other further increases the medium-term risks to financial stability.

As economic conditions allow, further building resilience in a timely manner remains a sound policy strategy. Banks currently have ample capital headroom on top of their regulatory requirements, and a vulnerability analysis specifically assessing the adverse implications of the war in Ukraine indicates that the euro area banking system remains resilient under the scenarios considered. Nevertheless, macroprudential policy action would further enhance resilience against vulnerabilities that have already accumulated, including those in residential real estate markets, and mitigate the risk of bank de-leveraging if systemic risk materialises. As long as economic conditions do not deteriorate significantly, existing bank capital generation capacity and headroom should mitigate a detrimental impact on credit supply from increasing capital buffers. In addition, there are also costs associated with delayed action, especially if uncertainty persisted into the medium term and vulnerabilities remained unaddressed or continued to build. Overall, if the economic costs of activating additional capital buffers remain low and the financial cycle is expected to remain on an upward trend, as was the case prior to the outbreak of the war, when policy tightening commenced in some countries, authorities can continue to act appropriately while taking into account the uncertainty related to the war to avoid procyclical effects. Authorities should tailor their policy strategy to the national context by using the whole range of macroprudential instruments that are at their disposal, including borrower-based measures as already in place in several countries.

Creating additional macroprudential space while also enhancing the effectiveness of the existing countercyclical capital buffer would support the resilience of the financial system over the medium term. In its input to the European Commission’s review of the macroprudential framework, the ECB has called for more macroprudential space in the form of a higher amount of releasable capital buffers that could further improve banks’ loss absorption capacity while maintaining the provision of key services in a downturn. In addition, increasing the flexibility in the existing countercyclical capital buffer (CCyB) framework could facilitate timely policy action in both the activation and release phases. The ECB’s response also included additional proposals to fill other gaps in the policy toolkit, promote the implementation of instruments at the national level, streamline the
activation and coordination procedures for macroprudential measures and address global risks.

**Regulatory initiatives to tackle risks from liquidity mismatches, leverage and margining practices in the non-bank financial sector should continue to progress.** Developing a comprehensive macroprudential approach for non-banks remains essential to address structural vulnerabilities and strengthen the sector’s resilience. The focus of the international policy agenda has now shifted to structural liquidity mismatches in the investment fund sector and should prioritise a better alignment of asset liquidity with redemption terms. The use of leverage by non-banks in a highly interconnected global financial system is a key concern for financial stability and needs to be tackled using a range of measures across entities and activities. In addition, recent events have underlined the need to make further progress with international efforts to assess financial stability risks arising from margining practices.
1 Macro-financial and credit environment

1.1 Euro area economic outlook weakens on the back of global cost pressures and the war in Ukraine

Since the November 2021 Financial Stability Review, the economic outlook for the euro area has weakened, while inflation projections have been revised upwards. Private sector forecasters have downgraded their growth expectations significantly since the end of last year as the repercussions of the Russian war in Ukraine reverberate globally, likely slowing the economic recovery. The supply chain and cost pressures that built up during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic have...
been amplified by the war, which has prompted further increases in commodity prices, affected supply chains and substantially weakened consumer confidence. As a result, consensus expectations for real GDP growth in the euro area in 2022 have been downgraded to 2.7% (down 1 percentage points since late February), while inflation expectations have been revised upwards to 6.8% (up 2.6 percentage points since late February) (Chart 1.1, panel a).

Chart 1.1
Forecasters pare back growth prospects and raise inflation projections as sanctions slow the economic recovery and hit the Russian economy particularly hard

While the war in Ukraine has prompted material increases in energy and commodity prices, the more direct impact via euro area exports has been contained. Sanctions have served to significantly isolate Russia’s economy, which is reflected in a sharp downgrade of its economic growth outlook and a simultaneous increase in inflation expectations (Chart 1.1, panel b). The direct impact of the conflict on the euro area economy has been relatively modest. On aggregate, exports to Russia account for 3% of foreign demand, with some eastern European countries having significantly larger exposures (Chart 1.2, panel a). Imports from Russia, at around 4% of the total, are also modest. However, the relatively small headline figures for imports and exports conceal the euro area’s greater dependency in terms of energy supply. The euro area relies on Russian imports for 20% of its oil and 35% of its gas needs, with some larger economies showing even greater levels of dependency. Accordingly, those economies with a larger share of Russian energy in their total energy mix may face greater challenges in finding alternative sources and might be harder hit if further sanctions are imposed.
The conflict in Ukraine has added to pre-existing global inflationary pressures as the war has increased the prices of food and non-food commodities. Prices have increased strongly in those commodities of which Russia and Ukraine are major global exporters (Chart 1.2, panel b). Moreover, the sharp rise in commodity prices observed since the start of the conflict is adding to pre-existing inflationary pressures in commodities used in the extraction or processing of other commodities (e.g. steel, aluminium) and potash used to produce fertilisers and metals. Spiralling commodity prices are posing particular difficulties for importing emerging market economies. Moreover, emerging markets, such as India, Turkey, Mexico and developing CEE countries, may experience significant rises in headline figures on the back of the weighting of commodities in their consumption baskets. Added to these concerns is the prospect of global monetary tightening and associated spillovers, which could have a negative effect on debt sustainability in emerging markets (Chapter 2).

Supply chain bottlenecks continue to weigh on the global recovery and may intensify. Global supply chains have been under pressure since late 2020 on account of strong demand for manufactured goods, shortages in the supply of certain key inputs and disruptions in the logistics industry. As a result, suppliers’ delivery times in the euro area have lengthened considerably over the past year and have contributed to significantly higher input prices (Chart 1.3, panel a). Going forward, some supply chains are also likely to be affected by the war in Ukraine, given the significant role, among others, played by both Russia and Ukraine in global metal exports, among others (Chart 1.2, panel b). In addition, China’s zero-COVID policy has resulted in strict lockdowns being imposed in several economic centres, further disrupting the supply of certain goods. Moreover, although the euro area Purchasing

---

**Sources:** Bloomberg Finance L.P., UN Comtrade database, Eurostat, ECB and ECB calculations.

**Note:** Panel b: price change is based on active future contracts quoted by Bloomberg.
Managers’ Index (PMI) remains comfortably in expansionary territory (55.8 in April 2022), disruptions continue to weigh on the business cycle, delaying the (global) recovery from the pandemic (Chart 1.3, panel b).

**Chart 1.3**
Supply chain disruptions increase input prices and depress the economic recovery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Euro area suppliers’ delivery times PMI versus input prices PMI</th>
<th>b) Euro area output PMI and supply and demand factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018-20</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Supply disruptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Economic growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First lockdown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: IHS Markit, ECB and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: suppliers’ delivery times shown on an inverted scale; a lower reading indicates longer supplier delivery times. First lockdown refers to the period between March and May 2020. Panel b: historical decomposition of euro area output PMI, which was obtained using a two-variable Bayesian VAR with output PMI and suppliers’ delivery times component of PMI, identified through sign restrictions and estimated over the period from January 1999 to April 2022. See also the box entitled “Supply chain disruptions and the effects on the global economy”, Economic Bulletin, Issue II, ECB, 2021. The identification strategy was inspired by Bhushan and Struyven*.


The slowdown in the Chinese economy is adding to the vulnerabilities in emerging markets and is increasing the downside risks to the global recovery. The turmoil in China’s property development sector continued at the start of 2022, with growth in residential real estate sales remaining negative and house prices weakening further. In addition, strict pandemic containment policies are depressing economic activity, which is forecast to grow at around 5% annually in the period 2022-24, significantly below the long-term average of 8%. A slowing Chinese economy also poses additional challenges for emerging market economies with close financial links to China. All in all, these developments add further downside risks for global economic prospects, with a potentially significant spillover to the euro area (Box 4).

The new economic challenges come at a time when some sectors and countries are still recovering from the pandemic shock. Although high vaccination levels and the less deadly Omicron variant have allowed euro area economies to largely reopen since the start of the year, economic sectors continue to be affected asymmetrically by the pandemic. For example, activity in the arts and entertainment sector still lags pre-pandemic levels, while the technology sector has clearly benefited...
From the consumption trends observed during the pandemic (Chart 1.4, panel a). This sectoral fragmentation is also reflected in the economic recoveries of euro area countries. Some countries have only recently recovered from the pandemic but are currently facing high inflationary pressures (Chart 1.4, panel b). Moreover, depending on their degree of trade dependency with Russia and Ukraine, some euro area countries will be hit harder by the war in Ukraine than others, exacerbating asymmetries in growth and inflation rates.

Chart 1.4
While most euro area authorities have lifted major pandemic restrictions, some economic sectors and countries are still recovering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Change in gross value added for economic sectors in the euro area</th>
<th>b) Recovery in real GDP versus HICP inflation in euro area countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Q1 2020-Q4 2021, index: Q4 2019 = 0)</td>
<td>(index: Q4 2019 = 100, percentages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Q4 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts and entertainment (RTU)</td>
<td>Q4 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale and retail (GTI)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry (BTE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional and scientific activities (MTE)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction (F)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public administration (OTQ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology (J)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial activities (K)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real estate (L)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture (A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Eurostat and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: capital letters reflect NACE codes; RTU = Arts, entertainment and recreation; other service activities; activities of household and extra-territorial organisations and bodies, GTI = Wholesale and retail trade, transport, accommodation and food service activities, BTE = Industry (except construction), MTE = Professional, scientific and technical activities; administrative and support service activities, F = Construction, OTQ = Public administration, defence, education, human health and social work activities, J = Information and communication, K = Financial and insurance activities, L = Real estate activities, A = Agriculture, forestry and fishing. Panel b: Q4 2019 reflects the pre-pandemic real GDP level.

1.2 Normalisation of fiscal positions is challenged by a slower economic recovery and the impact of the war

Downside risks to fiscal positions predominate as the recovery slows and governments cope with the economic impact of the Russia-Ukraine war. Before the war, it was expected that the euro area budget deficit would improve in response to lower discretionary spending on pandemic support measures, significant windfall
revenues\(^1\) and a lower cyclical component (Chart 1.5, panel a). However, fiscal assumptions and projections are currently surrounded by a high degree of uncertainty, given the implications of the war in Ukraine. Slower economic growth than previously anticipated will have a negative impact on deficits. In addition, governments will face increases in expenditure on account of several factors including measures to mitigate the impact of higher energy prices on households, the influx of refugees from Ukraine and the higher levels of defence spending announced by some euro area governments. This could result in a slightly lower cyclically adjusted primary balance in 2022 than previously anticipated (Chart 1.5, panel b).

**Chart 1.5**
Public finances could be challenged by a slower economic recovery, energy price support measures, refugee flows and increased defence spending

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel a: Fiscal balances and projections in the euro area, and contributing factors</th>
<th>Panel b: General government cyclically adjusted primary balance in the euro area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2019-24E, percentages of GDP)</td>
<td>(2019-26E, percentages of potential GDP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural budget balance</td>
<td>October 2021 forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclical component</td>
<td>April 2022 forecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General government budget balance</td>
<td>Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiscal stance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Eurostat, March 2022 and September 2021 ECB staff macroeconomic projections, IMF Fiscal Monitor and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panel a: the grey line depicts the 3% of GDP budget deficit threshold set in the Maastricht Treaty. The data refer to the aggregate general government sector of euro area countries. The fiscal stance is adjusted for the impact of Next Generation EU (NGEU) grants on the revenue side. The cyclical component refers to the impact of the economic cycle as well as temporary measures taken by governments, such as one-off revenues or one-off capital transfers. Panel b: the term “cyclically adjusted primary balance” is defined as the cyclically adjusted balance plus net interest payable/paid (interest expense minus interest revenue), following the IMF’s World Economic Outlook convention.

Higher than projected budget deficits and a slower economic recovery might make debt dynamics less favourable. Following the implementation of economic support measures of around 4.0% of GDP in 2020 in response to the pandemic, crisis and recovery spending is estimated to have increased to about 4.3% of GDP in 2021. Despite this sizeable fiscal support, the economic recovery and favourable financing conditions have helped to stabilise government debt-to-GDP ratios in euro area countries with higher or lower levels of debt, although debt levels continue to diverge widely between euro area countries (Chart 1.6, panel a). The projected improvement in the budget balance from 2022 onwards is expected to be driven by a higher cyclically adjusted primary balance, as many of the emergency measures not funded by NGEU grants will expire. As a result, euro area debt-to-GDP levels are projected

\(^1\) These were driven by higher than expected tax revenues, among others.
to decline from 95.6% of GDP in 2021 to 88.7% in 2024. Going forward, however, risks to sovereign indebtedness are to the upside as governments face challenges from higher than anticipated deficits and slowing economic activity. As such, debt-to-GDP ratios might not follow the downward path currently envisaged under the baseline scenario (Overview).

Chart 1.6
Debt ratios have declined under favourable growth dynamics as sovereign stress has so far been contained

Higher than expected inflation can contribute to debt servicing pressures, especially in cases of high refinancing needs and relatively large shares of inflation-indexed securities. Although debt ratios would benefit from a declining real debt burden owing to first round effects (a favourable denominator effect), higher risk premia and slower economic growth could still contribute to increasing debt ratios in the medium term, particularly for high-debt countries. As such, additional fiscal space to cushion the economy from future economic downturns might become more limited in some euro area countries. Moreover, the level of recovery from the pandemic and inflation rates diverge widely across euro area countries, contributing to higher fragmentation risks (Section 1.1).

---

Financing conditions for euro area sovereigns have remained favourable overall. Although government bond yields have increased of late, financing conditions have remained relatively favourable in recent months, despite the heightened uncertainty, increasing sovereign bond yields and deteriorating macroeconomic backdrop. Moreover, although measures of sovereign stress are rising, so far this has not affected higher-debt countries more than other euro area countries (Chart 1.6, panel b). In addition, governments had extended the average residual maturity to eight years by the end of March 2022, mostly by issuing longer-term securities, increasing their resilience to rising interest rates. At the same time, debt servicing needs remain elevated, with some euro area countries facing refinancing and interest expenditure in excess of 40% of GDP over the next two years. As such, a further deterioration in financial conditions could weigh on fiscal positions going forward.

All in all, risks to sovereign debt sustainability appear to be manageable in the short run, but sovereign risks could intensify in the event of a sustained rise in credit risk premia or more subdued growth outturns. Although sovereign yields have increased of late, the economic recovery at the end of 2021 and largely favourable financing conditions have helped to stabilise debt levels in the euro area. Going forward, fiscal policy will be affected by both exposure to the war and recovery from the pandemic. Moreover, the fundamental role of economic growth dynamics in determining fiscal sustainability underlines the need for fiscal policy to be growth-friendly. The NGEU package could provide additional cushioning for the euro area economy and trigger the kind of reforms required to boost long-term growth potential. Adding to sovereign risks, some sovereigns with higher debt are also exposed to weaker banks and exhibit a less robust, more fragmentated corporate landscape, increasing risks relating to a sovereign-bank-corporate nexus (Box 1). These adverse developments could trigger a reassessment of sovereign risk by market participants and reignite pressures on more vulnerable sovereigns.

1.3 Corporates face new headwinds as supply bottlenecks persist

Following the solid recovery seen in the second half of 2021, euro area corporates are now facing increasing headwinds from rising producer prices and supply chain pressures. Measures of aggregate corporate vulnerabilities improved as the economy experienced a robust recovery in the second half of 2021, with gross profits bouncing back to 7% above pre-pandemic levels. Moreover, the economic recovery and pandemic support measures have helped to keep financing conditions favourable, cushioning debt service needs and rollover risks. As a result, the composite indicator for euro area corporate vulnerabilities has remained well below its historical average (Chart 1.7, panel a). However, corporates now face new headwinds stemming from a slowing economy, higher interest rates, worsening supply chain bottlenecks and rising energy prices (Section 1.1).
Euro area non-financial corporates have benefited from favourable financing conditions and robust profits, but activity remains subdued

The sharp increase in input prices may squeeze corporate profit margins. Despite the robust recovery in corporate earnings, activity in the corporate sector remained subdued towards the end of 2021 (Chart 1.7, panels a and b). Moreover, corporate profitability partially recovered on account of higher profit margins, offsetting the more persistent loss in output since the start of the pandemic (Chart 1.7, panel b). Going forward, it might become harder for some sectors to sustain high profit margins as input prices soar in many sectors and the economy slows. Higher input prices currently translate into expectations of increased selling prices going forward, especially for sectors with high energy consumption and low inventories (Chart 1.8, panel a). At the same time, some firms have started to indicate that input prices are increasing faster than output prices, possibly resulting in margin compression. This seems to be the case for the corporates that still face challenges stemming from the pandemic and for corporates with high energy needs, such as manufacturers of metals (Chart 1.8, panel b). Historically, higher input prices are largely passed on to end users, particularly when the cost-push shock is global, although given the fact that the economic outlook has softened considerably some producers might have less pricing power going forward. Moreover, the magnitude of current price volatility could be a concern for companies with (unhedged) fixed contractual obligations, and which cannot easily adjust pricing, such as utilities and construction firms (Chapter 2).
Margins might come under pressure as input prices soar and the economy slows

**Chart 1.8**
Margins might come under pressure as input prices soar and the economy slows

a) Selling price expectations versus use of energy as input and inventory level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct and indirect energy use</th>
<th>Selling price expectations (three-months ahead)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Below-average stock level</td>
<td>Mineral products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above-average stock level</td>
<td>Chemicals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paper products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Land transport and transport via pipelines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Euro area output prices PMI minus producer prices PMI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturing</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wood and paper</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery equipment</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubber and plastics</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate goods</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer/electronic products</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and beverages</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic metals</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport and storage</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultancy</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textiles</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital goods</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial services</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other professional/scientific activities</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional/scientific activities</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabricated metal</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer goods</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic materials</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer goods ex food</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warehousing</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor vehicles</td>
<td>Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: OECD Trade in Value Added (TiVA) database (2018), European Commission, Eurostat, IHS Markit and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panel a: energy intensity measured is measured by the average share of input from mining and quarrying, energy producing products, coke and refined petroleum product and the electricity, gas, steam and air-conditioning industries for each sector, classified according to the United Nations International Standard Industrial Classification for All Economic Activities (ISIC), Rev. 4. ISIC codes are converted back to NACE codes and matched with survey data on selling price expectations. Selling price expectations reflect seasonally adjusted selling price expectations for the services, retail and industry sectors. The data are extracted on subsector level from the European Commission business and consumer surveys. Direct and indirect energy use reflect 2018 figures. Selling price expectations reflect expectations from the April 2022 European Commission Business and consumer surveys. Panel b: shown as the PMI output price index minus the producer prices PMI on sector level. A narrowing spread between output and producer prices PMIs can be interpreted as margin compression.

**External financing needs have risen in response to robust economic activity, but the economic impact of the war in Ukraine might dampen credit growth going forward.** Bank lending to corporates continued to increase in the first months of 2022, but moderated in March as credit standards tightened, and risk perceptions increased as a result of the war in Ukraine. During the first months of the year the demand for loans remained high on account of high working capital and fixed investment requirements. The need for higher working capital mainly reflects financing demands created by the pandemic situation, while the increase in fixed investment is driven by the economic recovery. Amid a wide range across firms and euro area countries, debt levels declined to 80% of GDP in the fourth quarter of 2021 but remained above the 75% of GDP recorded before the pandemic. The increase in net debt has been much less pronounced, reflecting elevated working capital levels and liquid holdings (Chart 1.9, panel a). Going forward, corporate financing conditions might deteriorate when economic growth slows, inflation remains elevated and both markets and banks reassess the risk surrounding corporate activity (Chapter 2). Moreover, banks anticipate a stronger net tightening of credit standards in the future, reflecting the uncertain economic impact of the war. This might be

---

3 This reflects consolidated debt securities and loans of non-financial corporations as a share of GDP.
particularly concerning for firms that exited the pandemic with high debt levels, subdued earnings and lower liquidity buffers (Chart 1.9, panel b, and Box 1).

Chart 1.9
The increase in debt levels has varied across firms and euro area countries as default rates might rise

Insolvencies, which would normally be expected to rise as economic growth softens, have remained well below their pre-pandemic levels. Policy support measures have successfully mitigated solvency risks which, together with robust economic growth, kept insolvencies 20% below their pre-pandemic levels in the first quarter of 2022. Moreover, forward-looking measures for defaults remain subdued (Chart 1.9, panel c). At the same time, firms whose balance sheets weakened by the pandemic now face fresh challenges from strong input price inflation, softening economic growth and rising interest rates. Furthermore, results from the latest ECB bank lending survey show banks indicating that they are concerned that supply chain disruptions, high energy and other input prices, and corporate exposures to Russia, Ukraine and Belarus might amplify firms’ credit risks. As such, insolvencies could rise in the sectors most affected by supply chain disruptions and by an economic recovery that has proved fragile since the pandemic.

Overall, firms weakened by the pandemic now face additional challenges from intensifying cost pressures as the economic recovery slows. Some countries and sectors have experienced an increase in net debt levels since the start of the pandemic. Moreover, some corporates will also face significant debt servicing needs
over the coming years (Chart 1.9, panel a). Although public guarantee schemes have helped corporates to attract longer-term funding during the pandemic and corporates have built significant cash buffers, a possible further rise in interest rates might impact non-financial corporations that borrow at variable rates. In addition, some firms have been less able to profit from the economic recovery over recent quarters as their business models have continued to be affected by pandemic containment measures. Some of these corporations also have higher debt, lower liquidity and lower sales levels and might face challenges when the economy slows or if they cannot pass on increases in input prices to end users in full (Box 1). Adding further to these vulnerabilities, weaker corporates are also concentrated in countries with greater sovereign and bank vulnerabilities.

Box 1
Identifying the corporates most vulnerable to price shocks following the pandemic

Prepared by Julian Metzler, Benjamin Mosk, Nander de Vette and Peter Welz

By the end of 2021, the aggregate profitability and debt positions of euro area non-financial corporations (NFCs) had recovered to pre-pandemic levels. While overall gross debt relative to gross value added remains elevated at around 160%, net debt has returned to its pre-pandemic level of around 100% of gross value added, with firms having increased precautionary cash buffers amid favourable financing conditions. However, these aggregate developments were mostly driven by large firms, while the net debt positions of small firms increased as they used credit to offset those cash flow losses that were not covered by government support measures. In addition, many corporates now face broad-based increases in input prices on the back of energy price rises and supply chain disruptions. Against this backdrop, this box uses firm-level balance sheet data for around 91,000 euro area non-financial corporations to identify vulnerable firms based on the Altman Z-score, a measure of insolvency risk that uses five balance sheet and income statement ratios and their joint importance. It then matches bank and sovereign exposures to consider related risks associated with the sovereign-bank-corporate nexus.

Although corporate revenues deteriorated sharply during the COVID-19 pandemic, policy support measures helped to keep insolvencies remarkably subdued. The economic effects of the pandemic have weakened firms’ balance sheets, particularly in the services sector. At the same time, firms in technology and many consumer goods sectors also benefited (Chart A, panel a). Declining revenues appear to have been the biggest driver of deteriorating financial health. Firm-level data also suggest that more leveraged firms experienced a larger decline in financial health (Chart A, panel b), and firms classified as weak had relatively higher debt, lower earnings and lower revenues than firms classified as healthy. Compared with the broad-based revenue declines, earnings and margins remained relatively resilient. This can be explained in part by government support measures.

An increase in liabilities, lower liquidity levels and subdued earnings continue to pose a risk for a subset of companies. Translating Altman Z-scores into implied corporate credit ratings, the

---

6 The results reported in this box pertain to the specific sample at hand, which is not fully representative for the overall corporate sector as it contains relatively fewer micro firms.
share of firms that would be rated CCC or lower increased from 7.5% in 2019 to over 9% in 2020, which is in line with the relatively benign increase in downgrades among rated firms. Overall, however, the share of vulnerable firms (those with an Altman Z-score below 1.81 or implied credit rating below BBB-) increased from 36% prior to the pandemic to 42% at the of end 2020. On balance, more firms migrated to a lower implied rating than to a higher implied rating. Moreover, incoming quarterly financial results suggest that a significant share of firms had not fully recovered by mid-2021. This reflects weakness in the tourism, entertainment and aviation sectors, while larger listed firms in technology and industrial sectors benefited from strong demand and improved their cash positions.

**Chart A**

The financial health of smaller firms, firms with high debt levels and firms in the services sector has been more heavily affected by the pandemic, driven by weaker revenues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health care services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care distributors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal and glass containers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footwear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home furnishings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airlines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial stability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-sector holdings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotels and resorts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casinos and gaming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated oil and gas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and beverage products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture and fixtures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-sector holdings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care distributors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal and glass containers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Footwear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home furnishings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restaurants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airlines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial stability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-sector holdings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotels and resorts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casinos and gaming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated oil and gas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and beverage products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furniture and fixtures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airport services</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: S&P Global Market Intelligence, ECB and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: the grey line reflects the weaker firm threshold (1.81) based on the Altman Z-score as at end-2020. The Altman Z-score is calculated as 0.717 x working capital/total assets + 0.847 x retained earnings/total assets + 3.107 x EBIT/total assets + 0.420 x equity/debt + 0.998 sales/total assets. A higher Altman Z-score is associated with lower default risk. Sample size (N) = 91,649. The sample contains roughly half of the total debt outstanding for NFCs in the euro area and around 40% of total assets. The leverage ratio (total debt/total assets) for the firms in the sample is 34% compared with 30% for all euro area NFCs. Panel b: sum of the median changes in the variables included in the Altman Z-score: working capital (working capital/total assets), retained earnings (retained earnings/total assets), earnings (EBIT/total assets), revenue (sales/total assets) and equity (equity/debt). The upper chart reflects the impact on the 25th percentile of firms most affected by the pandemic in terms of Altman Z-score. The lower panel reflects the change in Altman Z-score per bucket of indebtedness measured by the firm’s total debt/total assets. The debt level is fixed on the end-2019 debt and asset level.

**Vulnerable Corporates are clustered in countries with elevated sovereign debt levels, higher non-performing loan ratios and stronger interlinkages between banks and domestic sovereigns.** Euro area countries with higher sovereign debt levels also have higher shares of weaker corporates (Chart B, panel a). For those countries, the median Altman Z-scores also remain

---

8 Converting the Altman Z-score into a credit rating is based on Altman, E.I., “A Fifty-Year Retrospective on Credit Risk Models, the Altman Z-Score Family of Models and their Applications to Financial Markets and Managerial Strategies”, *Journal of Credit Risk*, Vol. 14, No 4, 2018. For this purpose, the z''-score is used excluding revenues.
significantly below the pre-pandemic levels. In addition, spillover vulnerabilities exist in several countries due to a tighter sovereign-corporate-bank nexus. These countries tend to have higher shares of vulnerable corporates, and banks hold larger credit exposures to the domestic sovereign; at the same time, the sovereign has provided sizeable loan guarantees, notably for loans to firms in vulnerable sectors (Chart B, panel b).

**Chart B**

Corporate vulnerabilities are clustered in countries with elevated sovereign debt and weaker banks

---

Weaker firms and firms with lower pricing power are more vulnerable to supply chain disruptions and rising input prices. Indices measuring input prices for euro area producers increased strongly over the course of 2021 and the first months of 2022, driven by higher energy costs and supply bottlenecks. Moreover, some key input materials showed double-digit price rises. The large increase in input prices and costs will likely put pressure on profit margins, notably for firms that have weaker pricing power and cannot easily pass on price increases. This could create cash flow challenges in the short run and undermine the debt sustainability and investment capacity in the medium term. Vulnerabilities are concentrated in firms at the intersection of lower pricing power and those with higher energy intensity of production and lower Altman Z-scores (Chart B, panel c).

All in all, corporate vulnerabilities remain and are correlated with exposures to the pandemic and the fallout from the Russian war in Ukraine. The corporate sector on aggregate proved resilient to the pandemic shock, as reflected in the recovery of profits. However, the euro area has a sizeable cohort of vulnerable smaller firms that are still recovering from the pandemic and are now facing additional cost pressures from the sharp rise in input prices observed over recent months. At the current juncture, financing conditions remain in their favour, but they could deteriorate quickly if the economy slows and lenders reassess the risks relating to certain business models. Moreover, uncertainty will reduce investment and contribute to bleaker growth prospects going forward.
1.4 Households face rising inflation and greater uncertainty

While the aggregate financial position of euro area households has remained stable, downside risks have increased in the light of higher inflation and the war in Ukraine. Throughout the second half of 2021, households benefited from the economic recovery, low unemployment and favourable financing conditions. The debt-to-disposable income ratio stabilised at 98%, as nominal income growth remained solid and debt servicing costs reached record lows (Chart 1.10, panel a). Supported by valuation gains in financial investments and house prices, households’ net worth surged to 785% of disposable income in the fourth quarter of 2021, up 26 percentage points on a year earlier, but remains unevenly distributed across households. At the same time, however, consumer sentiment became clouded by the pick-up in consumer prices and, when energy and food prices rose further following the Russian invasion of Ukraine, plunged back towards the low levels observed after the pandemic first broke out in Europe (Chart 1.10, panel b). In a tail risk scenario, the war may also indirectly affect households via labour markets, where conditions could deteriorate if a large number of firms fail to withstand the adverse effects of higher input prices and supply chain disruptions reinforced by sanctions on Russia.

Chart 1.10
Household debt levels remain contained, but rising inflation and the war in Ukraine have prompted a sharp deterioration in sentiment

![Chart 1.10](image)

Sources: Eurostat and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: debt is defined as total loans granted to households by all institutional sectors. Gross interest payments are measured before allocation of financial intermediation services indirectly measured (FISIM). Panel b: HICP stands for the Harmonised Index of Consumer Prices measure of inflation.

Inflation weighs on real household incomes and may have a disproportionate effect on both lower-income households and those with weaker debt servicing capacity. Nominal income growth returned to pre-pandemic levels in the fourth quarter of 2021. However, due to increases in consumer prices driven predominantly by energy and food items, real incomes shrunk in the same period (Chart 1.11, panel...
Many households may be able to temporarily cushion the impact of higher prices by scaling back saving or drawing on excess savings accumulated during the pandemic. But these savings are likely concentrated in higher-income households, whereas lower-income households are more exposed to the inflation shock as they spend a relatively larger share of their income on energy and food-related items (Chart 1.11, panel b). Accordingly, a share of households has to rely on fiscal relief measures or cut down on non-essential consumption. In general, some households may benefit from higher than expected inflation in the sense that it lowers the real cost of pre-existing debt, but it is unlikely that these households are sufficiently compensated for the rise in inflation through higher nominal income.

**Chart 1.11**
A decline in real incomes may disproportionately affect lower income households

| a) Growth in nominal and real disposable income and savings ratio |
|------------------|------------------|
| (Q1 2018-Q4 2021, percentages) |
| Nominal disposable income growth |
| Real disposable income growth |
| Savings ratio (right-hand scale) |
| b) Monthly income spent on energy and food |
| (Q1 2022, left-hand scale: percentages, right-hand scale: €) |
| Share of income |
| Euro amounts (right-hand scale) |
| c) Impact of a 100 basis point interest rate increase on household debt-to-GDP and interest payment-to-GDP ratios |
| (2021-24E, percentages) |
| Household debt-to-GDP ratio |
| Household gross interest payments-to-GDP ratio (right-hand scale) |

Sources: Eurostat, ECB (Consumer Expectations Survey) and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel b: data cover surveys from Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Italy and the Netherlands. The share of income spent on energy and food is calculated as the share of households’ reported spending on utilities, transport and food, beverages, groceries and tobacco divided by monthly income, where income is inferred from income buckets. Data shown are averages over the full period for which CES data are available, i.e. April 2020 to January 2022. Questions on spending are surveyed once per quarter. Accordingly, the data should be interpreted with caution and mainly as an illustration of differences across different income classes. Panel c: shaded bars show projections. The simulations capture the effects of a permanent one-off 100 basis point increase in short and long-term market interest rates in July 2022 (with higher rates kept constant thereafter) on gross interest payments (based on a national accounts concept before FISIM allocation) and consolidated gross indebtedness ⅓, ⅔ and 2½ years after the shock. The results are based on models and tools used in the context of the Eurosystem projection exercises. They take into account the dampening impact of higher market interest rates on economic activity, prices and debt financing. The increase in the household debt-to-GDP ratio is mostly due to a denominator effect as GDP is projected to decline more than debt levels.

**Vulnerabilities among households have picked up, albeit from generally moderate levels.** With strong balance sheets thanks to excess savings, solid net wealth and low debt servicing costs, households are well positioned to weather economic headwinds. At the same time, rising inflation is having an adverse effect on households’ purchasing power, which could slow the economy’s return to its pre-pandemic growth path. Some households may have to limit consumption or become dependent on government support. While the impact of rising interest rates on aggregate household indebtedness and interest payments may be limited (Chart
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1.11, panel c), some households’ debt servicing capacity could suffer. Vulnerabilities could build further over the medium term and concerns over household debt sustainability may rise, especially in countries where residential properties are overvalued, debt levels are elevated and a larger share of household debt has variable interest rates.

1.5 Vulnerabilities continue to build in euro area real estate markets

Prices in euro area residential real estate (RRE) markets rose at a record pace, resulting in increasingly stretched valuations. Nominal house prices rose by 9.6% year-on-year at the euro area level in the fourth quarter of 2021, the fastest rate observed in the last 20 years (Chart 6, panel a, Overview). The key factors putting upward pressure on prices are the low cost of borrowing coupled with stronger demand for housing stemming from shifts in household preferences (e.g. demand for home office space) and supply-side constraints. Shortages of both labour and materials are raising expectations of increasing prices in the construction sector, contributing to further upward pressure on house prices going forward. Such growing supply-side constraints, together with flight-to-safety effects amid higher inflation, may be exacerbated by the war in Ukraine. As house price dynamics exceed the fundamentals, estimates of overvaluation are also growing (Chart 1.12, panel a).

Accelerating mortgage lending has increased household indebtedness, raising concerns of further debt-fuelled house price rises. Lending for house purchase in the euro area remains robust, with the pace of growth at 5.4% in March 2022, contributing to the build-up of household debt. Patterns vary greatly from country to country: in some euro area countries, upward movements in both house prices and lending are pronounced, indicating that a price-loan spiral may have started emerging. Overall, while most euro area countries have macroprudential measures in place, a further build-up of medium-term vulnerabilities in some countries led the ESRB to issue new warnings and recommendations in December 2021 (Chart 1.12, panel b). This strengthens the case for considering further macroprudential policy measures to build resilience, as economic conditions allow and taking into account the uncertainty related to the war (Chapter 5).

---

9 See also the report “Vulnerabilities in the residential real estate sectors of the EEA countries”, ESRB, February 2022 and the overview of macroprudential measures.
Rising RRE prices result in increasingly stretched valuations, underpinned in some countries by buoyant lending growth

**Chart 1.12**

Rising RRE prices result in increasingly stretched valuations, underpinned in some countries by buoyant lending growth

**a) Distribution of valuation estimates for RRE prices across euro area countries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Q4 2015</th>
<th>Q4 2017</th>
<th>Q4 2019</th>
<th>Q4 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**b) RRE price and mortgage lending growth, and household indebtedness by country**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>RRE price growth</th>
<th>Household debt-to-GDP ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: ECB, Eurostat, European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB) and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: the average valuation estimate is the simple average of the price-to-income ratio and an estimated Bayesian vector autoregression (BVAR) model. For details of the methodology, see Box 3 in the Financial Stability Review, ECB, June 2011, and Box 3 in the Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2015. Overall, estimates from the valuation models are subject to considerable uncertainty and should be interpreted with caution. Alternative valuation measures can point to lower/higher estimates of overvaluation. Whiskers denote minimum and maximum values. For Belgium, Ireland, Finland and Austria the last observation is from Q3 2021. Panel b: latest available data are shown, RRE price growth and household debt-to-GDP ratio refer to Q4 2021 and mortgage lending growth refers to Q4 2021 and mortgage lending growth.

Conditions in commercial real estate (CRE) markets appear to be stabilising, and markets have initially not priced in a major impact from the war in Ukraine.

After suffering a tangible decline during the pandemic, price growth dynamics for prime CRE are beginning to stabilise (Chart 1.13, panel a). However, prime segments account for only a relatively small share of CRE markets. Conditions remain challenging in non-prime markets due to environmental, social and governance (ESG) concerns and changed patterns of behaviour in the wake of the pandemic. Comparing initial REIT price reactions with those in wider equity markets after the outbreak of the war in Ukraine suggests that investors see real estate as a sector less affected by the war (Chart 1.13, panel b). Nevertheless, demand for CRE assets would be affected by any economic downturn resulting from the war. A pronounced correction in CRE markets could have an adverse effect on the wider financial system and the real economy. This is because financial institutions may suffer from direct losses, increased credit risk and declines in collateral values, which could limit their ability to provide financing to non-financial corporations and may be exacerbated through negative feedback loops.
Conditions in commercial real estate markets appear to be stabilising as the initial impact of the war in Ukraine appears limited.

**Chart 1.13**

Conditions in commercial real estate markets appear to be stabilising as the initial impact of the war in Ukraine appears limited.

**Panel a): Nominal price growth in prime commercial real estate**

(Q1 2005-Q4 2021, percentages)

**Panel b): Euro area REITs versus broader stock market**

(9 Feb.-17 May 2022, indices: 9 Feb. 2022 = 100)

Sources: Jones Lang LaSalle, Bloomberg Finance L.P. and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panel b: 9 February 2022 corresponds to the peak of the EURO STOXX index before the invasion of Ukraine. REITs stands for real estate investment trusts. The FTSE EPRA Nareit Eurozone Index is shown here.

Uncertainty in real estate markets is rising as different factors put upward pressure on prices simultaneously while also increasing the risk of a price correction. RRE prices have continued to benefit from tight supply conditions and stable household and investor demand for housing. Over the medium term, this continued expansion and signs of overvaluation render some RRE markets prone to a correction. At the same time, an abrupt increase in real interest rates could induce house price corrections in the near term, with the current low level of interest rates making substantial house price reversals more likely (Box 2). In CRE markets, low-quality segments are under pressure from structural demand shifts. While resilience is supported by macroprudential measures and relative household strength (Section 1.4), the financial sector may be exposed to the risk of real estate market corrections, especially in those countries where debt levels are elevated, exposures are high and properties are overvalued.

**Box 2**

Drivers of rising house prices and the risk of reversal

Prepared by Paola Di Casola, Daniel Dieckelmann, Magdalena Grothe, Hannah Hempell, Barbara Jarmulska, Jan Hannes Lang and Marek Rusnák

House prices increased substantially during the pandemic, fuelling concerns about possible price reversals and their implications for financial stability. In many advanced economies, real house price growth exceeded 4% during the pandemic (Chart A, panel a), reaching 4.3% in the euro area in the fourth quarter of 2021\(^\text{10}\) amid signs of exuberance in some countries.\(^\text{11}\) At the same time,

---

\(^{10}\) Nominal house price growth in the euro area amounted to 9.6% in the fourth quarter of 2021, the second-highest rate since the first quarter of 2005, exceeded only by the growth rate of the third quarter of 2021.
real mortgage lending rates in the euro area have fallen further to reach historic lows in the current low interest rate environment (Chart A, panel b). Against this backdrop, this box discusses the main drivers of recent house price increases across advanced economies and in the euro area, and the associated risks of possible price reversals and the potential implications for financial stability.

Chart A
Strong house price growth in advanced economies coincides with the period of low interest rates

| a) Real house price growth  
(Q1 1999–Q4 2021; percentages)  
| Pre-pandemic average (1999-2019)  
Pandemic average (2020-21)  
| New Zealand  
Australia  
Netherlands  
Sweden  
South Korea  
United Kingdom  
Switzerland  
Ireland  
Japan  
Italy  
Finland  
Spain  |
| b) Euro area real house prices and real mortgage lending rates since 2013  
(Q1 2013-Q4 2021; y-axis: index; x-axis: percentages)  
| Q4 2021  
Q1 2013  |

Sources: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, ECB and ECB calculations.  
Notes: Panel a: real house price growth across advanced economies is measured year on year and seasonally adjusted; the dataset is described in Mack and Martínez-García. The trends observed during the pandemic are compared with observations during the 20 years before the pandemic. Panel b: real mortgage lending rates are computed as country-specific average nominal mortgage lending rates minus the ECB’s inflation target of 2%.  

Shifts in housing preferences and low interest rates have been important drivers of recent strong house price growth across advanced economies. Estimates based on country-specific Bayesian vector autoregression (BVAR) models indicate that the house price increases across advanced economies during 2020-21 were mainly driven by increased demand for housing. There is a positive correlation between the magnitude of the estimated housing demand shock across countries and the share of teleworkable jobs, signalling that the housing demand shocks are related to a shift in housing preferences during the pandemic (Chart B, panel a), possibly reflecting a desire for more space coupled with less need for commuting. Increased demand for housing could also be related to search-for-yield behaviour in the low-yield environment. In addition, monetary policy shocks

---


12 Average nominal euro area mortgage lending rates reached historic lows in 2021, and increased slightly at the start of 2022, back to levels observed in 2020.

combined with mortgage supply shocks contributed to the recent house price increases across advanced economies, including the euro area. Unlike housing demand shocks, monetary policy and mortgage supply shocks move interest rates and house prices in opposite directions.

### Chart B

A reversal in housing preferences or an abrupt increase in real interest rates could induce house price corrections, with potential adverse implications for macro-financial stability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Q1 1995-Q2 2021, y-axis: ratio; x-axis: percentages)</th>
<th>(Q1 2013-Q4 2021: percentages)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gil</td>
<td>GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of teleworkable jobs</td>
<td>Non-linear model (2013 real mortgage rate level: 1.05%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing demand shock during the pandemic and the share of teleworkable jobs across countries</td>
<td>Linear model (of mortgage rate level)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Estimated marginal impact on real house prices of a 10 basis points increase in the real mortgage rate</td>
<td>Non-linear model (2017 real mortgage rate level: -0.17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-linear model (current real mortgage rate level: -0.69%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, Dingel and Neiman*. Haver Analytics, ECB and ECB staff calculations. The authors classify the feasibility of working at home for all occupations and merge this classification with occupational employment counts, but no values are provided for Australia, Canada, Israel, Japan, South Korea and New Zealand. The estimation results come from structural country-specific VAR models in the spirit of Calza et al.,** and Nocera and Romas,*** with the following structural shocks: monetary policy, housing demand, mortgage supply, aggregate demand and aggregate supply, identified with a combination of sign and zero restrictions as well as a max share approach for the housing demand shock. The model includes the following variables: household credit, consumer prices index, real GDP, real house price, interest rate/shadow rate and the real effective exchange rate. For all the countries except the United States, the model includes cross-country average interest rate/shadow rate, CPI and GDP as block exogenous. Estimation sample starts later than Q1 1995 for a few countries due to data limitations. Panel b: house price responses from an asset-pricing model where real house prices are explained with current real rents in the numerator and the expected long-term real interest rate plus the risk premium minus the expected future real rent growth in the denominator. "Linear model" denotes a formulation in log levels, "Non-linear model" in log logs. The models use euro area country-level data from Q1 2013 to Q4 2021 and account for country fixed effects.


In the current low interest rate environment, increased sensitivity of house price growth to changes in real interest rates makes substantial house price reversals more likely. Evidence for the euro area shows that a model with an interest rate-dependent sensitivity of real house prices to real interest rates outperforms a model with a constant sensitivity. Such a non-linear model is consistent with asset pricing theory and implies that the lower the level of the real interest rate, the larger should be the response of house prices for a given change in that rate. The net present value of a given income stream (e.g. rents) is more sensitive to changes in the discount rate, when the discount rate is low.

---

14 The net present value of a given income stream (e.g. rents) is more sensitive to changes in the discount rate, when the discount rate is low.
current very low level is around 28 basis points stronger when accounting for non-linear relationships (Chart B, panel b).\textsuperscript{15}

An abrupt repricing in the housing market – if the demand for housing were to go into reverse, for example, or real interest rates were to rise significantly – could produce spillovers to the wider financial system and economy. Such price reversals in housing markets could reflect a return to pre-pandemic work modalities or a strong increase in real interest rates. Other possible factors include a change in investor preferences for holding residential real estate assets, as well as a more general deterioration in risk sentiment related to an exacerbation of geopolitical risks or progressing climate change. The BVAR models described above indicate that a 1% drop in house prices due to a shift in housing demand could, on average across countries, generate a peak drop in real GDP of 0.2% after two years. However, the decline varies from country to country, with a fall of up to 0.9% in some advanced economies and wide uncertainty bands around these estimates. To cushion adverse financial stability implications of potential house price reversals, a tightening of macroprudential measures seems warranted in some countries, especially where strong house price growth has been accompanied by buoyant credit dynamics.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{15} Any further increase in real mortgage lending rates would imply a lower marginal house price response. The estimated pattern is consistent with asset pricing theory, which implies that real house prices should respond more than proportionally to changes in interest rates, with price sensitivities increasing as rates decline. See also Liu, H., Lucca, D., Parker, D. and Rays-Wahba, G., “The Housing Boom and the Decline in Mortgage Rates”, Liberty Street Economics, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 7 September 2021; and Igan et al. op. cit..

\textsuperscript{16} See also the ESRB’s warnings and recommendations on medium-term residential real estate vulnerabilities published in February 2022.
2 Financial markets

2.1 War exacerbates existing trends of higher energy prices and higher inflation

The Russian invasion of Ukraine triggered a moderate, short-lived “risk-off” market reaction, during which market functioning remained largely orderly. In the immediate aftermath of the invasion, volatility increased (Chart 2.1, panel a), credit spreads widened, euro area equity indices fell (Chart 2.2, panel a) and government bond yields declined. Compared with the March 2020 market turmoil following the outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, the initial market
reaction to the invasion was relatively mild. Despite the profound medium and long-term implications of the war, as discussed in detail below, this correction was followed by a relatively fast rebound. A significant further escalation, in economic and/or military terms, could still cause renewed market stress. However, regardless of how the conflict evolves (e.g. a ceasefire agreement, prolonged entrenchment or further escalation), several medium-term consequences have crystallised, as discussed below. Notably, the war increases the risk of a higher-inflation, lower-growth scenario resulting from higher energy prices and supply chain disruptions (Chapter 1). The policy response to higher inflation and concerns about the global growth outlook have contributed to renewed weakness in financial markets during the second quarter of 2022.

**Chart 2.1**
The initial risk-off market reaction to the invasion was temporary and limited, but energy prices are expected to be higher for longer and the upward trend in inflation swap rates accelerated after the invasion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Equity volatility indices</th>
<th>b) Natural gas curve</th>
<th>c) Inflation swap rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1 Jan. 2020-17 May 2022, index points)</td>
<td>(1 Jan. 2021-17 May 2022, €/MWh)</td>
<td>(1 Jan. 2021-17 May 2022, percent)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., Refinitiv and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel b: futures curves are based on futures contracts for different delivery dates. The active futures contract price refers to the futures contract that matures in the next month. Futures contracts are traded on the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) and linked to Dutch TTF natural gas. Panel c: inflation swap rates refer to the fixed rate at which contracts are opened, whereby the floating leg, with annual payments over the duration of the contract, is tied to an inflation index. Inflation swap rates do not purely reflect inflation expectations, as they also include a risk premium.

Commodity futures prices suggest that energy prices will remain higher for longer. Energy prices had already increased markedly before the start of the war in Ukraine: tensions had already risen in the second half of 2021, with strong demand for commodities as economies recovered from the pandemic. For example, the average natural gas price in the fourth quarter of 2021 was 550% higher than in the same quarter of 2020. As the conflict escalated, increases were not limited to spot prices. The natural gas forward curve now points to elevated prices up to and including the winter of 2023 (Chart 2.1, panel b).

The upward trend in inflation swap rates accelerated after the invasion was launched. Inflation swap rates surged, driven in part by rising energy prices (Chart...
2.1, panel c). The euro area one-year inflation swap rate currently stands at around 6.6%, its highest level since the introduction of the euro, up from around 3.4% at the end of 2021. The implications of higher than expected inflation are discussed from a conceptual point of view in Box 3, while empirically observed consequences for financial markets are discussed in this chapter.

Chart 2.2
A divergence between the United States and the more energy import-dependent euro area emerged after the start of the invasion of Ukraine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Equity market indices and fund flows</th>
<th>b) Relative equity market performance vs energy prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(23 Feb. – 17 May 2022, left-hand scale: percentage change, right-hand scale: cumulative flows as a percentage of assets under management)</td>
<td>(1 Jan. – 17 May 2022, y-axis: euro area equity index outperformance versus US in percentage points, x-axis: US dollars)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Chart showing equity market indices and fund flows]</td>
<td>[Chart showing relative equity market performance vs energy prices]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., EPFR Global, Refinitiv and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: percentage change since 23 February 2022, fund flows as a share of assets under management. Western Europe equity refers to funds that invest in developed European markets, namely Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. Panel b: daily data on relative performance in terms of the EURO STOXX price change versus the S&P 500 price change, as of 1 January 2022, mapped against the oil price in US dollars. The result is not driven by differences in the shares of the oil and gas sector between the indices.

Euro area equity markets experienced a relatively weak recovery during the first weeks after the invasion, as compared with US markets. While the EURO STOXX index had just returned to pre-invasion levels by the end of March, the S&P 500 index had already posted a 10% gain (Chart 2.2, panel a). Prior to the invasion, global fund managers were positive on European equities, but this sentiment shifted with the start of the war, as evidenced by the outflows from funds with a focus on western European equities (Chart 2.2, panel a). The euro area’s high level of dependence on energy imports may explain much of this divergence: energy prices are correlated with performance differentials between US and euro area equities (Chart 2.2, panel b). At the same time, other factors also impact this differential, especially in April and May. Notably, more recent underperformance in US equity markets may be

---

17 As of 17 May 2022.
18 For example, Bank of America’s December Global Fund Manager Survey showed that a net 31% of fund managers were “bullish” on euro area equities. US equities came in second with a net 18% of fund managers.
seen in the context of a repricing in bond markets consistent with a faster expected pace of US monetary policy normalisation.

Following the invasion, pre-existing emerging market underperformance was magnified by an increase in food and energy prices, along with a number of idiosyncratic factors (Chart 2.3). Equity indices covering eastern European countries fell by more than their western European peers and have not recovered to pre-invasion levels. This underperformance may be explained by these countries’ closer proximity to the conflict and stronger trade links with Russia. Some emerging markets (currencies and/or hard currency debt) may also experience pressures from US dollar strengthening. China has also underperformed in debt and equity markets (Chart 2.3), but for more idiosyncratic reasons. Its zero-COVID strategy and regulatory tightening (Chapter 1) have contributed to a further deterioration in conditions in the offshore dollar-denominated high-yield bond market, with spillovers to offshore investment-grade bonds (Chart 2.3, panel a). At the same time, the onshore renminbi-denominated bond market remains resilient. If these financial stresses were to intensify, it could affect developed markets through the global demand channel; the risk of direct spillovers to financial markets outside China is smaller (Box 4).

Chart 2.3
Emerging markets continue to show weakness, led by China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Option-adjusted spreads of emerging market bond indices</th>
<th>b) Emerging market equity indices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1 Jan. 2020-17 May 2022, percent)</td>
<td>(1 Jan. 2020-17 May 2022, percentage change since 1 Jan. 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- China high-yield offshore USD (right-hand scale)</td>
<td>- MSCI World</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Emerging market hard currency debt</td>
<td>- MSCI Emerging Markets ex China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Emerging market soft currency debt</td>
<td>- MSCI China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- China aggregate onshore CNY</td>
<td>- MSCI EM Eastern Europe ex Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- China investment-grade offshore USD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., Refinitiv and ECB calculations.
Note: Panel a: the emerging market hard currency debt index includes USD-, EUR- and GBP-denominated debt from sovereign, quasi-sovereign and corporate issuers.

2.2 Market sensitivity to pace of policy normalisation

Historically, episodes of (anticipated) monetary policy adjustment have been associated with elevated volatility. This section describes how recent market
repricing is consistent with changing expectations around the pace of monetary policy normalisation. It also discusses the associated risks of financial fragmentation and a disorderly correction in markets for risky assets.¹⁹

In recent months, central banks around the world have moved towards reducing net asset purchases and signalled a tighter monetary policy stance ahead. Notably, the Federal Reserve System ended its net asset purchases as of March, while the ECB terminated its net purchases under the pandemic emergency purchase programme (PEPP) at the same time. In addition, the ECB’s Governing Council has stated that incoming data have reinforced its expectation for net asset purchases under the asset purchase programme (APP) to be concluded in the third quarter of 2022. This would mark an end to the rapid expansion of central bank balance sheets in response to the COVID-19 crisis (Chart 2.4, panel a). During that period, firms and governments benefited from favourable financing conditions supported by central bank purchases (Chart 2.4, panel b).

Chart 2.4
Firms and sovereigns face changing market conditions as central bank purchases are reduced

| a) United States and euro area monthly net asset purchases by central banks |
| (Jan. 2016-Jun. 2022, € billions) |
| Eurosystem |
| Federal Reserve |
| Announced Eurosystem net purchases |
| Announced Federal Reserve net purchases |

| b) Net issuance and Eurosystem purchases of corporate and public sector bonds |
| (Mar. 2020-Mar. 2022, € billions) |
| Pandemic emergency purchase programme |
| Asset purchase programme |
| General government |
| European Union |
| European Investment Bank |
| Non-financial corporations |
| Other non-monetary financial corporations |

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., ECB and Federal Reserve System.
Notes: Panel a: net asset purchases by the Federal Reserve shown include only those under System Open Market Account (SOMA) treasury transactions and SOMA agency MBS transactions; net asset purchases under the Eurosystem include those under the APP and PEPP. Net purchases are negative when monthly redemptions surpass gross purchases. Panel b: net issuance of debt securities by euro area public sector and corporate entities. The general government category is as defined in the European System of Accounts (ESA 2010).

¹⁹ In the monthly Bank of America Global Fund Manager Surveys conducted between December 2021 and February 2022, fund managers saw “Hawkish central bank rate hikes” as the biggest tail risk. In the March 2022 survey, this position was overtaken by “The Russia-Ukraine conflict”. The April survey listed “Global recession” as the largest risk (26%), closely followed by “Hawkish central banks” (25%). The leading position was taken once again by “Hawkish central banks” (31%) in the May edition.
Markets have repriced for a faster pace of policy normalisation in both the euro area and the United States, compared with 2021. Pricing for interest rate derivatives suggests that market participants now foresee more imminent policy rate hikes than previously (Chart 2.5, panel a). Interest rates rebounded from a brief decline immediately after the invasion and continued their climb in subsequent weeks as market participants considered it increasingly likely that central banks would move faster towards monetary policy normalisation in response to inflationary pressures (Chart 2.5, panel b).

Differences in the pace of policy adjustment can lead to a spillover of risks from the United States to the euro area. Higher US yields may affect global capital flows and thereby indirectly affect euro area yields. In addition, elevated volatility in US markets can spill over to euro area markets and lead to a deterioration in risk sentiment.

Chart 2.5
Markets are pricing in a faster pace of monetary policy tightening than previously

Volatility and uncertainty in interest rate and government bond markets, as well as potential upward pressure on real rates, could challenge risky asset valuations. Markets, already priced for faster increases in short-term rates (Chart 2.5, panel a), have become increasingly sensitive to information that could – as seen

---

20 In the ECB Survey of Monetary Analysts, the December 2021 results showed December 2023 as the median expected timing of the next increase in the deposit facility rate. This median had shifted forward by more than one year to September 2022 in the April survey results. In addition, the Bloomberg Economist Survey conducted between 1 and 6 April 2022 found -0.25% to be the median expectation for the deposit facility rate for December 2022 compared with a median expectation of -0.5% in the survey conducted between 8 and 14 December 2021.

21 See the Box entitled “Risk of spillovers from US equity market corrections to euro area markets and financial conditions”, Financial Stability Review, May 2021, ECB.
through the lens of market participants – affect the pace of policy normalisation. As inflationary pressures built over the course of 2021, implied volatility in euro area government bond markets increased, as did uncertainty\textsuperscript{22} with regard to future short-term interest rates (Chart 2.6, panel a). In addition, there is now the potential for real interest rate rises after years of declines (Chart 2.5, panel b). All else equal, increases in both nominal and real rates are typically associated with investor de-risking, and may lead to pressures on valuations of risky assets such as equities. A theoretical exercise, with cyclically adjusted earnings and equity risk premia\textsuperscript{23} held constant, shows that equity valuations could decline significantly for given, relatively limited increases in longer-term, risk-free real interest rates (Chart 2.6, panel b). Nevertheless, (euro area) real risk-free rates remain in negative territory. In addition, equities are also considered to have some inflation hedging properties, which can support valuations in the current inflation environment.

**The first half of 2022 saw a sizeable market correction especially in higher-duration equities and more speculative asset classes.** As set out in the November 2021 Financial Stability Review (FSR), equity markets have become increasingly sensitive to interest rate increases in recent years. As rates increased sharply since November 2021, higher duration equities, such as those in the technology sector, underperformed.\textsuperscript{24} Market volatility also expanded into crypto-asset markets. Bitcoin lost 50% of its value (versus the US dollar),\textsuperscript{25} and stresses emerged in markets for stablecoins.\textsuperscript{26} While a number of stablecoins lost their peg against the US dollar, broader financial stability risks remain limited. At the same time, the implications of stresses on stablecoin Tether could be significant for the crypto-asset ecosystem. A failure of Tether may pose a threat to the stability of crypto-asset markets, as it provides a substantial amount of trading liquidity for buying and selling of other crypto-assets.\textsuperscript{27} A run on Tether could disrupt trading and price discovery in crypto-asset markets, which could turn disorderly. Contagion effects for the broader financial system arising from a potential “crypto crash” still seem limited (Special Feature B), although individual investors may suffer significant losses.

\textsuperscript{22} As measured by the standard deviation of the option-implied probability density functions.

\textsuperscript{23} In this exercise, the excess cyclically adjusted price/earnings (CAPE) yield, which is sometimes interpreted as the equity risk premium, is held constant. In addition, cyclically adjusted earnings – by design a relatively stable variable based on a long-term inflation-adjusted average – are also held constant. It would be possible to relax the assumption of a fixed equity risk premium, and in theory, there could even be a relationship between the equity risk premium and the risk-free interest rate. Evidence presented below (Chart 2.7) suggests that credit risk premia have shown a positive relationship with risk-free rates more recently. There have been historical episodes with both positive and negative relationships between the risk-free rate and the equity risk premium.

\textsuperscript{24} For example, between 17 November 2021 and 17 May 2022 the Nasdaq Composite declined by 25 percent. Sources: Bloomberg, ECB calculations.

\textsuperscript{25} Between 17 November 2021 and 17 May 2022 the Bitcoin lost 50 percent of its value versus the US dollar. Sources: Bloomberg, ECB calculations.

\textsuperscript{26} See also “The expanding functions and uses of stablecoins”, Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2021.

\textsuperscript{27} See the updated “Assessment of Risks to Financial Stability from Crypto-assets”, Financial Stability Board, February 2022.
Volatility and upward pressure on real rates could challenge valuations of risky assets

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., Refinitiv and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: the Swaption Merrill Option Volatility Estimate (SMOVE) is a yield curve-weighted index of the normalised implied volatility on three-month swaptions. It is the weighted average of volatilities on 2-year, 5-year, 10-year and 30-year maturity swaps. Panel b: equity price movements are projected for different levels of real risk-free rates. The excess cyclically adjusted price/earnings yield over the risk-free rate ("equity risk premium") is assumed to be constant and equal to its value as at 1 January 2022. Dots indicate historically realised price changes in the EURO STOXX index compared with 1 January 2022.

Rising interest rates could present challenges to highly indebted firms and governments. An increase in interest rates exposes borrowers to higher (re)financing costs. For more indebted firms and sovereigns, the impact of higher financing costs on earnings and budget deficits is mechanically larger. This implies that, all else equal, the debt sustainability of more indebted firms and governments may deteriorate relatively more rapidly than for less indebted firms and governments. This in turn can lead to higher credit and sovereign spreads and increasing financial fragmentation (Chart 2.7). At the same time, both firms and governments have extended the maturity of their debt in recent years, which might shield them from the higher marginal cost of funding to some extent.

Interest rate increases may entail risks, especially if underlying growth dynamics are muted. All else equal, a tighter monetary policy stance generally leads to increasing interest rates and an attenuation of (expected) growth. Consequently, monetary policy tightening can drive a wedge between interest rates and growth, and this can have consequences for debt sustainability (Box 3). At the same time, increases in market rates (the marginal cost of funding) only feed through into average interest rates paid slowly, as existing fixed-rate debt matures and new debt is issued. Issuers with relatively higher outstanding amounts of variable-rate or inflation-linked debt instruments are more directly exposed.
2.3 Commodity price shocks may lead to a reassessment of risks in the corporate sector

Corporate spreads increased in a challenging environment of higher commodity prices, higher inflation, higher interest rates and a weaker growth outlook. After a brief spike, spreads on high-yield corporate bonds returned to pre-invasion levels, but remain elevated compared with 2021, reflecting the more challenging macro-financial environment (Chart 2.8, panel a). Higher commodity prices and inflation will probably translate into higher cost and input prices, which can, in turn, erode earnings. Rising financing costs may further impair earnings as rates increase, especially for firms with variable-rate loans (e.g. leveraged loans) or floating-rate bonds, and for firms with significant near-term refinancing needs. Since the invasion, issuance of high-yield corporate bonds has remained subdued. Rating agencies have recently upgraded their predictions for speculative grade defaults and also indicated that risks are seen to the upside (Chart 4, panel a, Overview).

Sector-level equity performance over the course of 2021 was closely related to firms’ ability to maintain or increase margins (Chart 2.8, panel b). Pricing power is a key factor determining firms’ ability to cope with higher inflation and higher commodity prices (Chapter 1). In particular, a high energy intensity in production does not automatically imply that earnings will be materially compressed by higher energy prices. Firms might be able to pass on much of the cost increases to their customers, depending on their pricing power. Indeed, equity sub-indices for several

Chart 2.7
Higher rates could challenge debt sustainability and drive spread-widening

a) Euro area corporate spreads vs. risk-free rates

(1 Jan. 2021-17 May 2022, y-axis: basis points, x-axis: percentage points)

b) Rate elasticity of sovereign spreads vs. debt-to-GDP ratio

(1 Jan. 2021-17 May 2022, y-axis: basis point spread per basis point of risk-free rate, x-axis: 2021 government debt/GDP, percentages)

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., ECB and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: high-yield spreads refer to the five-year iTraxx Crossover CDS spreads; risk-free rate refers to the Germany five-year government bond yield. Panel b: spreads and rates refer to ten-year government bond yields of euro area countries; risk-free rate refers to German government ten-year yields. Error bars indicate a two standard deviation confidence interval around the parameter estimate. There are not sufficient data for Cyprus and Malta.
industries with a high energy intensity in production (e.g. paper products, metals and mining, and chemicals) have outperformed the broader EURO STOXX index in recent months. Data suggest that firms in these industries are able to exploit their pricing power to pass on cost increases to their customers (Chart 2.8, panel b).

Ultimately, higher commodity prices permeate through production chains and affect the economy as a whole, leaving firms with lower pricing power most vulnerable (Box 1 and Box 3). In the euro area, some firms might struggle to maintain their margins if they face competition from producers in countries with lower energy cost.

**Chart 2.8**
Corporate spreads have widened, and equity performance suggests that pricing power is key in this more challenging environment

a) Corporate high-yield bond spreads  
(1 Jan. 2022-17 May 2022, option-adjusted spread in basis points)

b) Sector equity performance vs. net income margin changes  
(31 Dec. 2020-17 May 2022, y-axis: percentage change, x-axis: percentage point change)

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P. and ECB calculations
Notes: Panel a: euro area. Panel b: change in equity prices refers to percentage change of subsector equity indices between Q4 2020 and Q4 2021; change in net income margin refers to change of the median net income margin between Q4 2020 and Q4 2021, at sector-level. Panel of 1,524 unique euro area non-financial corporations. Yellow dots indicate industries with a high energy intensity of production.

**Firms are facing elevated uncertainty and upside risks to future energy prices.**

Oil prices have increased sharply in 2022, but in addition, the option-implied probability density of future oil prices has also broadened, pointing to high uncertainty (Chart 2.9, panel a). As oil prices peaked in March 2022, the implied volatility for call options exceeded that for put options for an extended range of maturities (Chart 2.9, panel b); this reflected market participants’ concerns over upward tail risks for oil prices, and/or that there was relatively more demand for insurance against price increases, as opposed to price decreases. More recently, this dynamic has normalised, as downward risks for demand are seen in light of global growth concerns.

---


29 For most financial assets, the “risk reversal” – the difference between call and put option prices with the same exercise date and similar sensitivity to the underlying (delta) – is usually negative.
Hedging helps energy suppliers and users manage price changes, but it does not fully shield firms from volatility and price increases in commodity markets. Firms can hedge their exposures to commodity prices (e.g. utilities) in derivatives (e.g. futures) markets. Hedging helps firms to offer longer-term fixed contracts to customers or suppliers, while offsetting resulting risk exposures. In other words, hedging can reduce uncertainty across production chains and indirectly for consumers as well. Other, typically smaller firms do not hedge, as the cost and expertise required may be prohibitive for them. These firms are directly exposed to price changes and volatility. But even for firms that actively hedge, the protection may be somewhat limited: as existing derivative contracts settle, new contracts need to be entered into at prevailing market prices. Furthermore, hedges are often imperfect or partial and leave firms partially exposed to underlying risks (“basis risk”).

Hedging of energy exposures became more challenging and complicated for some participants as commodity price volatility jumped. More recently, central counterparties have substantially increased their initial margin requirements on commodity futures contracts in response to elevated volatility (Chart 2.9, panel c). This means that a clearing bank (clearing member) must post a sizeable upfront margin to the central clearing counterparty (CCP), which might increase further at a later point of time. In turn, the clearing members require their clients to post similar or larger initial margins to them. For natural gas and electricity, these initial margins have reached up to 80% of the contract price, meaning that hedgers are faced with larger liquidity needs. In other words, firms can only hedge if they are willing and able to post such margins. For some firms, the cost of hedging may have started to outweigh the perceived benefit. While the posted initial margins limit counterparty risk and help to safeguard the financial system against systemic risk, the liquidity needs can be prohibitive for some firms with hedging needs. Firms that decide to remain unhedged retain their exposure to the underlying asset. Risks stemming from such exposures can ultimately threaten their solvency, if underlying (commodity) prices swing in a disadvantageous direction. Other firms might attempt to hedge their exposures through non-centrally cleared derivatives, although open interest for contracts such as (centrally cleared) natural gas futures did not show a major decline. If firms were to hedge their exposures in this way, both the firm and the counterparty could be more exposed to counterparty credit risk. More broadly, this raises the question of whether margining practices, including those between the clearing member and their clients, are simply appropriately reflecting the more volatile market conditions, or whether there might be some unnecessary procyclicality (Chapter 5).

---

30 A number of smaller, relatively unhedged UK energy utilities have recently defaulted; see, for example, “Losing their hedge: why so many UK energy suppliers went bust”, Risk.net, 4 November 2021.

31 In March 2022, the applied margin by ICE Clear Europe to the active Dutch TTF Natural Gas Futures Contract amounted to above 80% of the futures price on several days. Sources: ICE Clear Europe, Bloomberg L.P. and ECB calculations.

32 In addition to initial margin, counterparties to a derivative trade also exchange variation margin, which moves mechanically with the price of the contract.

33 As margin requirements increased, open interest, weighted by contract size, showed some migration from the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) towards the European Energy Exchange (EEX) for natural gas futures contracts. This may be related to differences in contract maturities and characteristics – but could also be related to differences in margining requirements. Sources: Bloomberg L.P. and ECB calculations.
Energy prices increased, but also became more uncertain and more volatile, which increases the liquidity demands for hedging with cleared derivatives

**Chart 2.9**

**Energy prices increased, but also became more uncertain and more volatile, which increases the liquidity demands for hedging with cleared derivatives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Oil price option-implied probability density</th>
<th>b) Oil price option-implied volatilities</th>
<th>c) Natural gas futures applied margin and two-day price changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="a) Oil price option-implied probability density" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="b) Oil price option-implied volatilities" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="c) Natural gas futures applied margin and two-day price changes" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:** Bloomberg Finance L.P., ECB, ICE Clear Europe and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panel c: data on margins are provided by ICE Clear Europe in accordance with the Terms of Use. Applied margins are based on the scanning ranges published by ICE Clear Europe. Full initial margins should be computed with the CCPs’ proprietary risk models, in this case those of ICE Clear Europe, taking into account all risk parameters and full exposures.

**Box 3**

Financial stability implications of higher than expected inflation

Prepared by Benjamin Mosk and Peter Welz

**Global inflation rates have increased substantially over the past year, driven by high energy prices, supply chain constraints and a rebound in demand.** Inflation in the euro area is expected to remain elevated throughout 2022. Since the end of 2020, professional forecasters have repeatedly revised up their inflation projections as outturns surprised to the upside (Chart A, panel a). 34 Future developments in terms of energy prices and supply bottlenecks present upside risks to inflation. 35 This box assesses the channels through which higher than expected inflation could affect financial stability, taking into account the effects for governments, firms, households and financial markets.

**Significant inflation surprises can lead to market volatility, increasing the probability of a disorderly repricing of assets.** When faced with an inflation shock, market participants try to anticipate the potential response of central banks as they seek to maintain price stability. This can prompt adjustments in market interest rates at the short and long end (depending on market participants’ expectations), followed by adjustments in other market prices. If nominal interest rates

---

34 See, for example, the Eurosystem and ECB staff macroeconomic projections.

35 In response to these developments, the Governing Council has stated that “If the incoming data support the expectation that the medium-term inflation outlook will not weaken even after the end of its net asset purchases, the Governing Council will conclude net purchases under the APP in the third quarter of 2022” (ECB Monetary Policy Decisions, 10 March 2022). In addition, the Governing Council has stated that it “judged that the incoming data since its last [April] meeting reinforce its expectation that net asset purchases under the APP should be concluded in the third quarter” (ECB Monetary Policy Decisions, 14 April 2022).
increase by more than (expected) inflation rates, (expected) real yields increase. All else being equal, higher real yields are typically associated with de-risking by investors. Over the past decade, search-for-yield behaviour has led to compressed risk premia and elevated asset prices. This increases the potential scale of adjustments when real yields start to rise. At the same time, in an inflationary environment, equities may be more attractive than fixed income products, as the coupon payments on nominal bonds do not offer protection against inflation. The ultimate impact on equity markets also hinges on economic growth prospects.

Higher than expected inflation also affects the capacity of different borrowers to service their debts, even as inflation may reduce the real value of outstanding debt. The real value of any nominal amount of outstanding debt decreases as prices increase. This means that, in aggregate, borrowers’ loan repayments are relatively smaller in real terms, such that they have to forego relatively fewer “consumption baskets” to repay their loans. However, borrowers could run into debt servicing problems if their income does not increase enough to offset the higher cost of consumption and investment (Chart A, panel b). This is more likely to happen if supply shocks result in both lower growth and higher inflation. Generally, borrowers with variable-rate debt contracts are more directly exposed to rising interest rates, with their debt servicing capacity hurt by more than that of borrowers with fixed-rate debt.

Chart A
Inflation can ease some aspects of debt burdens, but it can also create challenges for debt servicing and rollover

Sources: Eurostat, Consensus Economics Inc. and ECB.
Notes: Consensus Economics forecasts are at quarterly frequency; observations for months within the quarters are linearly interpolated.

Highly indebted sovereigns could face a deterioration in debt servicing capacity if rising interest rates and risk premia drive a wedge between nominal interest rates ($i$) and nominal economic growth ($g$). The interest rate-growth differential ($i−g$) is a key parameter in the analysis of government debt sustainability. When interest rates exceed the growth rate, a primary surplus is needed to stop the debt ratio from rising. This pressure on governments’ balance sheets is also called the “snowball effect”. Theoretically, both nominal interest rates and nominal growth rates could increase with inflation. However, expected output growth will likely face downward pressures when

---

36 For more details, see the box entitled “Sensitivity of sovereign debt in the euro area to an interest rate-growth differential shock”, Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2021.
nominal rates increase, everything else equal. A wedge could thus be driven between \( i \) and \( g \), further exacerbated by increasing risk premia. An increase in risk-free rates may have a larger impact on the budget of more indebted sovereigns, and may therefore be accompanied by a widening of sovereign spreads (Chart B, panel a). This could be of greater concern for more indebted countries with relatively high short- to medium-term refinancing needs, as their interest rate-growth differential, which is already higher, might increase by more than that of countries with lower short- to medium-term refinancing needs (Chart B, panel b).

**That said, several factors are alleviating the risk of elevated pressure on highly indebted sovereigns.** Sovereigns in the euro area continue to benefit from relatively low interest rates. Despite recent increases, current market rates are still close to the average rate paid by many euro area countries (Chart B, panel b). Furthermore, governments have generally strengthened their debt structures over the last decade by increasing the average residual maturity, diversifying their portfolio of instruments and expanding the investor base. This means that any increase in the marginal cost of funding feeds through to the average interest rate relatively slowly. Consequently, the interest rate-growth differential could improve especially during the early stages of an inflationary shock if nominal GDP growth is boosted by inflation, whilst the average interest rate paid on the total debt stock adjusts gradually. Furthermore, since mid-2021 countries have benefitted from the support offered through the Recovery and Resilience Facility, a centrepiece of the European Union’s Next Generation EU (NGEU) package. This support will continue until 2026, although the share of allocated grants and loans varies across countries. However, countries will face higher contributions to the EU budget to finance the NGEU package in the medium to long run.

**Chart B**

Indebted sovereigns are more vulnerable to a widening of the interest rate-growth differential

Sources: European Commission, Eurostat, Bloomberg Finance L.P., ECB and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panel a: Interest rate spreads for euro area countries. Panel b: market rates are based on seven-year or nearest available to seven-year government benchmark bond yields. Market rates in January and May are computed as average over the available daily observations. Last observation 17 May 2022.

**Households’ real disposable incomes could suffer if nominal wages do not offset price increases, with potential implications for residential real estate markets.** A drop in real disposable income could lead to lower consumption as households try to continue servicing their debt. A serious deterioration in real disposable income could lead to bank loan losses, as households with weak balance sheets may struggle to repay debt, including mortgages and consumer loans, especially when rates on such loans are variable. As households have moved to long-term fixed-rate

---
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contracts in many euro area countries, they might be shielded to some extent against this effect. In addition, households’ borrowing capacity could deteriorate, potentially putting downward pressure on valuations of residential real estate. In aggregate, households still benefit from the sizeable volumes of liquid assets that they accumulated during the pandemic and that would, to some extent, relieve the debt servicing burden, which on aggregate is also low relative to disposable income. However, this masks the fact that liquid assets are unevenly distributed and that higher than expected inflation can have negative distributional consequences that affect low-income households the most. Finally, consumer confidence may erode in a high inflation environment, with potentially adverse consequences for consumption.

Vulnerable corporates with lower pricing power and higher debt are more exposed to pressure on debt sustainability from inflation shocks than other corporates. While some firms can pass on cost increases to consumers, other firms with less pricing power may face cost increases that outpace revenue growth. Smaller and more indebted firms might have lower pricing power, according to data on net income margins (Chart C). Insolvency rates have been very low recently, but vulnerabilities have built up in the sectors worst affected by the pandemic. If higher inflation rates drive cost increases while revenue growth is subdued, insolvency cases may start to rise among vulnerable and indebted firms, raising creditor losses.

Chart C
Smaller and more indebted firms have lower net income margins, pointing to lower pricing power

If higher inflation is accompanied by subdued growth, the negative impact of inflation on financial stability would be exacerbated amid limited scope for offsetting income increases. Inflation exists in different forms, such as demand-pull, cost-push, imported or wage-price-spiral inflation. When inflation is driven by more exogenous supply shocks or cost-push shocks generated by higher energy prices, the scope for higher income is more limited, the balance of risks is tilted to the downside and the \( i-g \) gap is more likely to widen.

---

37 Lower net income margins do not necessarily point to lower pricing power. For example, margins for more indebted firms may simply be lower due to higher interest expenses. At the same time, this still leaves these firms vulnerable, as the “buffer” in terms of positive margins is already smaller to begin with, meaning that a compression of margins may result in realised losses more quickly.
While financial stability is a prerequisite for price stability, price stability also affects financial stability. The ECB monetary policy strategy review conducted in 2021 recognises that price stability depends on financial stability\(^3\) and states that the preparation of monetary policy decisions will be enhanced with additional information on financial stability considerations. At the same time, the considerations presented in this box illustrate that financial stability is also influenced by price stability.

**Box 4**
The impact of Chinese macro risk shocks on global financial markets

Prepared by David Lodge, Ana-Simona Manu and Ine Van Robays

Since the middle of last year, global investors have stepped up their scrutiny of risks emanating from China as it experiences rising defaults and a slowing economy.\(^3\) In the past, spillovers from China to other financial markets were typically judged to be small,\(^4\) reflecting China’s less developed financial markets, a largely closed capital account regime, a managed exchange rate and a relatively small share of foreign investors in the domestic market. Yet China’s footprint in the global economy has grown rapidly over recent years, while domestic financial markets have deepened and integrated more with global capital markets.\(^5\) This box looks at how Chinese macro risk shocks identified from movements in Chinese and US asset prices can affect global and European financial markets.

This box takes a two-step approach to quantify the importance of China-specific shocks for global financial markets. The first step involves applying a structural Bayesian vector autoregression (BVAR) model using daily financial market data from 2017 to 2021 to disentangle the drivers of movements in US and Chinese financial markets.\(^6\) The five structural shocks – Chinese macro risk and monetary policy shocks, US macro risk and monetary policy shocks, and global risk shocks – are identified using sign restrictions\(^7\) and relative magnitude restrictions in the spirit of the recent literature.\(^8\) The second step entails assessing the effects of shocks originating in China on

---

38 See The ECB’s monetary policy strategy statement.
39 See Box 4 entitled “Downside Risks from Property Developer Stress”, *Staff Report*, International Monetary Fund, January 2022.
40 See Arslanalp, S. et al., “China’s Growing Influence on Asian Financial Markets”, *IMF Working Papers*, No 2016/173, International Monetary Fund, 2016, which documents how spillovers from China to Asian equity markets have increased during the period since the global financial crisis, though they remain lower than those from the United States.
41 However, the foreign ownership of the Chinese onshore bond market remains relatively low, accounting for around 4% of the total market.
42 The sample starts in 2017 in order to focus the analysis on a period when China’s policy paradigm shifted closer to a market system after interest rates were broadly liberalised by 2015. Since then, efforts have been made to increase the flexibility of the renminbi.
43 The estimations are made using the BEAR toolbox – see Dieppe et al., “The BEAR toolbox”, *Working Paper Series*, No 1934, ECB, 2016. For China and the United States, accommodative monetary policy shocks are assumed to lower domestic yields and boost equities, while a favourable macro outlook is assumed to boost both yields and equities. Chinese shocks are separated from US shocks based on assumptions that shocks in both countries have a larger impact on domestic yields than foreign yields. In addition, the safe-haven role of the US dollar is used to identify a global risk shock, similar to Brandt et al., “What drives euro area financial market developments? The role of US spillovers and global risk”, *Working Paper Series*, No 2560, ECB, 2021.
44 See Brandt et al., op. cit.
global financial markets using panel local projections\(^{45}\) in a sample of advanced and emerging economies.

**Chart A**

Shocks originating in China have a modest impact on core financial markets, but a larger impact on commodity markets

The reaction of global financial variables to Chinese and US shocks

(effects of shocks that would lead to a 1% drop in Chinese or US stock markets)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>China monetary</th>
<th>China macro (risk)</th>
<th>US monetary</th>
<th>US macro (risk)</th>
<th>Global risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence interval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Haver Analytics, Bloomberg Finance L.P., Refinitiv and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panels a) and b) show the (same-day) impact of structural shocks on financial market prices in a sample of 30 advanced and emerging economies. Panels c) and d) show the impact on commodity price indices. To make it easier to compare results, the impulse response function to Chinese shocks is scaled to represent the effect of a shock that would lead to a decline of 1% of China’s stock market capitalisation. Similarly, the responses to US and global risk shocks are scaled to represent the effect of a shock that would lead to a decline of 1% of the S&P500 equity price index. For all countries in our sample, equity prices refer to the spot domestic stock market indices, while long-term interest rates refer to long-term yields on government bonds with five- or ten-year maturity, depending on data availability. Energy prices and metals prices refer to the S&P GSCI Energy Index and Industrial Metals Index. The S&P GSCI Spot Index is calculated using the most recent prices for liquid commodity futures contracts and world production weights.

The empirical evidence suggests that shocks emanating from China have a noticeable effect on global financial markets, although the impact is smaller than in case of shocks originating in the United States or global risk shocks. Global equity prices respond significantly to Chinese macro risk shocks. However, the impact is roughly half of the effect of shocks stemming from the United States and a third as large as after global risks shocks (Chart A). At the same time, shocks in China are associated with a much more modest impact on global bond markets.

By contrast, shocks originating in China have larger spillover effects on commodity markets, which in some cases are even larger than those of shocks originating in the United States. This is consistent with the major role played by China in the demand for global energy and non-energy commodities. For example, China consumes a similar amount of energy goods to the United States and yet a significantly higher share of global non-energy commodities (such as metals).\(^{46}\) This suggests that a shift in the outlook for the Chinese economy could expose firms in

---

\(^{45}\) The panel local projections regress changes in financial market prices on the estimated shocks, lags of the dependent variable, a series of controls (the VIX and the US and Global Citigroup Economic Surprise Index) and country fixed effects. Regressions for commodity prices use a similar specification, but in a time-series context.

\(^{46}\) According to the OECD Trade in Value Added database, in 2015 final demand for energy goods as a share of world value added stood at around 17% in China and 18% in the United States, while the final demand for non-energy goods as a share of world value added was 24% in China compared with only 12% in the United States.
commodity-related industries to increasing financing costs, making it harder for them to secure or roll over debt.

**Shocks from China also affect European bank valuations, with a greater impact when general market conditions are more volatile.** While, on average, the effects on European banks from Chinese macro risk shocks appear modest (Chart B, panel a and panel b), the impact is more pronounced during periods of high market stress. Moreover, there is some evidence to suggest that banks with higher exposure to China are likely to see their equity prices react more heavily to negative Chinese macro risk shocks (Chart B, panel c).

**Chart B**

Shocks from China also affect European bank valuations, with larger effects during periods of heightened market volatility.

The reaction of European bank equity prices and CDS spreads

(effects of shocks that would lead to a 1% drop in Chinese or US stock markets)

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., Refinitiv and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panels a) and b) show the (same-day) impact response of equity prices and five-year CDS spreads of EU banks to structural shocks from local projections. The responses are scaled to represent the impact of Chinese (US and global shocks) shocks that would knock 1% off Chinese (US) equity prices. The grey bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals based on corrected Driscoll-Kraay standard errors. Panel c) shows the individual response of a bank’s equity price to a positive Chinese macro (risk) shock that would knock 1% off Chinese stock market capitalisation relative to the bank’s exposure to China as a share of total assets.

**All in all, the analysis suggests that macro risk shocks originating in China can have a material impact on global financial markets in specific asset classes such as equities and commodities.** This is particularly true when such shocks hit in a time of heightened global volatility. China’s policy paradigm has shifted from a tightly controlled system towards a more market-based mechanism with ongoing efforts to allow market forces to play a greater role in the functioning of credit and forex markets. Consequently, its impact on global financial markets will continue to catch up with its role in the global economy\[47\], increasing the country’s importance for euro area financial stability. This calls for close monitoring of developments in China from the perspective of both financial market liberalisation and economic growth.

\[47\] In 2021 China accounted for 19% of global output, whereas the share of the renminbi in various measures of international use remains low.
3 Euro area banking sector

3.1 Asset quality continues to improve, but higher energy prices revive risks for some loans

The asset quality of euro area banks improved during 2021 as stocks of non-performing loans (NPLs) continued to fall and inflows into riskier asset stages decelerated. In the fourth quarter of 2021, the aggregate NPL ratio fell further, to 2.1% of total loans, its lowest level since 2008. This was 58 basis points lower than in the fourth quarter of 2020, and continued the downward trend that had been sustained throughout the previous two years of the coronavirus (COVID-19).
pandemic (Chart 3.1, panel a). At the same time, the ratio of loans classified as “underperforming” stage 2 remained stable at elevated, end-2020 levels of around 9%, well above pre-pandemic levels. Loans subject to forbearance measures48, have stabilised at around 1.5% of total loans since the second quarter of 2021. The reduction in NPLs was driven by disposals and securitisations of loan portfolios between late 2020 and early 2021 (Chart 3.1, panel b). Cure rates of loans brought back to performing forborne status remain low, which underlines the importance of a functioning, liquid secondary market for NPL sales and securitisations as the primary measure for reducing larger NPL volumes.

Chart 3.1
Asset quality ratios continued to improve throughout 2021 on the back of sales and securitisations

a) Asset quality and stage 2 ratios
(Q1 2017-Q4 2021, percentages of total loans)

b) Quarterly NPL inflows and outflows
(Q2 2020-Q4 2021, € billions)

Sources: ECB (Supervisory Banking Statistics) and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: the adjusted NPL ratio displayed deducts central bank cash reserves from the total loan denominator. The category “Performing forborne” excludes non-performing measures. Panel b: the “Restructuring” category consists of restructuring measures that have led to the partial repayment of outstanding debt and the seizure of collateral. Disposals relate to the sale of NPL portfolios as well as the securitisation of NPLs. “Other” captures flows that cannot be linked to any of the other, specified sources of flows. Among other things, it includes changes in the gross carrying amount of non-performing exposures due to additional amounts disbursed during the period, the capitalisation of past due amounts including capitalised fees and expenses, and changes in exchange rates related to non-performing loans and advances that were classified as non-performing at the end of the preceding financial year and have been continuously classified as such ever since.

Although the surge in “underperforming” stage 2 loans tapered off in 2021 on aggregate, the volume remains above pre-pandemic levels and has continued to increase in some sectors which are still affected by the pandemic. New flows into stage 2 loan classification stabilised at between 1.3% and 1.4% per quarter, based on four-quarter moving averages. This is still 70 basis points above pre-pandemic levels. The recovery in loan quality since the start of the pandemic has been widespread across most corporate sectors and for household (HH) loans (Chart 3.2, panel a). However, credit risk is still struggling to fall in some sectors that had

---

48 Forbearance measures are concessions towards an obligor that is experiencing or is likely to experience difficulties in meeting its financial commitments. A modified contract is classified as performing if it has been classified as performing before the modification or would not be classified as non-performing in the absence of modification.
already demonstrated vulnerabilities to economic shocks during the pandemic. Given their pre-existing vulnerabilities, these sectors remain sensitive to a slowing economy, higher interest rates, the intensification of supply chain bottlenecks and rising energy prices (Chapter 1).

Chart 3.2
Net stage 2 inflows stabilised in 2021 at elevated levels, but below the pandemic peak, while corporate fundamentals underlying new stage 2 loans improved

Debtors of corporate loans which moved from stage 1 to stage 2 during 2021 have better than expected corporate fundamentals. Compared with the pre-existing stock of stage 2 loans, loans that are newly transitioned to stage 2 are less leveraged and more profitable (Chart 3.2, panel b). Concerns about cliff effects associated with the phasing-out of pandemic support to corporates, which would have left corporates in distress, have therefore not materialised despite the expiration of most moratorium schemes and a halt to additional state-guaranteed funding. However, individual sectors – notably those that were most affected by the pandemic – have experienced significant reductions in profitability coupled with increased leverage ratios, leaving pockets of vulnerability on banks’ balance sheets. In parallel, euro area banks have also increased their exposure to leveraged lending,\(^{49}\) which is at its highest level since 2008 and has increased strongly after 2017. Although

---

\(^{49}\) See the SSM letter to CEOs on leveraged transactions. See also the ECB opinion piece on Financial leverage and banks’ risk control.
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outstanding amounts originated by euro area banks are manageable, activity is concentrated in a few large institutions.

The aggregate provision coverage ratio for euro area banks has been stable, albeit with signs of misalignment between coverage and credit risk at both the bank and the sector level. For “underperforming” corporate loans, the marginal amount of additional provision and collateral coverage for increases in credit risk is falling as risk increases for some sectors (Chart 3.3, panel a). Typically, banks provision more or ask for additional collateral coverage for loans to counterparties with a higher estimated probability of default (PD), as this would indicate a higher likelihood of loss materialisation. Looking at PD buckets across sectors, the increase in coverage ratios is small compared with the corresponding relative increase in counterparty credit risk in stage 2 loans, revealing a decreasing trend for marginal loan coverage per unit of risk in several sectors. This leaves exposures to riskier counterparties within the stage 2 classification relatively less protected against loan default, increasing tail risks of uncovered losses for stage 2 loans.

Chart 3.3
Coverage ratios for riskier counterparties are lagging behind in some sectors, and euro area banks’ Russian exposures are limited and often locally funded

The economic impact of the Russian invasion of Ukraine has exposed banks to a number of risks, although direct credit exposures to Russia are limited, locally funded and mainly via subsidiaries. Russian banks have been the most severely affected by the invasion: their problems include stress in their euro area subsidiaries that has led to several resolutions and wind-ups. For euro area banks, credit to Russian borrowers amounted to around 0.2% of total assets at end-2021.
with a selection of banks from Italy, Cyprus, Latvia, Luxembourg and Austria having relatively higher exposures in terms of total assets (Chart 3.3, panel b). Most credit exposures were funded by Russian deposits, reducing the net exposure to Russia.\(^\text{50}\) Recently, large euro area banks with sizeable exposures to Russia reported increases in their loan loss provisioning for Q1.

Chart 3.4
Euro area banks’ exposures to energy-intensive sectors and to direct risks from energy prices are concentrated in certain sectors and the derivatives market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Euro area banks’ country exposures to high energy usage and vulnerable firms (Q4 2021, percentages of total corporate loans)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| b) Breakdown of euro area banks’ and corporates’ commodity derivatives holdings (12 May 2022, gross notional, € billions, inner ring: NFCs’ derivatives holdings, outer ring: euro area banks’ derivatives holdings) |

Looking ahead, elevated and volatile energy and commodity prices have increased credit risk, especially for more vulnerable corporates. The shift in the outlook for euro area growth and inflation is, in general, likely to weigh on corporate profitability and debt sustainability (Chapter 1). Credit granted by euro area banks to

\(^{50}\) Although linkages of euro area banks with Russia are limited to a few banks, exposures and deposits are not always located in the same entity but often separated between subsidiary and parent company.
firms with significant reliance on energy and specific forms of fossil fuel\textsuperscript{51}, and weak corporate fundamentals\textsuperscript{52} amounts to 3.8% of total corporate lending.\textsuperscript{53} Loans to the transport and manufacturing sectors appear to be the most vulnerable, although total exposure is limited at both the country and the euro area level (Chart 3.4, panel a).

**Euro area banks also have some exposures stemming from their role in intermediating derivatives markets, as they act as counterparties in over half of euro area core commodity derivatives contracts.** Commodity derivatives account for less than 1% of the overall euro area derivatives market’s size in terms of gross notional. However, the business is highly concentrated in a few large banks which provide both client clearing services and ancillary financing services to commodity traders and energy sector firms.\textsuperscript{54} Financial stability considerations might arise with regard to substitutability, given that a limited number of large NFCs access the commodity derivatives market via a few large banks. These banks offer liquidity through market making in the bilateral market segment and act as clearing members of the few central counterparties clearing commodity derivatives (Chart 3.4, panel b).

**The prices of futures on commodities rose rapidly during March 2022, and this was accompanied by corresponding increases in margin calls.** The recent volatility in energy prices has also seen liquidity pressures in some derivatives markets (Chapter 2). The surge in commodity prices and volatility exerted liquidity pressure on NFCs with hedging activities, especially for energy derivatives, given their need to meet initial and variation margin calls. Initial margins posted by NFCs on cleared commodity derivatives more than doubled between December 2021 and March 2022. The high proportion of centrally cleared trades (68% in terms of gross notional), especially for energy derivatives, decreases banks’ counterparty credit risk towards their clients; this does, however, introduce some residual step-in liquidity risk to cover the margins required by CCPs if some NFCs are unable to meet margin calls. Banks’ exposures to NFCs in this market are limited, though, and should therefore not add significant counterparty risk to banks’ balance sheets.

**Overall, euro area banks’ asset quality has remained stable, albeit with material risks to corporate loans persisting.** Concerns about aftershocks from 2020 have not materialised over the last year, although some sectors of NFCs remain vulnerable to shocks. Overlaps between firms affected by weak debt sustainability and high energy prices have led to pockets of default risks in the corporate sector. Looking ahead, the combination of existing vulnerabilities and effects of inflation and the war in Ukraine increases risks to asset quality.

\textsuperscript{51} For details on the identification and dependence of euro area firms on natural gas, see the box entitled “Natural gas dependence and risks to euro area activity”, Economic Bulletin, Issue 1, ECB, 2022.

\textsuperscript{52} For more details, see Casey, C.J., Bibeault, D. and Altman, E.I., “Corporate financial distress: A Complete guide to Predicting, Avoiding, and Dealing with Bankruptcy”, Journal of Business Strategy, Vol. 5, No 1, 1984, p. 102. See also the box entitled “Identifying the corporates most vulnerable to price shocks following the pandemic shock” in this edition of the Financial Stability Review.

\textsuperscript{53} 3.8% of total corporate loans refers to exposures to corporates reliant on a high share of energy input to generate outputs as well as weak corporate fundamentals as measured by z-scores.

\textsuperscript{54} Universal and investment banks usually have the capacity to run proprietary trading, maintain a trading desk and play an active role in the derivatives market.
3.2 Profitability above pre-pandemic levels, but outlook weaker

The financial performance of euro area banks improved substantially during 2021 and exceeded pre-pandemic levels, amid lower loan loss provisions. On aggregate, euro area significant institutions recorded a return on equity (ROE) of 6.6%, up from 1.7% a year earlier (Chart 3.5, panel a).\textsuperscript{55} Looking at a sample of listed euro area banks, for which the data span a longer period, reveals that this was their strongest performance in a decade. Weak profitability in the euro area banking sector has been a concern as it affects financial stability by reducing banks’ intermediation capacity and resilience.\textsuperscript{56} While banks’ performance was adversely affected by pandemic-related impairments during 2020, robust economic growth, lower loan loss provisions and higher operating profits contributed to the marked improvement in 2021. With net interest income (NII) remaining unchanged and expenses rising, the improvement in operating profits was largely down to higher net trading income (NTI) and, especially, net fee and commission income (NFCI). Results for listed banks’ first quarter 2022 earnings suggest that profitability remained robust in Q1, albeit slightly lower than in Q4, amid weaker other profit and loss items and higher provisions, while operating income improved on the back of stronger NII.

Chart 3.5
Profitability in 2021 exceeded pre-pandemic levels on the back of lower loan loss provisions and higher non-interest income components

Sources: ECB (Supervisory Banking Statistics) and ECB calculations.
Notes: Based on a balanced sample of 89 significant institutions. Panel b: “Other” stands for other operating profits.

\textsuperscript{55} In the Financial Stability Review, the four-quarter average of stock variables is used, while flow variables are annualised using trailing four-quarter sums. In addition, to avoid composition effects, a balanced sample of banks is used, which might result in figures which are different from those in the published supervisory banking statistics.

\textsuperscript{56} See the special feature entitled “Euro area bank profitability: where can consolidation help?”, Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2019.
Net fee and commission income, driven by asset management activities, strongly supported profitability in 2021, while net interest income remained flat. In 2021, euro area banks saw their NFCI grow by almost 12%, by far the largest increase observed over the past few years, thanks to the economic recovery and strong growth in assets under management. The positive role played by NFCI in supporting operating profits was more pronounced for larger banks and for those with below-median ROE, as the latter faced a decline in their NII (Chart 3.5, panel b). NFCI might, however, be vulnerable to stock market corrections. The decline in operating profits for smaller banks was driven to a large extent by NPL sale of Greek banks. On aggregate, NII remained broadly unchanged on the previous year and is slowly climbing back towards pre-pandemic levels on the back of rising lending volumes and a bottoming-out of margins. However, heterogeneity among banks continues to be pronounced, with around 45% of banks still reporting lower NII than in the previous year.

**Chart 3.6**
Downward revisions in 2022 ROE projections as a result of the war in Ukraine, with higher impairments seen as the main driver

The Russia-Ukraine war casts uncertainty on the economic outlook and implies a downward revision of bank profitability for this year. After strong profitability results in 2021, the ROE of listed euro area banks is expected to be lower this year before gradually improving over the next few years to 8.2% in 2024, although analysts have lowered their bank profitability projections on account of the economic fallout from the war (Chart 3.6, panel a). The downward revisions of ROE this year are attributed to higher impairments and rising costs, coupled with lower NFCI while NII is expected to be higher (Chart 3.6, panel b). Since the direct exposure of euro
area banks to Russia and Ukraine, comprising 5% of Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital, is rather limited, market analysts consider the impact on aggregate euro area bank profitability to be contained. The differences at the bank level are pronounced, however; analysts have lowered their profitability projections for a few listed banks more substantially to reflect their more elevated exposures to Russia and Ukraine, but even for these banks the impact appears manageable (Chart 3.6, panel c).

**Net interest income is expected to benefit from higher interest rates from 2023 onwards, although some banks might face challenges in the medium term.** Forward rates imply an improvement in NII from next year. Supervisory data on interest rate risk in the banking book suggest that, in the short run, higher rates appear to be beneficial for almost all banks (Chart 3.7, panel a). The median change in NII, an earnings-based measure of interest rate risks over a one-year horizon, caused by a parallel upward shift of the yield curve by 200 basis points amounts to 2.8% of CET1 capital. As loans have increasingly been granted with longer interest rate fixation periods in recent years, these long-dated assets need to be funded at costs which rise alongside gradually higher rates. While banks hedge some of their interest rate risks, rising interest rates might adversely affect some banks in the medium term. This is reflected in the change in a bank’s net worth, an economic value-based measure of interest rate risks that takes the entire maturity spectrum of the banking book into account (Box 5). Indeed, the economic value of banks with a higher share of fixed-rate asset cash flows seems to decline more under a scenario of higher rates (Chart 3.7, panel b).

**Chart 3.7**
The impact of higher rates on banks may vary over time, as the relative repricing of liabilities and assets depends on the share of fixed-rate assets

---

a) Impact of a 200 basis point parallel upward shift of the yield curve across euro area banks

b) Change in bank net worth due to a 200 basis point increase in rates for banks with an above/below-median share of fixed-rate asset cash flows

---

(Q4 2021, x-axis: percentage of CET1 capital, y-axis: density)

Change in NII as a share of CET1 capital

Change in bank net worth as a share of CET1 capital

(Q4 2021, percentages)

Sources: ECB (Supervisory Banking Statistics) and ECB calculations.
Note: Based on a sample of 80 significant institutions.
Lending to the non-financial private sector recovered in 2021, but tighter lending standards, lower confidence and revised growth expectations might weigh on future lending. Bank lending to households and NFCs recovered in 2021 to exceed pre-pandemic levels. Average monthly lending flows to the non-financial private sector amounted to €39 billion in 2021, which is 40% above the levels observed between 2017 and 2019. While mortgages accounted for most of the lending at the beginning of the year, corporate lending picked up significantly in the second half of 2021. Annual growth rates of lending to households for house purchases and to corporates are, at 5.4% and 4.2% respectively, substantially above the median for their historical range since 2010, with only consumer lending growth, at 2.5%, remaining substantially below its pre-pandemic levels (Chart 3.8, panel a).

According to the ECB’s bank lending survey, the share of banks reporting a tightening of credit standards declined over the last four quarters across all loan types, while loan demand picked up over the same period (Chart 3.8, panel b). However, banks expect both a significant tightening of lending standards in the second quarter, in particular for corporate lending, and weaker loan demand. In addition, since confidence indicators, which typically lead lending growth, have fallen recently because of the war in Ukraine, and economic growth for both 2022 and 2023 has been revised downwards, loan growth may well slow going forward.

Chart 3.8

Except for consumer lending, loan growth is back above pre-pandemic levels, although lending standards are expected to tighten and loan demand to weaken.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Annual growth rate of monetary financial institutions’ loans in the euro area</th>
<th>b) Changes in euro area credit standards and net demand for loans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Jan. 2010-Mar. 2022, percentage growth)</td>
<td>(Q1 2019-Q2 2022, weighted net percentages, four-quarter moving averages)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: ECB and ECB calculations.
Note: Panel b: the solid lines represent four-quarter moving averages, backward-looking three months until Q1 2022, while the dotted lines represent the trend towards the expected values for Q2 2022.

The number of major, global cyber incidents targeting financial institutions has increased since 2019, and euro area banks lag behind their peers in terms of IT investment. The number of major cyber incidents targeting global financial institutions has increased substantially in recent years, although it has declined somewhat since the peak reached in 2020 (Chart 3.9, panel a). In terms of attacks
targeting significant institutions in the euro area, this global trend was mirrored by the number of cyber incidents reported to the ECB, which reached the highest level ever in the fourth quarter of 2020. It is also worth noting the change in rankings for euro area bank regarding incident types, with a higher share of social engineering and third-party provider incidents as well as accidental data leakages in 2021 than in the previous year. Banks need to invest in their IT infrastructure if they are to deal with cyberattacks adequately. Compared with US banks, euro area banks have invested much less into information technology, despite the fact that this is essential to remain ahead of cyberattacks in the future (Chart 3.9, panel b).

**Chart 3.9**
The number of cyber incidents targeting global financial institutions has increased in recent years, but euro area banks’ IT investment lags behind that of their US peers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Major cyber incidents targeting financial institutions globally</th>
<th>b) IT spending of selected listed banks as a share of their total assets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Jan. 2017-Dec. 2021, number per month)</td>
<td>(Q4 2020, percentage of total assets)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber incidents targeting financial institutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-month moving average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro area</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and bank annual reports.
Notes: Panel a: some of the events are related to financial institutions in the broader sense and might ultimately affect the clients of financial institutions. Panel b: based on a sample of ten euro area and six US listed banks.

**Box 5**
Interest rate risk exposures and hedging of euro area banks’ banking books

Prepared by Jonathan Dries, Benjamin Klaus, Francesca Lenoci and Cosimo Pancaro

While rising interest rates are expected to improve banks’ net interest income in the short term, they may also weigh on banks’ net worth in the medium term. On aggregate, euro area banks exhibit a positive duration gap,\(^{57}\) which implies that if interest rates rise, assets will lose more value than liabilities, thus reducing banks’ economic value of equity. After narrowing in 2020, the duration gap started widening again as of the first quarter of 2021 (Chart A, panel a), signalling that banks were reverting closer to pre-pandemic levels of interest rate risk. Over time, derivatives have, on aggregate, played an offsetting role; in other words, banks’ interest rate risk (IRR) exposure arising

---

\(^{57}\) The duration gap measures the mismatch between the repricing timing of cash inflows (assets) and cash outflows (liabilities) of instruments which are already on banks’ balance sheet. A positive duration gap indicates that the duration of assets is larger than the duration of liabilities. In this analysis, the duration gap is computed as in Esposito et al. (see Notes to Chart A) using supervisory data on behavioural cash flows for 62 euro area banks.
from their non-derivative positioning was partly counterbalanced by their derivative positions in the banking book.

Chart A

Euro area banks’ duration gap has widened recently, increasing their interest rate risk

The aggregate impact of higher interest rates on bank net worth would be moderately negative, but wide variations exist at the level of individual banks. The duration gap can be translated into sensitivity of bank economic value to changes in interest rates. For example, a steepening of the yield curve by 200 basis points at the longer end in the third quarter of 2021 would have reduced banks’ aggregate net worth by around 4% of Common Equity Tier 1 (CET1) capital (Chart A, panel b). More than 60% of the banks analysed would face a decline in their net worth under this scenario, while for 25% the net worth would decline by more than 7% of CET1 capital. This decline arises as, in the medium to long term, banks would have to pay higher funding costs to cover legacy low-yielding assets. Changes in banks’ economic value of equity do not always translate into accounting losses, but they do shed light on banks’ resilience to changes in interest rates over the long run.

An empirical analysis of bank characteristics and IRR indicates that the share of exposures with longer rate-fixation periods plays a prominent role in this relationship and shows that derivatives are used to hedge IRR. The analysis finds that the decline in bank net worth under a scenario of rising rates is more pronounced when the share of lending with fixation periods in excess of ten years is higher. Furthermore, larger banks seem to face a smaller decline in their net worth, possibly reflecting reduced hedging capabilities of smaller banks.

---

58 This decline in net worth appears to be moderate overall, as the 2018 EBA guidelines on the management of interest rate risk in the banking book suggest that an institution is exposed to excessive IRR when its economic value of equity declines by more than 15% of its Tier 1 capital.

59 The analysis is based on different panel regressions covering 62 banks over the time period from Q4 2016 to Q3 2021 with time and bank fixed effects and a set of bank control variables.

60 Less significant institutions in Germany, such as savings banks and credit cooperatives, exhibited higher IRR than large banks; see “Financial Stability Review”, Deutsche Bundesbank, November 2016.
Euro area banks have held an increased volume of interest rate swaps over the last two years, suggesting more active hedging of interest rate risk. Banks enter into interest rate swaps in order to complement natural hedging, to take on more risk by means of directional exposures or to provide liquidity through market making. When they do so to mitigate risk, banks transform future cash flows generated from assets or liabilities from floating rates to fixed rates, or vice versa. By the end of 2021, the gross notional outstanding on interest rate swaps held by banks had increased to €128 trillion, while that on the most liquid euro-denominated contracts (EURIBOR swaps, EONIA OIS or €STR OIS) had risen by 30% since the start of 2019 to €56 trillion (Chart B, panel a). These contracts are more suited to reducing the volatility on banks’ balance sheets prompted by the repricing of euro-denominated cash flows. Over the last three years, banks have reduced their net notional61 exposures to shorter-dated swap contracts (below one year), on which they pay fixed rates, and increased the volume of longer-dated contracts, on which they receive floating rates (Chart B, panel a). This evidence is consistent with the expectation of higher interest rates and the intention to hedge low-yielding assets against rate hikes.

Interest rate swaps are used to spread risk within the banking sector and to transfer it to insurance companies and pension funds. Focusing solely on euro-denominated interest rate swaps written on the euro interbank offered rate (EURIBOR), the overnight index average rate (EONIA) or the euro short-term rate (€STR), euro area banks trade most of these swaps with other banks. Concerning risk transfers to other sectors, banks’ transactions are not evenly spread across maturity buckets: insurance companies and pension funds receive fixed-rate payments for maturities

---

61 Net notional is computed as the difference between notional bought (pay fix) and notional sold (pay float) by each bank, on each contract, on each bucket of maturities and on each floating tenor. Intragroup transactions are excluded from net notional computations.
over ten years given their aggregate negative duration gap, which makes them a natural counterparty for banks. For contracts initiated after March 2021, when inflation started to pick up, investment funds have assumed more risk for short maturities while, for longer maturities, the share of insurance companies and pension funds in swap trading has doubled (Chart B, panel b).

**Banks’ IRR exposure appears moderate on aggregate, but wide variations exist across individual institutions.** While rising rates would negatively affect the net worth of more than half of the banks analysed, their exposure has declined since 2017. Interest rate swap exposures, and particularly the volume of longer-dated receiver floating swaps, have increased since inflation started to pick up in March 2021, suggesting that euro area banks are using derivatives as hedging instruments. A normalisation of monetary policy should not be a major concern in terms of aggregate impact on the net worth of the euro area banking system, although it could have a negative effect on banks exhibiting large IRR exposures.

### 3.3 Higher market funding costs and improved capital ratios

Low, stable deposit funding rates have insulated banks from the increase in funding costs associated with a notable rise in bank bond yields since the end of 2021. Higher risk-free rates, reflecting inflationary pressures, have brought the yields of covered bonds for the euro area on aggregate back to levels last seen in 2014, while yields for riskier instruments have remained below those observed at the start of the pandemic (Chart 3.10, panel a). This is because the risk premia embedded in the more junior instruments have remained relatively contained compared with March 2020. Low, stable deposit funding rates, coupled with an increase in deposit volumes, have helped to keep banks’ overall funding costs favourable. Banks have reduced their issuance of bail-inable debt, mainly as a consequence of the substantial rise in market funding costs. For senior bail-inable bonds, the cumulative issuance volume in the first four and a half months of this year was almost 11% lower than the average observed in the period from 2017 to 2019, while for Tier 2 (T2) and Additional Tier 1 (AT1) instruments volumes were close to 23% and 52% lower (Chart 3.10, panel b). Although forward rates suggest that banks’ bond funding costs could rise further, the impact on funding costs will be limited as the majority of maturing bonds were issued at higher yields (Chart 3.11, panel a).

The expected reduction of banks’ Eurosystem funding is likely to return bank balance sheet size and the composition of liquid assets to pre-pandemic levels. Based on the median estimate obtained from the ECB Survey of Monetary Analysts, €700 billion of repayments of targeted longer-term refinancing operations (TLTRO) are expected to be made by the end of December 2022. Since TLTRO repayments are likely to be made using excess liquidity, this implies that liquidity coverage ratios and the composition of high quality liquid assets (HQLA) will return to pre-pandemic levels, with the share of government bonds in HQLA rising from 25% to 45%.

---

62 For more details, see the ECB Survey of Monetary Analysts, April 2022.
Chart 3.10
Banks’ bond funding costs have increased substantially since end-2021 amid higher risk-free rates and have prompted banks to reduce their issuance of bail-inable debt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Bond funding costs of euro area banks across different seniorities</th>
<th>b) Cumulative volume of bank bonds issued between January and mid-May</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2 Jan. 2019-17 May 2022, yield per annum, percentages)</td>
<td>(€ billions, percentages)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: IHS Markit, Dealogic and ECB calculations.
Notes: NPS stands for non-preferred senior; HoldCo stands for holding company. Panel a: the T2 index shows no values between May and October 2021 since at that time there were no Tier 2 bonds matching the eligibility criteria for being included in the index. Panel b: the years 2020-21 are excluded from the benchmark of average issuance volumes shown as the blue bars since their values might be biased due to the pandemic.

The phasing-out of favourable TLTRO funding rates in June is likely to weigh on bank profitability in 2022. According to two scenarios which take into account the new TLTRO rates and the distribution of excess liquidity between Tier 1 and Tier 2 reserves, bank profitability could be adversely impacted by between 60 basis points and 130 basis points this year (Chart 3.11, panel b). In the first, most likely scenario, banks meet the lending threshold and benefit from a TLTRO rate of -0.5%. Depending on the magnitude of excess reserves, the net effect from the change in TLTRO funding costs would result in profitability which is around 60 basis points lower. In the more extreme scenario, banks fail to meet the lending threshold and receive a TLTRO rate of 0%, leading to a greater reduction in profitability. However, the expected earlier rise in interest rates compared to the beginning of the year appears to reduce the incentive for banks to repay TLTRO funding sooner, which is likely to reduce the resulting adverse impact on profitability.
Rolling over maturing bonds would not affect overall bank funding costs, but the phasing-out of special TLTRO discounts is likely to impact bank profitability in 2022.

Euro area banks’ regulatory capital ratios increased slightly in 2021 on the back of the de-risking initiated at the start of the pandemic. CET1 ratios for euro area significant institutions rose by 50 basis points in 2021 to 15.2%.

The invasion of Ukraine has led to disruptions in energy and commodity markets and increased uncertainty around the outlook for euro area economic growth. A severe impact on euro area production, prices and demand could adversely affect euro area bank asset quality and solvency. A vulnerability analysis considering adverse and severely adverse economic scenarios over a three-year horizon indicates that, overall, the euro area banking sector is resilient, with the aggregate CET1 ratio estimated to total around 11% even under the severely adverse scenario.

63 In the Financial Stability Review, the four-quarter average of total equity is used in the denominator, while net income is annualised using trailing four-quarter sums. In addition, to avoid composition effects, a balanced sample of banks is used, which might result in a figure for headline profitability which is different from that in the published supervisory banking statistics.
Bank capital ratios rose slightly in 2021 and are, on aggregate, comfortably above requirements, while credit losses from macroeconomic consequences of the war in Ukraine will probably only have a limited impact.

**Euro area banks’ share prices rallied strongly towards the end of 2021 before dropping sharply due to the uncertainty arising from the war in Ukraine.** Banks benefited in early 2022 from the prospect of earlier rate hikes than previously anticipated but then, after the Russia-Ukraine war broke out, underperformed all other sectors over fears that higher credit risks would result. The declines in bank share prices since then were driven by the notion that higher inflation could potentially put the brakes on new mortgage lending, and amid higher credit and foreign exchange risks (Chart 3.13, panel a). Since the restriction on dividend payments expired and profitability, as well as market valuations, have exceeded pre-pandemic levels, banks with capital ratios above regulatory requirements have announced higher payouts (both dividends and buybacks) than banks which are closer to their capital thresholds (Chart 3.13, panel b).
**Chart 3.13**
Bank share prices suffered at the outbreak of war in Ukraine amid credit risks, but market valuations have improved and banks have increased payouts

| a) Multifactor model decomposition of weekly euro area banking sector equity returns | b) Price-to-book ratios of global listed banks and excess capital against total payout ratios |
| (7 Jan.-13 May 2022, percentage point contributions) | (left chart: 1 Jan. 2020-17 May 2022, ratio; right chart: 2015-21, percentages of risk-weighted assets) |
| Alpha | Euro area |
| Term structure | Nordic countries |
| Real estate | United Kingdom |
| Credit | United States |
| Sovereign | Japan |
| Banking sector returns |
| Sources: Refinitiv, Bloomberg Finance L.P., S&P Global Market Intelligence, bank financial reports and ECB calculations. Notes: Panel a: the calculations are based on the Datastream Eurozone Banks index. Panel b: left chart: based on simple averages of a sample of 32 listed euro area banks, 6 listed Nordic banks, 5 listed UK banks, 19 listed US banks and 12 listed Japanese banks; right chart: the total payout ratio is the sum of dividends and share buybacks as a percentage of risk-weighted assets in the respective financial year. Long-term averages (in yellow) are based on a sample of 36 listed euro area significant institutions. The blue dots refer to 16 banks that have already announced their distribution plans attributable to 2021 profits. |

---

**Box 6**
Assessing the resilience of the euro area banking sector in light of the Russia-Ukraine war

This box presents an assessment of the euro area banking sector’s resilience to adverse macroeconomic scenarios in the light of the Russian invasion of Ukraine. While euro area banks’ direct exposures to Russia are limited overall, disruptions in energy and commodity markets pose risks to economic activity in the euro area that could adversely affect banks’ balance sheets. To examine these risks, the ECB has combined three macroeconomic scenarios (a baseline scenario, an adverse scenario and a severely adverse scenario) with stress-testing tools to perform an in-house assessment of the solvency of significant euro area banks. The resulting vulnerability analysis (VA) is a desktop exercise which does not include interactions with banks. The exercise estimates the impact on bank capital of potential losses arising from (i) exposures to euro area economic sectors which have strong trade links with Russia or are dependent on commodity imports from the region, (ii) broader macro-financial stress triggered by current events and (iii) revaluation risks related to increased market volatility and reduced liquidity. For this purpose, top-down models, which are consistent with the EBA 2021 Methodological Note, were used to assess banks’ credit, market and profitability risks. The estimated impacts are contingent on the underlying scenario assumptions, which are characterised by a high degree of uncertainty.

---

64 See the EBA 2021 EU-Wide Stress Test Methodological Note for details.
Relative to a baseline scenario of a modest slowdown in growth, two alternative adverse economic scenarios explore the impact of additional commodity and equity price shocks. Under the VA-adverse and VA-severely adverse scenarios, oil and gas prices rise by around 80% and 180% respectively (Chart A, panel a), while euro area equity prices fall by more than 20%, matching the sizeable drop observed in the immediate aftermath of the invasion. However, the same financial shocks are assumed to affect the real economy differently: under the VA-adverse scenario investment and consumption are affected only temporarily, while under the VA-severely adverse scenario the effects last longer, giving rise to confidence shocks that further dampen economic activity and match the severity of the 2021 EBA EU-wide stress test. Annual GDP growth turns negative under the VA-adverse scenario in 2023, while the euro area economy is in recession in all three years under the VA-severely adverse scenario (Chart A, panel b). The macro-financial scenarios are fed into econometric models which capture the heterogenous exposure of euro area firms to these shocks, yielding different probability of default paths for corporate exposures to vulnerable and non-vulnerable sectors (Chart A, panel c).

The baseline scenario is anchored to the March 2022 ECB staff macroeconomic projections for the euro area, which included a first assessment of the impact of the war. To account for the uncertainty surrounding the evolution of the conflict and its economic ramifications, two adverse scenarios were created. The three scenarios combined cover a wide spectrum of macroeconomic outcomes for the euro area to offer insights into potential feedback effects on the banking system, also once the baseline projections have been reappraised in the context of the Eurosystem staff macroeconomic projections for the euro area to be released in June.

Mechanically, the adverse scenarios take as their starting point shocks to commodity and stock market prices which are based on the actual increases observed in the immediate aftermath of the invasion. They are likely to incorporate financial markets’ expectations that the shortages in the supply of Russian commodities in Europe would worsen further, with the additional possibility of a full-scale embargo (as reflected in financial market news in the early weeks of March).

Sectors are identified as (non-)vulnerable by combining information from the OECD Input-Output tables and NACE 2-level projections of gross value added (GVA) at the country level produced by Oxford Economics for its 2022 war scenario. Sectors that are highly exposed to Russian trade or experience a negative GVA shock over the three-year horizon are classified as vulnerable in this exercise.
The results obtained from this exercise confirm that the euro area banking sector is resilient to the macroeconomic ramifications of the war in Ukraine. The system-level Core Equity Tier 1 (CET1) ratio (in fully loaded terms) is estimated at 13.1% under the VA-adverse scenario and 11.6% under the VA-severely adverse scenario (Chart B, panel a), with capital depletion amounting to around 2.1 percentage points and 3.6 percentage points respectively. CET1 ratios fall below 7% for just over 2% of banking sector assets under the VA-adverse scenario and for just over 8% under the VA-severely adverse scenario (Chart B, panel b). Credit risk is the main driver of capital depletion in both adverse scenarios, with sectoral concentration in vulnerable sectors amplifying credit losses that materialise due to the macroeconomic shocks. In addition, the system’s income generating capacity is weakened by funding cost increases, which also reflect the expiration of targeted longer-term refinancing operations under all scenarios. These increases offset the gains expected from rising rates on the asset side, resulting in an overall weakening of net interest income compared with the starting point. At the bank level, higher capital depletion correlates strongly with a lower return on equity and with higher cost/income ratios, reflecting the drag exerted by projected operating costs on capital ratios (Chart B, panel c).

Chart B
The banking sector is resilient overall to the second-round effects arising from the Russia-Ukraine war: capital depletion is higher for banks with ex ante higher operating costs and lower returns.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(percentage points)</th>
<th>CET1 ratio (fully loaded)</th>
<th>NPL ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q4 2021</td>
<td>Adverse</td>
<td>Severely adverse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(percentage points)</th>
<th>Below 7%</th>
<th>Between 7% and 9%</th>
<th>Between 9% and 11%</th>
<th>Between 11% and 13%</th>
<th>Above 13%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CET1 ratio</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPL ratio</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(percentage points)</th>
<th>Cost/income ratio</th>
<th>Return on equity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-50</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-75</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;75</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-50</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-75</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;75</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;25</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: ECB (Supervisory Banking Statistics) and ECB calculations.
Notes: NPL stands for non-performing loans. Panel c shows results based on the severely adverse scenario and displays banks grouped by interquartile buckets, with <25 capturing banks with a CET1 ratio depletion below the 25th percentile, 25-50 capturing banks with a CET1 ratio depletion above the 25th percentile and below the median, 50-75 banks above the median and below the 75th percentile and >75 banks above the 75th percentile.

---

68 Sectoral impairments are projected using a combination of (i) micro-econometric models for sector-level probabilities of default and (ii) proxies capturing bank-level concentration to vulnerable sectors.
4 Non-bank financial sector

4.1 Non-bank financial sector faces higher credit risk as duration risk starts to materialise

Duration risk in the non-bank financial sector has started to materialise recently and valuation losses may increase further in an environment of rising interest rates. Yields have continued on their upward trend that started at the end of 2021. Over the course of the past year, rising rates have led to a decline in the value of bond portfolios of around 3.7% for insurance corporations and pension funds (ICPFs) and 0.4% for investment funds (IFs) (Chart 4.1, panel a). Given that the share of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>NFC bonds</th>
<th>Energy intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1 2020</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 21</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alternative asset holdings (€ bn)

- Portfolio revaluation
- Investment fund portfolio risks
- Non-banks face duration risk amid low liquidity and uncertain credit risk outlook
  - Valuation losses from rising rates
  - Fund outflows may trigger forced sales
  - Increase in illiquid holdings of insurers
  - Exposures from synthetic leverage

HOLDINGS OF NFC BONDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Credit risk</th>
<th>Sector energy intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q4 13</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 21</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Portfolio revaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1 pp rate increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>-9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fund outflows may trigger forced sales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Duration risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>-7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Increase in illiquid holdings of insurers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>NFC bonds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q4 18</td>
<td>447 € bn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 21</td>
<td>561 € bn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Exposures from synthetic leverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Futures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01/20</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/22</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gross notional value/initial margin posted for equity derivatives
interest rate sensitive assets in ICPF and IF portfolios remains high, in the absence of hedging strategies a further rise of 1 percentage point in all yield to maturity would imply additional bond portfolio valuation losses of around 9% for ICPFs and 7% for IFs. ICPFs and IF shareholders are therefore increasingly shifting their investments towards equities as well as towards alternative assets (Sections 4.2 and 4.3). In the medium term, however, rising interest rates could reduce the incentives for the non-bank sector to search for yield and could improve ICPFs’ capital positions, mitigating overall financial stability risks.

Chart 4.1
Non-banks’ debt portfolios face revaluation losses amid rising rates, while direct exposures to Russian assets and commodity derivatives are limited

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Debt portfolio revaluations and estimated duration risk</th>
<th>b) Holdings of debt and equity issued by Russian entities</th>
<th>c) Derivative exposures by underlying asset class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2019Q4 2021, percentage of total bond portfolio value)</td>
<td>(Q4 2021, left-hand scale: € billions; right-hand scale: percentage of total assets)</td>
<td>(15 Mar. 2022, left-hand scale: notional amounts outstanding, € billions; right-hand scale: percentage increase)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICPFs</td>
<td>IFs</td>
<td>Debt securities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Eurostat, ECB (Securities Holdings Statistics and European Market Infrastructure Regulation) and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: estimated risk shown in the shaded bars assumes an increase of 1 percentage point in the yield to maturity of all securities held at the end of 2021. Estimated values are calculated as the sum of modified durations multiplied by the amounts held at the security level, multiplied by 0.01. Panel b: the chart includes all debt securities and equities issued by Russian domiciled financial and non-financial corporations (NFCs), as well as Russian sovereign debt securities. Panel c: initial margins include all margins posted with euro area central counterparties.

The non-bank financial sector has so far proven to be resilient to increased uncertainty following the Russian invasion of Ukraine. At the end of 2021, euro area non-banks’ direct exposures to debt securities and equities issued by Russian entities were below 1% of their total assets (Chart 4.1, panel b). While fund categories with higher Russian exposure have experienced significant outflows and some funds have had to be suspended, there have been no widespread redemptions or spillovers to the broader euro area non-bank financial sector (Sections 4.2 and 4.3). Furthermore, the increase in volatility in derivatives markets has remained contained to the commodity segment (Chapter 2), while margins on interest rate derivatives – the segment to which non-banks are significantly exposed – have been affected much less than those on commodity derivatives (Chart 4.1, panel c). Nevertheless, the non-bank financial sector could face second-round effects stemming from economic uncertainty and rising commodity prices.
**Chart 4.2**

Non-banks may be exposed to rising credit risk from NFCs in energy-intensive industries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Holdings of NFC debt and equity across industries</th>
<th>b) Holdings of NFC debt by credit risk and sector energy intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Q4 2021, share of total NFC portfolio, share of NFC free float, share of total gross value added, percentages)</td>
<td>(Q4 2021, share of total NFC bond portfolio)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sources:** Eurostat, ECB (Securities Holdings Statistics), OECD Trade in Value Added (TiVA) database (2018) and ECB calculations. Notes: Panel a depicts all broad non-financial sectors of the economy, ranked according to their average energy intensity. Firms in sectors above the 75th percentile of the energy intensity ratio are regarded as high energy consumers, firms in sectors below the 25th percentile are considered low energy consumers. For a detailed definition, see also Chart 3.4 panel a. Energy intensity may vary across subsectors within the broader sectors. Sector free float in NFC free float is the respective sector’s amount of outstanding debt and equity securities as a percentage of total NFC debt and equity securities held in the euro area, excluding Eurosystem holdings, at the end of 2021. Sector gross value added shares are based on 2020 data. Panel b: energy intensity of sectors is defined as in panel a. “Other IG” includes all investment grade ratings except BBB (AAA to A). “HY” includes all high-yield ratings, i.e. ratings below BBB (BB to D). The chart excludes all bonds with no available rating.

**Rising energy prices increase the vulnerabilities of non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs), as corporate bond and equity portfolios of pension funds (PFs) and investment funds are somewhat concentrated in energy-intensive industries.** While the economic recovery from the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has mitigated NFC default risk in the euro area, there are new risks stemming from firms heavily reliant on energy. Non-banks’ investments in NFCs are, overall, mostly proportional to the individual sectors’ available free-float equity and debt securities outstanding (Chart 4.2, panel a). However, given the greater propensity of larger firms to issue equity and marketable debt, securities issued by a number of energy-intensive sectors (e.g. manufacturing) are overrepresented in capital markets relative to their share of euro area economic value added. Non-banks’ NFC portfolios may therefore be especially sensitive to heightened corporate credit risks resulting from rising energy prices. This increases pre-existing vulnerabilities in the debt portfolios of PFs and IFs, as more than 10% of their holdings are already in the high-yield segment (Chart 4.2, panel b).

---

69 For an analysis of the determinants of NFCs’ decisions to issue debt, see also the article entitled “Market-based finance for corporations: Demand and supply of credit”, Economic Bulletin, Issue 4, ECB, forthcoming.

70 Exposures shown are based on broader non-financial sectors. The overall potential impact from rising energy prices may also vary depending on the allocation of portfolios across more or less energy-intensive subsectors within each sector.
4.2 Bond funds are vulnerable to rising yields and uncertain second-round effects from the war

Recent fund flows reflect investors’ expectations of higher inflation and financial fragmentation going forward. Although a higher interest rate environment can bring benefits for financial stability as incentives to take on risk are reduced, the transition to a new equilibrium could lead to losses on unhedged bond portfolios. Investors had already started to rotate away from bond funds before the Russian invasion of Ukraine, likely indicating concerns regarding duration and credit risk with an emphasis on the latter, as outflows occurred primarily from corporate bond funds (Chart 3, panel a, Overview). Inflation-linked bond funds, whose returns are hedged against rising inflation, saw renewed inflows after the invasion, which turned negative again in late April, in line with inflation expectations (Chart 4.3, panel a). The extent to which continued outflows from bond funds will affect non-financial corporations’ financing needs remains to be seen, as their reliance on market-based and non-bank credit has increased substantially over the past decade.71 Beyond sizeable outflows from euro area bond markets, recent flows may also reflect an increase in the perceived risk of financial fragmentation (Chapter 2). The gap between global fund outflows from bond markets of lower-rated euro area countries compared with bond markets of higher-rated euro area countries widened at the beginning of February, at the same time as government bond spreads increased (Chart 4.3, panel b).

Chart 4.3
Fund investors reposition for higher inflation and financial fragmentation risks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Cumulative flows into inflation-protected bond funds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2 Jan. 2019-11 May 2022, left-hand scale: percentage of total net assets, right-hand scale: percentages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro area inflation-protected bond funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-year euro inflation swap rate (right-hand scale)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>b) Cumulative global fund flows into higher- and lower-rated euro area bond markets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2 Nov. 2021-17 May 2022, left-hand scale: percentage of total net assets, right-hand scale: percentage points)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher-rated euro area countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower-rated euro area countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP-weighted government bond spread (right-hand scale)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: EPFR Global, Bloomberg Finance L.P., Refinitiv and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: inflation swap rates do not purely reflect inflation expectations, as they also include a risk premium. Panel b: a rating above/below AA is defined as higher/lower. The GDP-weighted government bond spread is the difference between the GDP-weighted average of government bond yields of lower-rated countries and the GDP-weighted average of government bond yields of higher-rated countries. There are slight differences in country samples for fund flows and GDP government bond spread due to data availability.

71 See the box entitled “Measuring market-based and non-bank financing of non-financial corporations in the euro area”, Financial Integration and Structure in the Euro Area, ECB, April 2022.
The direct impact of the Russia-Ukraine war on the euro area investment fund sector has been limited so far, even though several funds have been suspended. The sector’s overall direct exposure to Russian securities is negligible, standing at well below 1% of total assets as of the fourth quarter of 2021 (Section 4.1), although it is concentrated in funds with a focus on emerging markets (EMs). Russian equity holdings are also concentrated in specific funds, with only the top 1% of exposed funds holding more than half of their portfolio in Russian equities. The Russian invasion of Ukraine and the related financial sanctions triggered several suspensions as funds were not able to price and trade Russian securities. Most index providers also removed Russian securities from their indices, which meant that index-tracking funds had to dispose of or mark down their Russian exposures. Nevertheless, these developments did not cause a wider run on funds. Global EM funds investing in emerging Europe and BRIC countries experienced an acceleration of outflows after the invasion, which subsequently receded (Chart 4.4, panel a). More broadly, the wider euro area fund sector did not suffer from the kind of long-lasting or large-scale outflows seen at the start of the pandemic (Chart 4.4, panel b).

**Chart 4.4**
Spillovers from the war to the broader euro area investment fund sector have been limited so far

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Cumulative flows into global EM funds and Russian bonds</th>
<th>b) Cumulative flows into euro area funds after the pandemic and the invasion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1 Dec. 2021-17 May 2022, percentage of TNA)</td>
<td>(dashed lines: 20 Feb.-13 May 2020, solid lines: 24 Feb.-17 May 2022, percentage of TNA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM equity funds</td>
<td>Corp HY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIC equity funds</td>
<td>Corp IG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Europe equity funds</td>
<td>Sovereign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global bond fund flows towards Russia</td>
<td>MMF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: EPFR Global and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: global bond fund flows towards Russia are estimated flows from global funds into Russian bonds, which differs slightly from the other categories which show flows into funds based on their respective investment focus. Panel b: cumulated flows into euro area domiciled funds after the start of the COVID-19 market turmoil (dashed lines) and after the Russian invasion of Ukraine (solid lines). x-axis indicates business days after 20 February 2020 and 24 February 2022 (t0). TNA stands for total net assets. Corp HY stands for corporate high-yield bond funds; Corp IG stands for corporate investment-grade bond funds; MMF stands for money market funds.

Investment funds are vulnerable to uncertainty and second-round effects stemming from the Russia-Ukraine war, which may exacerbate pre-existing

---

72 77 funds in a sample of 9,624 funds with a Russian exposure greater than 0 in December 2021 (Refinitiv Lipper).
risks. A broader range of funds could face valuation losses and renewed outflows, should economic sentiment deteriorate. Second-round effects related to increasing energy prices and lower economic growth, for example, might result in valuation losses for funds that hold debt securities issued by companies with a high energy intensity and low credit quality (Chart 4.2, panel b). A reassessment of longer-term inflation and credit risk, coupled with rising risk-free rates, could also lead to a reallocation to cash and low-risk assets, triggering outflows from riskier fund types. Some funds with high directional exposures through derivatives might also face liquidity challenges from margin calls and could be forced to deleverage, should market volatility spike more broadly (Chapter 2). In adverse scenarios, money market funds (MMFs) could experience large outflows, as institutional investors might redeem their fund shares to service margin calls.\textsuperscript{73} This underscores the need to strengthen the regulation of MMFs (Chapter 5.2).

Chart 4.5
Bond funds remain vulnerable to losses from credit and duration exposures amid low liquid holdings

| a) Corporate bond funds’ average credit rating vs liquid asset holdings (Dec. 2021, percentages) |
| b) Net positioning of investment funds in bond futures (14 Jan. 2021-11 May 2022, long notional / total notional in percentages) |

Sources: Refinitiv, ECB (Centralised Securities Database and European Market Infrastructure Regulation) and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panel a: the scatter plot shows a sample of 458 corporate bond funds domiciled in the euro area irrespective of invested credit quality. One dot represents one fund. Liquid assets include cash, cash equivalents, and government, supranational and central bank bonds from euro area issuers or from other issuers, if the rating is at least AA, similar to Level 1 high-quality liquid asset (HQLA) bonds according to Basel liquidity coverage ratio requirements for HQLA (Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/61). 12 funds were removed from the chart as outliers as they had negative liquid asset holdings or liquid asset holdings above 25%. Grey lines represent median liquid asset holdings and median average credit rating. Panel b: monthly data for 2021 and weekly data for 2022. The yellow line indicates the average for the monthly values in 2021 and for the weekly values in 2022. The dashed grey line indicates 50%, the neutral position for which long and short notional are of same size.


Investment funds remain vulnerable to shocks stemming from duration and credit risk amid low liquidity buffers. Investment funds’ duration exposure has remained elevated in recent quarters. As a result, bond funds continue to be vulnerable to losses stemming from increases in yields. Corporate bond funds are

\textsuperscript{73} See the box entitled “Interconnectedness of derivatives markets and money market funds through insurance corporations and pension funds”, Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2020.
also exposed to credit risk, while median liquid holdings remain low. Funds with low credit quality and low liquid asset holdings – around a quarter of funds in the sample observed – are especially vulnerable (Chart 4.5, panel a). Risks to such funds could amplify adverse market developments going forward if the funds had to engage in forced asset sales due to their low liquid holdings being insufficient to cover large-scale redemptions triggered by portfolio losses. At the same time, the investment fund sector has had a small, but increased, net short position in bond futures since the beginning of the year. This indicates that direct portfolio revaluation losses from higher interest rates might be partly mitigated by hedging strategies (Chart 4.5, panel b).

**Some funds exhibit additional vulnerabilities from investments in crypto-assets or heavy use of synthetic leverage.** Asset managers have started to move into Bitcoin and other crypto-assets in response to growing demand from their clients. Should such exposures grow further, risks stemming from this asset class could spill over to other financial institutions (Special Feature B). Funds can also take on further risks by leveraging up their positions, either financially through borrowing or synthetically through derivatives. Synthetic leverage, which is difficult to quantify, can materialise through margin calls and uncovered counterparty exposure during periods of high market volatility. In particular, while margining provides coverage for counterparty exposure in derivative positions, a significant rise in margin calls can result in a gap in such coverage and can also lead to potential liquidity stress (Box 7). The potential for spillover effects from the investment fund sector to the wider financial system and real economy amid high liquidity mismatch and pockets of leverage highlights the need to strengthen its resilience from a macroprudential perspective (Chapter 5).

**Box 7**

**Synthetic leverage and margining in non-bank financial institutions**

Prepared by Annalaura Ianiro, Christian Weistroffer and Sebastiano Michele Zema

**Synthetic leverage has become an important feature of the financial system.** It refers to the exposure embedded in derivative contracts. These instruments enable market participants to take on synthetic market exposure, sometimes at little cost (for certain types of derivatives and underlying assets), and allow them to amplify gains at the risk of magnifying losses. Leverage tends to be less strictly regulated in parts of the non-bank financial sector than it is for banks, and non-bank institutions are able to increase leverage synthetically at little cost. During events such as the failure of Long-Term Capital Management and the collapse of AIG, and more recently Archegos, losses on derivative exposures spread to bank counterparties.

---

74 This does not rule out the possibility of individual funds taking a stronger net short position or other interest rate derivatives such as swaps also being used for hedging purposes.

75 Further to the analysis on equity derivatives in Box 7, there is evidence that some euro area bond funds and hedge funds are highly leveraged (see the special feature entitled “Towards a framework for calibrating macroprudential leverage limits for alternative investment funds”, Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2016 and “EU Alternative Investment Funds”, Annual Statistical Report, ESMA, February 2022).

76 The authors express their gratitude to Linda Fache Rousová and Lorenzo Cappiello for their contributions and valuable feedback.
There are multiple ways of measuring the amount of leverage in the financial system.

Traditional leverage ratios at entity level do not fully capture the contingent commitments associated with derivative positions, as future gains and losses can substantially exceed the market value at which derivatives are recorded on the balance sheet. A generally accepted method used to capture synthetic leverage applies the concept of cash-equivalent portfolios, \(^{77}\) which also forms the basis of leverage metrics in EU fund regulation. \(^{78}\) Another approach, which is the focus of this box, considers the derivative contracts themselves and assesses the extent to which such contracts can be used to take positions which embed leverage. \(^{79}\)

This box explores the link between synthetic leverage and margining from two angles. First, we look at the ratio of derivatives' gross notional value (GNV) to initial margins (IMs) posted, which may be viewed as the level of synthetic leverage in a particular type of contract. \(^{80}\) Low levels of IMs allow financial institutions to increase their market exposure via derivatives with very little initial funding. During periods of elevated price volatility, IMs tend to increase relative to the GNV – this offers the benefit of better protection against counterparty risk in stressed market conditions. However, this can also intensify liquidity needs in a procyclical manner and create incentives for deleveraging, which could contribute to the amplification of price declines. Second, we calculate the ratio of the daily absolute flows of variation margins (VMs) to IMs, which may be seen as a proxy for the amplification of profits and losses on a derivative portfolio. \(^{81}\) For a highly leveraged portfolio, this ratio would increase more in times of high market volatility. Daily ratios greater than 1 suggest – ex post – that the capital committed as IM would not have been sufficient to fully protect against losses if the counterparty had failed. These two metrics are calculated for portfolios of equity derivatives held by non-bank financial institutions to capture risks similar those faced by Archegos. \(^{82}\)

The high GNV/IM multipliers for equity derivatives suggest that these instruments could entail potentially high leverage-like risk. Multipliers range between 10 and 80 across instruments during most of the period covered, with equity options displaying the largest multipliers (Chart A, panel a). Although the GNV/IM ratio decreased for equity futures during the March 2020 market turmoil, it did not decline significantly for swaps and options, the difference probably stemming from the models used to calculate IMs. \(^{83}\) Following this episode, the GNV/IM ratio for both options and futures rose throughout most of 2020 and 2021, with the increase accelerating in the fourth quarter of 2021. The increase in the ratio for options seems to have been driven by a decrease in IMs as the associated GNV remained relatively stable during this period. The GNV/IM ratio for swaps was relatively stable.

The ratios between daily absolute VM flows and IMs at the instrument level increased significantly in March 2020, reaching over 1 for some NBFIs (Chart A, panel b). While the

---


\(^{80}\) This recalls the standard definition of the leverage ratio, which is market exposure (the GNV captures the synthetic market exposure) over unit of committed capital (here represented by IMs).

\(^{81}\) By definition, the leverage ratio amplifies returns on equity: \[ r(E) = L \times r(A). \]

\(^{82}\) Gross notional and margin data are obtained from the EMIR dataset. The sample comprises a broad range of institutions including investment funds, pension funds, insurance companies and other financial institutions. The bulk of such derivatives are held by investment funds.

\(^{83}\) The differences between the models used to compute IMs depend heavily on the calibration choices made by central counterparties (for centrally cleared transactions – mostly options and futures in our sample) or counterparties (for non-centrally cleared transactions – swaps in our sample). In particular, the models used by the latter are less responsive to short-term fluctuations in market volatility. For further information, see the box entitled “Lessons learned from initial margin calls during the March 2020 market turmoil”, *Financial Stability Review*, ECB, November 2021.
majority of NBFIs posted more IM than the amount of VM calls, for a significant number of non-banks VM calls exceeded IM during the March 2020 market turmoil, suggesting that some counterparties would not have been fully covered by IM if the other counterparty had defaulted. Focusing on NBFIs with high exposures to market volatility, the median VM/IM ratio in the top 20th percentile ranged from 1.7 to 2.5 during March 2020 across all instruments considered. The significant rise of VM calls also points to potential liquidity stress arising from derivative positions. The median ratio for futures and options also increased in February and March 2022, reflecting higher volatility, although the levels reached were not comparable with those of March 2020. This also reflected the fact that recent events had affected energy and commodity derivatives to a greater extent than equity derivatives.

**Chart A**

The GNV/IM ratio is a proxy for the synthetic leverage of a derivative portfolio, while the VM/IM ratio captures the amplification of profit and losses at the portfolio level.

---

**Sources:** ECB (European Market Infrastructure Regulation) and authors’ calculations.

Notes: Non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs) have been identified through internal sector enrichment classification codes.$^{64}$

In panel a), the GNV/IM ratio is computed for derivative portfolios containing only equities as underlying instruments. Mixed portfolios containing asset classes other than equities have been excluded from the sample. Consequently, GNV and IM in the charts do not represent the exposure of NBFIs to all equity derivative positions. Coverage ranges from 60% to 80% in terms of the overall notional over time.

In panel b), ratios are computed at the entity level for all NBFIs transacting futures, options and swaps on equities. Very small positions characterised by zero margin posted and low levels of notional have not been considered for the computation of leverage.

**Leverage risk can materialise through margin calls and uncovered counterparty exposure during periods of high market volatility.** One of the key risks associated with leverage embedded in derivative portfolios is the resulting procyclical margin calls during periods of market stress. Moreover, the IM might not always be sufficient to cover possible counterparty risk in times of very high market volatility. Higher levels of IM in quieter periods could be beneficial from a financial stability perspective as they could reduce the procyclicality of margin calls, as well as leverage-like risk in derivative portfolios. However, there are trade-offs to consider, including the possible indirect impact derivatives may have on users through higher liquidity and funding needs.$^{65}$

---


65 See Section 5.2 for a broader discussion of policies used to address leverage risk in the non-bank financial sector.
4.3 Insurers face near-term headwinds from inflation, while benefiting from rising interest rates

**Euro area insurers are indirectly affected by the Russia-Ukraine war and associated sanctions amid pre-existing elevated vulnerabilities.** In the weeks preceding the Russian invasion of Ukraine, insurance companies’ stock prices had started to decline on the back of growing uncertainty and continued to do so after the event (Chart 4.6, panel a). As was the case for other financial sectors, insurers’ equity prices fell by more than the broad market before temporarily recovering in mid-March and falling again amid high market uncertainty. While aggregate direct exposures to Russian assets are very limited (Chart 4.1, panel b), the war has exacerbated inflation risks (Chapter 2), increased uncertainty and could be a catalyst for broader asset repricing, especially in energy-intensive sectors (Chart 4.2, panel a). These developments could dampen insurers’ near-term profitability and solvency.

**Chart 4.6**
Insurers’ equity prices declined by more than broad market indices, but profitability and solvency positions remain solid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1 Jan.-17 May 2022, index: 1 Jan. 2022 = 100)</th>
<th>(Q2 2019-Q4 2021, percentages)</th>
<th>(Q2 2019-Q4 2021, percentages)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euro area life insurance index</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro area non-life insurance index</td>
<td>Interquartile range</td>
<td>Interquartile range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro area reinsurance index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EURO STOXX 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Refinitiv, Bloomberg Finance L.P. and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: the chart shows daily observations. Panels b and c: the charts are based on a sample of 25 large euro area insurers offering life and non-life products.

**Despite these threats, insurers’ solvency and profitability remain strong.** At the end of 2021, euro area insurers’ Solvency Capital Requirement (SCR) ratio remained well above the regulatory minimum of 100% (Chart 4.6, panel b), despite a small decrease in the second half of 2021 amid more general risk-off sentiment. The SCR ratio is likely to decrease further in the first months of 2022 on account of lower equity valuations and higher credit spreads. This decline might be offset by rising interest rates and the volatility adjustment.86 Profitability was above pre-pandemic levels at

86 A regulatory mechanism that allows insurers to moderate the effect of falling bond prices on their capital under Solvency II.
the end of 2021 (Chart 4.6, panel c), despite a small decline in the third quarter of 2021 attributable to increased insured losses from natural catastrophes.

Chart 4.7
Insurers’ profitability is exposed to inflated claims and claim normalisation in the aftermath of the pandemic

a) Changes in premiums earned and claims incurred (2017-2021, annual change, percentages)

b) Growth rate of euro area insurers’ technical reserves by insurance type (Q1 2018-Q4 2021, percentages)

Sources: ECB (Insurance Corporations Statistics and Insurance Corporations Operations) datasets and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel b: insurance technical reserves consist of the actuarial reserves covering all outstanding potential claims by policyholders. Technical reserves constitute the largest share of insurers' liabilities.

While insurers face challenges from increased inflation risk and rising claims frequency, they could benefit from higher interest rates. In the short term, inflationary pressures could affect profitability because of higher than anticipated future claims payments (for example, if claims costs increase by more than insurers estimated when calculating their reserves). This might be particularly relevant for those segments of the non-life insurance sector facing more intense competition and rising claim frequencies as economies reopen (Chart 4.7, panel a). While only representing around 10% of total insurance technical reserves, euro area non-life insurers decreased their reserves in the last quarter of 2021 (Chart 4.7, panel b). Furthermore, persistent higher inflation could affect insurance affordability, which would influence new business and increase lapse rates. That said, higher inflation is likely to be associated with higher long-term interest rates. This is particularly relevant for life insurers, where higher interest rates reduce investment risks and make rate guarantees to policyholders easier to service. More broadly, a gradual shift towards a higher interest rate environment would benefit the insurance sector overall thanks to negative duration gaps, meaning that reductions in insurers’ liabilities would normally more than offset asset valuation losses.

---

87 See Euro area insurance corporation statistics: fourth quarter of 2021.
Exposures of euro area insurers to alternative assets, particularly to real estate, have continued to increase across all types of business.

While interest rates may rise going forward, prolonged low interest rates in recent years have affected insurers’ business activities. Low rates fuelled an increase in insurers’ holdings of alternative assets, which now represent about 10.5% of insurers’ total assets (Chart 4.8, panel a).

Increased exposure to alternative assets is common across different types of insurer (Chart 4.8, panel b) but is more pronounced for non-unit linked life insurers, which faced the greatest squeeze in the low interest rate environment. Investment in alternative assets can help insurers tackle profitability concerns and diversify their portfolio if they maintain a sufficient level of liquidity. However, exposure to higher-yielding and illiquid alternative assets might also contribute to wider financial sector exuberance in markets such as real estate. Real estate-related investments (both residential and commercial) account for more than two-thirds of insurers’ alternative asset exposures and have grown by over 25% since 2018. This expansion has outpaced growth in insurers’ total assets in most euro area countries, including those that received an ESRB recommendation linked

---

**Notes:**
- Panel a: the charts are based on aggregate asset exposure statistics published by EIOPA (solo Solvency II reporting, template S.06.02). The "real estate" category includes exposures to residential and commercial properties (excluding those for own use), mortgages, corporate bonds and the equity of real estate related corporations and real estate funds.
- Panel b: the chart is based on a set of 14 euro area countries for which a split between exposures of life and non-life insurers is available. Latvia and Lithuania are not shown.
- Panel c: data points for Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania are not shown.

---

to real estate in December 2021 (Chart 4.8, panel c).\textsuperscript{89} Property price corrections are more likely to occur in overvalued markets, increasing the risk of material valuation losses in insurers’ portfolios in such countries (Chapter 1).

**Over the longer term, insurers will continue to face several structural vulnerabilities, such as climate change and cyber security.** Estimated global insured losses of USD 111 billion made 2021 one of the costliest years ever in terms of natural catastrophes, particularly for some euro area countries.\textsuperscript{90} Last summer’s floods in Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands generated economic losses of more than USD 40 billion and insured losses of USD 13 billion, putting the insured loss potential from a single flood on a par with losses from primary peril events such as earthquakes or winter storms. The rising frequency of severe flood events due to climate change and the growing magnitude of associated losses have also pushed up reinsurance prices. This adds to the profitability challenges faced by non-life insurers and might widen protection gaps (the proportion of economic losses that are not covered by insurance), with potential adverse consequences for the wider macroeconomy.\textsuperscript{91} Insurers are also struggling to provide coverage against cyber risk amid growing demand driven by the increased frequency and severity of ransomware incidents in 2021. In addition, the war in Ukraine may increase the risk of large cyberattacks. Available insurance capacity for cyber risk currently appears to be limited by lack of expertise, data availability issues and inappropriate modelling.\textsuperscript{92}

---

\textsuperscript{89} See ESRB issues new warnings and recommendations on medium-term residential real estate vulnerabilities, ESRB, February 2022.

\textsuperscript{90} See, for example, Natural catastrophes in 2021: the floodgates are open, Swiss Re Institute, March 2022.


\textsuperscript{92} See the special theme entitled “Cyber risk and the European insurance sector”, Financial Stability Report, EIOPA, December 2021.
5 Macroprudential policy issues

5.1 Setting the appropriate pace of policy action to address medium-term vulnerabilities

Several euro area macroprudential authorities had already started to tighten some of their policies prior to the outbreak of war in Ukraine. At the end of 2021 and beginning of 2022, the near-term economic outlook revolved around the strong recovery continuing, on the back of robust labour markets and gradually receding pandemic headwinds. At the same time, vulnerabilities with macroprudential policy relevance continued to build up. This was especially significant for residential real estate markets, but also occurred more broadly, on the back of robust credit growth and increasing indebtedness in the non-financial private sector (Chart 5.1, panel a).\(^\text{93}\)

---

\(^{93}\) See "Vulnerabilities in the residential real estate sectors of the EEA countries", ESRB, February 2022 and the associated recommended further policy actions in a number of European countries.
Against this background, several macroprudential authorities have taken action and tightened capital-based and/or borrower-based measures of late.94

Chart 5.1
Cyclical risks continued to accumulate during the pandemic while banks’ capital headroom remains sizeable

While building further resilience in a timely manner remains a robust policy strategy, the timing and pace of the prudential response needs to take country-specific economic conditions into account. Banks have ample capital headroom on top of their regulatory requirements (Chart 5.1, panel b). Moreover, a vulnerability analysis specifically assessing the consequences of the war in Ukraine indicates that the euro area banking system remains resilient under the scenarios considered (Box 6). Nevertheless, authorities should closely monitor the potential repercussions of the heightened uncertainty. Macroprudential policy action should seek to further enhance resilience against risks materialising from vulnerabilities that have already accumulated. At the same time, the macroprudential policy response should consider near-term headwinds to economic growth, including those related to energy price developments and broader confidence effects, and should not result in

94 Authorities have decided to increase the countercyclical capital buffers (Bulgaria, Germany and France), activate a sector-specific systemic risk buffer (Germany, Lithuania and Slovenia) or strengthen the application of borrower-based measures (France, Latvia, Portugal and Finland). In addition, the ECB has also communicated that on the basis of ample headroom above capital and the leverage ratio requirements, banks are expected to operate above Pillar 2 guidance from January 2023 and to include central bank exposures in the leverage ratio once again from April 2022 (see the ECB Banking Supervision press release of 10 February 2022).
an unintended tightening of credit conditions. If economic conditions were to deteriorate markedly, macroprudential authorities could still act swiftly to provide banks with the necessary flexibility, although additional macroprudential tools could further enhance the toolkit, including for exceptional circumstances.\textsuperscript{95}

\textbf{Notwithstanding the uncertainty, macroprudential authorities should continue to address existing vulnerabilities, as conditions allow.} Prior to the outbreak of the war, conditions for addressing the continued build-up of vulnerabilities in several euro area countries appeared to be favourable. The economic cost (via the impact on credit conditions) of activating additional capital buffers appeared to be low, especially set against the benefits of enhancing resilience sufficiently early to counter identified vulnerabilities (without necessarily reducing them in the near term) and to facilitate the response to the materialisation of systemic risk (Box 8). Moreover, capital buffers are important complements to borrower-based measures when addressing real estate vulnerabilities,\textsuperscript{96} in particular over the short term, as the additional resilience benefits of the borrower-based policies accumulate only gradually over time. Accordingly, authorities should stand ready to respond promptly to accumulated vulnerabilities, taking into account the uncertainty surrounding the economic developments. The associated calibration of instruments should balance risk signals, uncertainty in risk measurement and the possible costs of policy action in terms of reduced credit supply. Overall, existing bank capital generation capacity and headroom should mitigate a detrimental impact on credit supply from increasing capital buffers, as long economic conditions do not deteriorate significantly. Moreover, there are also costs associated with delayed action, in particular if uncertainty persisted into the medium term and vulnerabilities remained unaddressed or continued to build.

\textbf{Over the medium term, the resilience of the financial system would be reinforced by creating more macroprudential space through an increase in the amount of releasable buffers, complemented by enhancing the effectiveness of the existing countercyclical capital buffer (CCyB).} Recent experience, including from the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, shows that at the onset of severe stress episodes, banks that have limited capital space above regulatory buffers relative to their peers tend to adjust their balance sheets by reducing lending.\textsuperscript{97} In its recent response to the European Commission’s call for advice on the review of the macroprudential framework, the ECB called for more macroprudential policy space in the form of a higher amount of releasable capital buffers. It argued that this would further improve banks’ capacity to absorb losses while maintaining the provision of key services in a downturn. The policy options identified in the ECB response were (a) a fully or partially releasable capital conservation buffer (CCoB); (b) a positive

\textsuperscript{95} The policy chapters of the ECB’s Financial Stability Reviews in 2020 and 2021 provide an overview of the substance and the sequencing of prudential support measures during the pandemic. On the need to enhance the macroprudential toolkit, see the ECB response to the European Commission’s call for advice on the review of the EU macroprudential framework.

\textsuperscript{96} Borrower-based measures have been called for in the context of addressing the build-up of vulnerabilities in real estate markets (see the above ESRB report on vulnerabilities in residential real estate or the Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2021).

During periods of solid economic activity, and economic activity economic booms, the coronavirus sector depends on overall economic conditions and the relevance of their capital ratios. Fiscal policies such as the CCyB directly enhance the resilience of the capital buffer (CCyB). This instrument was designed in the aftermath of the global financial crisis to be increased to foster timely policy action in both the activation and the release phases. This could be achieved by adjusting the design or the calibration of existing buffers.

**Box 8**

Transmission and effectiveness of capital-based macroprudential policies

Prepared by Markus Behn, Jan Hannes Lang and Eugen Termeu

One important lesson learned from the use of capital-based macroprudential policies in recent years is that tightening such policies during boom phases is unlikely to have a notable impact on credit supply and the build-up of imbalances, while the accumulated resilience and the release of buffers in downturns produces large benefits. Capital-based policies are particularly relevant to the ECB since they are a focal point for the ECB’s macroprudential tasks as enshrined in European legislation. A prime example of a capital-based tool is the countercyclical capital buffer (CCyB). This instrument was designed in the aftermath of the global financial crisis to enhance the resilience of the financial system and reduce procyclicality. Enacting capital-based policies such as the CCyB directly enhances banking system resilience by inducing banks to increase their capital ratios. Further transmission to the real economy by way of effects on bank credit supply depends on overall economic conditions and the relevance of capital constraints in the banking sector. While such constraints are unlikely to be binding when capital buffers are activated during economic booms, the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has shown that the release of buffers and other requirements in a downturn can ease binding constraints and effectively support credit supply and economic activity.

During periods of solid economic activity, an appropriate tightening of macroprudential capital buffer requirements is unlikely to lead to binding bank capital constraints and should

---

98 The ECB is aware that creating more macroprudential policy space and facilitating the effective use of released buffers may also require additional work at the international level to better address shocks that may go beyond the unwinding of domestic imbalances and to ensure a global level playing field.

99 This can be achieved by moderating the dominant role of the credit-to-GDP ratio in the CCyB rate-setting practices of national authorities and by allowing for a shorter transitional period than one year for the implementation of CCyB decisions.

100 For an overview of the ECB’s macroprudential policy framework, see the chapter entitled “Topical issue: The ECB’s macroprudential policy framework”, Macroprudential Bulletin, Issue 1, ECB, 2016; for an overview of macroprudential policy and powers within the Eurosystem, see the box entitled “Macroprudential policy and powers within the Eurosystem”, Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2019.

101 For a comprehensive discussion of the objectives and the rationale of the capital buffer framework, see, for example, the article entitled “Macroprudential capital buffers – objectives and usability”, Macroprudential Bulletin, ECB, October 2020.

102 For an analysis on the effects of capital release measures during the pandemic see, for example, the special feature entitled “Bank capital buffers and lending in the euro area during the pandemic”, Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2021. Besides the CCyB, which made up only 0.1% of risk-weighted assets in the banking union before the COVID-19 pandemic, the analysis also considers the release of other buffers (such as the Systemic Risk Buffer) and the one-off change in the composition of macroprudential Pillar 2 requirements (which effectively decreased banks’ CET1 capital requirements). The coupling of capital release measures with monetary policy action in the form of liquidity provision can help to further ease binding constraints and enhance banks’ risk-bearing capacity. See, for example, Altavilla, C. et al., “The great lockdown: pandemic response policies and bank lending conditions”, Working Paper Series, No 2465, ECB, September 2020, for an analysis of the complementarities between monetary policy and prudential policy.
therefore not have a large dampening effect on credit supply or the build-up of imbalances.\textsuperscript{103}

Banks usually respond to higher capital buffer requirements by increasing their capital targets and capital ratios.\textsuperscript{104} This directly enhances their overall resilience, as more capital will be available in the banking system for a given set of exposures. Furthermore, capital-based measures may affect bank credit supply and the build-up of imbalances over the cycle. This occurs if banks pass on higher funding costs to customers by raising lending rates ("price channel", resting on the observation that bank capital is usually considered more costly than debt) or if they directly limit the quantity of credit when they are unable to meet higher capital requirements ("quantity channel"). When economic conditions are favourable, banks tend to have a high capacity for internal capital generation through retained earnings and can also raise new equity in markets, both of which reduce the likelihood of banks being subject to binding capital constraints. Moreover, available capital headroom allows banks to smooth adjustments to higher capital ratio targets over time. Therefore, transmission via both the price channel and the quantity channel is expected to be limited in economic booms,\textsuperscript{105} and tightening capital buffers during upswings is likely to have low costs in terms of reduced economic activity (via the limited impact on credit supply), with correspondingly limited effects on the build-up of imbalances (Chart A, panel a).

In periods of crisis, the availability of and ability to release macroprudential capital buffers can ease bank capital constraints and effectively support credit supply and economic activity. The materialisation of systemic risk is usually associated with high economic uncertainty and sizeable bank losses. These, in turn, depress capital ratios closer to prudential requirements and hamper banks’ internal capital generation capacity as well as their ability to raise new equity. This means that banks are more likely to become capital-constrained and react by reducing credit supply via the quantity channel, with potentially large negative repercussions for the real economy. In such situations, releasing capital buffers that were built up in good times increases capital headroom and eases regulatory pressure on banks, enabling them to absorb losses while continuing to provide key financial services. This channel is particularly relevant for banks that have little capital headroom and would therefore become capital-constrained without the releases (Chart A, panel b).\textsuperscript{106} The support to bank credit supply through the release of capital buffers can, in turn, help cushion the economic downturn and avoid additional losses in the banking sector.

These transmission mechanisms offer important lessons for the effectiveness of capital-based measures and the design of the macroprudential capital buffer framework. First, building capital buffers in good times will be effective in that it will increase banking system resilience, but the muting effect on the build-up of financial imbalances is likely to be limited. Second, and related to the first point, the economic cost of building capital buffers is likely to be low when the economy is experiencing an upswing or when banking sector conditions are favourable. The possible magnitude

\textsuperscript{103} On the state dependence of the effects of changes in capital requirements on lending, see the box entitled "A macroprudential perspective on replenishing capital buffers", Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2020, which also provides an overview of the academic literature on this topic.

\textsuperscript{104} See, for example, Couallier, C., "What are banks' actual capital targets", Working Paper Series, No 2618, ECB, December 2021.

\textsuperscript{105} Under the assumptions of a full pass-through of funding costs to lending rates, constant lending spreads, a constant equity premium and a constant risk weight, the change in lending rates is given by $\Delta \text{L} = \Delta \text{C} \cdot \rho \cdot \text{RW}$, where $\Delta \text{C}$ is the policy-induced change in the capital requirement, $\rho$ is the constant equity premium and RW is the risk weight. For a 10% equity premium and a 50% risk weight, a 1 percentage point increase in the capital ratio should therefore increase bank lending rates by only 5 basis points. Such an increase in lending rates corresponds to just one-fifth of a standard monetary policy tightening step and is unlikely to lead to a large drop in credit demand based on standard elasticity estimates from the literature. This is consistent with many empirical findings showing that lending rates only increase by a few basis points in response to a 1 percentage point increase in capital requirements; see, for example, Dagher, J. et al., “Benefits and costs of bank capital”, Staff Discussion Note, No 16/04, IMF, 2016 or Budnik et al., “The benefits and costs of adjusting bank capitalisation: evidence from euro area countries”, Working Paper Series, ECB, No 2261, April 2019.

\textsuperscript{106} See the special feature entitled “Bank capital buffers and lending in the euro area during the pandemic”, Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2021.
of economic costs is an important consideration when macroprudential policies need to address vulnerabilities under heightened uncertainty, as is the case in the current environment. Third, the availability and release of capital buffers during crises can effectively support credit supply and economic activity by alleviating potential bank capital constraints. Overall, therefore, enhancing the role of releasable capital buffers within the macroprudential framework, which includes building them up when times are good, appears to be a robust policy strategy. This message is reinforced by the fact that the measurement of cyclical systemic risk is subject to uncertainty, and the pandemic has illustrated that large systemic shocks may occur independently of a country’s position in the financial cycle. A higher amount of releasable capital buffers would therefore strengthen the ability of macroprudential authorities to act countercyclically when adverse shocks materialise.107

Chart A

During expansions, increasing capital buffers has little impact on economic activity and the build-up of imbalances, but the release of capital can support credit supply in downturns, particularly for banks for which capital requirements are binding because they have little capital headroom.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact on GDP growth</th>
<th>Impact on cyclical systemic risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(x-axis: current value of real GDP growth; left chart: y-axis: impact on one-year ahead real GDP growth, percentage points; right chart: y-axis: impact on one-year ahead SRI)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Eurostat, ECB (AnaCredit and Supervisory Banking Statistics) and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panel a: results are based on panel local projections for euro area countries from Q1 1970 to Q3 2021. The dependent variables are annual real GDP growth and the systemic risk indicator (SRI) proposed by Lang et al.*. The projection horizon is one year ahead. The impulse is a 1 percentage point increase in the banking sector leverage ratio, measured as total capital divided by total assets. The effect of the impulse differs according to whether current real GDP growth is positive or negative. Additional controls include current values of real GDP growth, the output gap, inflation, the SRI, the Country-Level Index of Financial Stress (CLIFS) and the ten-year government bond spread. Changes in the banking sector leverage ratio are not necessarily related to exogenous changes in prudential requirements, but controlling for a large set of current macro-financial variables in the regressions helps to isolate the impact of changes in the leverage ratio that are not related to these current macro-financial conditions. Panel b: the results are from bank-firm level regressions including firm fixed effects to control for credit demand, several bank-specific controls and monetary and fiscal policy measures (including, among other things, the percentages of post-event credit from bank i to firm k that are subject to government moratoria or government guarantees). The dependent variable is the change in the logarithm of loans from bank i to firm k between Q3-Q4 2019 and Q3-Q4 2020. The coefficients displayed (blue dots in the chart) are from an interaction between the CET1 capital release measure (the combined buffer requirement (CBR) release together with the change in Pillar 2 requirement (P2R) composition, the latter bringing forward a legislative change that was initially scheduled to come into effect in January 2021 as part of the latest revision of the Capital Requirements Directive) and the pre-pandemic (Q4 2019) distance to the Pillar 2 guidance (P2G). Yellow whiskers indicate two standard deviation confidence intervals around the estimated coefficients.

The current review of the EU macroprudential framework provides an important opportunity to improve the overall design and functioning of the buffer.

107 The ECB response to the European Commission’s call for advice on the review of the EU macroprudential framework includes additional considerations and policy options regarding ways in which the role of the releasable buffers in the current capital framework can be strengthened further. See, in particular, the detailed discussion on possible policy options in Annex 2 of the response document.
framework and address missing and obsolete instruments, internal market considerations and global risks. The ECB has proposed actions to fill other gaps in the policy toolkit, promote the enhanced use of instruments at the national level (including supporting national authorities in using borrower-based measures by enhancing the comparability of both risk assessments and policy actions across jurisdictions, achieved by harmonising lending standards indicators), enhance information-sharing, streamline the activation and coordination procedures of macroprudential measures and address global risks. The set of legislative proposals potentially resulting from the review would aim to make the regulatory framework more consistent and streamlined, which would allow macroprudential authorities to react to emerging risks to financial stability in a more effective, flexible and timely manner.

Timely macroprudential policy action complements a data-dependent approach to monetary policy normalisation. If the need to counter inflation leads to gradual monetary policy normalisation under fragile economic conditions, medium-term risks could materialise earlier than anticipated. In this context, timely and cautious macroprudential policy action can help to build the necessary additional resilience against the materialising risks when needed, while avoiding procyclical effects if economic conditions deteriorate. Over a longer-term horizon, risks to financial stability could decline under monetary policy normalisation, as some of the factors driving the build-up of vulnerabilities, such as historically low borrowing costs or search-for-yield behaviour, could be mitigated. However, such potential longer-term developments should not preclude macroprudential action in the short to medium term if conditions allow, as this may be needed to address vulnerabilities that have already built up or may continue to build going forward.

5.2 Addressing both liquidity mismatch and leverage in the non-bank financial sector

It is essential to develop the policy framework for non-bank financial intermediation from a macroprudential perspective if structural vulnerabilities are to be tackled and the sector’s resilience strengthened. In particular, risks related to liquidity mismatches, leverage and margining practices have become evident during periods of market stress over recent years, including during the March 2020 market turmoil. Given the increasing role played by non-bank financial institutions in financing the real economy and their interconnections with the wider

---

108 See the ECB response to the European Commission’s call for advice on the review of the EU macroprudential framework. The European Commission is required to review the macroprudential provisions in the European legislation by June 2022 and is expected to prepare a legislative proposal by December 2022. In this context, the Commission addressed a call for advice to the European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB), the European Banking Authority (EBA) and also the ECB, acknowledging the important role the ECB plays in macroprudential policy in the banking union.


110 See the box entitled “Measuring market-based and non-bank financing of non-financial corporations in the euro area”, Financial Integration and Structure in the Euro Area, ECB, April 2022.
financial system\textsuperscript{111}, these vulnerabilities need to be tackled to mitigate system-wide risks.

**During the past year, important progress has been made on reforming money market funds (MMFs), which came under severe stress in March 2020.** The Financial Stability Board (FSB) has issued policy proposals aimed at tackling vulnerabilities in MMFs internationally.\textsuperscript{112} These proposals aim to increase the resilience of MMFs by reducing liquidity mismatches and cliff effects arising from possible breaches of regulatory thresholds. In response to a consultation launched by the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), a discussion of the reform proposals from the Eurosystem was also published in 2021\textsuperscript{113}, followed by a similar document from the ECB earlier this year.\textsuperscript{114} The Eurosystem supports increasing the share of liquid assets and better diversifying liquidity buffers through minimum public debt requirements, which would strengthen MMF resilience. These proposals are also reflected in the recent ESRB recommendation\textsuperscript{115}, which serves to inform the European Commission’s ongoing review of the EU’s Money Market Fund Regulation.\textsuperscript{116}

The focus of the international policy agenda has now shifted to structural liquidity mismatches in the broader investment fund sector. During 2022, the FSB will assess the effectiveness of its 2017 recommendations on liquidity mismatch in open-ended funds and consider what additional steps may be needed to address potential shortcomings.\textsuperscript{117} A key priority should be to better align asset liquidity with redemption terms. There are various ways to achieve this, depending on the type of fund or underlying assets involved. These include mandating minimum notice periods, implementing lower redemption frequencies and requiring a certain level of portfolio liquidity by setting limits on less liquid assets or stipulating liquidity buffers. Liquidity management tools, such as swing pricing, anti-dilution levies, gates and suspensions, can usefully complement such measures, but they might be less effective in reducing systemic risk and mitigating the build-up of structural vulnerabilities before the event.\textsuperscript{118}

The recent sharp increases in margin calls related to energy and commodity derivatives have further underlined the need to review margining practices. Clearing members and their clients faced high margin calls both following recent


\textsuperscript{113} See “Eurosystem contribution to the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) consultation on the framework for EU money market funds”, 30 June 2021.


\textsuperscript{116} See “Targeted consultation on the functioning of the Money Market Fund Regulation”, European Commission, 12 April 2022.

\textsuperscript{117} See the letter of the FSB chair to G20 finance ministers and central bank governors, 14 February 2022.

\textsuperscript{118} See the article “Macroprudential liquidity tools for investment funds - A preliminary discussion”, *Macroprudential Bulletin*, Issue 6, ECB, 3 October 2018.
increases in volatility in energy and commodity prices and previously during the March 2020 market turmoil with respect to a broader set of underlying assets.\textsuperscript{119} Although the recent episode has not yet resulted in a wider dash for cash, it has once again highlighted the need to advance international work on margining practices as a matter of priority. This work should focus in particular on increasing the transparency of initial margin models, evaluating the initial margin model’s responsiveness to market stress and enhancing the preparedness of non-banks from a liquidity risk perspective.\textsuperscript{120, 121}

The use of leverage in a highly interconnected global financial system is a key financial stability concern which needs to be tackled using a comprehensive set of measures across entities and activities. Excessive leverage in the non-bank financial sector can increase the likelihood of default, with possible spillovers to banks and the broader financial system. The default of the Archegos family office in March 2021, and associated losses for banks, highlighted the close interconnections across bank and non-bank financial institutions globally. It also underlined how derivatives can be used to create leverage synthetically, including the important role of margining (Box 7). Furthermore, leverage in open-ended investment funds, even at moderate levels, can have a procyclical effect on the behaviour of asset managers and investors and thereby amplify other vulnerabilities, such as those arising from liquidity mismatches.\textsuperscript{122} Given the complexities of addressing risks stemming from non-bank leverage, the policy framework should be enhanced along three main dimensions – a non-bank (“client”), a bank and an activity dimension.

- First, policies should aim at ensuring a consistent approach to leverage rules for non-bank entities, such as across the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) and the Undertakings for the Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (UCITS) Directive. Supervisors should also take an active role in identifying excessively leveraged institutions and tackling the resulting risk. These measures would help to limit systemic risk from leveraged non-bank entities, while allowing for differentiated levels of permissible leverage, depending on the type of institution.\textsuperscript{123} It is also important for such issues to be further discussed at the global level as part of the FSB agenda.

- Second, it is important to enhance risk management practices and regulation for dealer banks which either lend to non-bank financial institutions facing lighter or no leverage constraints or act as counterparties in derivatives transactions which embed synthetic leverage. Such rules usually aim at safeguarding banks from

\textsuperscript{119} See the box entitled “Lessons learned from initial margin calls during the March 2020 market turmoil”, Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2021.


\textsuperscript{121} At European level, ESMA is consulting on central counterparty anti-procyclicality measures; see "Consultation Paper – Review of RTS No 153/2013 with respect to procyclicality of margin", ESMA, 27 January 2022.


concentrated exposures and should be calibrated to the clients' total risk position, including from leverage.

- Third, policies around haircuts and margins should reflect the possible indirect impact on synthetic leverage in derivatives portfolios. For instance, if initial margin requirements are set at very low levels in "good times", this can allow entities that face limited leverage restrictions to magnify their exposure at low cost and with little additional funding. In this respect Archegos was a case in point. A higher level of initial margin in good times would increase the funding needs for leveraged positions, ultimately reducing the attractiveness of such trades while strengthening counterparty protection. In addition, further measures taken by central clearing counterparties or clearing members could be assessed in terms of their effectiveness in avoiding the build-up of large unbalanced positions. Any exploration of such policy options should also consider broader effects, including any possible side effects on the users of derivatives, such as limiting hedging opportunities, acknowledging the concentrated CCP market structure.

Moreover, globally consistent metrics and better data are needed to monitor synthetic leverage across the system, which should complement the International Organization of Securities Commissions' (IOSCO) previous work on investment funds. This may be supported by better international mechanisms for sharing data on leverage and derivatives across authorities.

5.3 Other ongoing policy initiatives that support euro area financial stability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy initiatives on climate change and crypto-assets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

the ECB has highlighted in its response that existing macroprudential tools may already be able to contribute to limiting the build-up of systemic climate risks and to increasing banks’ resilience against the materialisation of such risks. In this regard, the European Commission’s draft amendments to the EU Capital Requirements Directive has already clarified that the existing systemic risk buffer framework can be used to address climate risks.

**Crypto-assets**  
Amendments to the proposed EU Regulation on Markets in Crypto-assets (MICA Regulation) addressing some of the concerns voiced in the ECB opinion are being discussed by the European Commission and the European Parliament. Given the dynamic development of crypto-assets and increasing risks, the MICA Regulation urgently needs to be finalised and implemented. At the international level, the FSB is carrying out further work on unbacked crypto-assets, global stablecoins and decentralised finance. The standard-setting bodies are making progress on standards related to crypto-assets. One example of this is the work being done by the BCBS on the prudential treatment of banks’ crypto-asset exposures, regarding which a second consultation paper is planned for mid-2022.

### Updates on policy initiatives related to Basel III, the banking union and the capital markets union and Solvency II for reinsurers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Recent initiatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basel III implementation</strong></td>
<td>On 27 October 2021 the European Commission proposed a banking package including amendments to the Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR) and the Capital Requirements Directive (CRD IV), aimed at implementing the outstanding Basel III reforms in the EU. In response to the European Commission’s request for a consultation on the proposed amendments, on 24 March 2022 and 28 April 2022 the ECB published opinions on the proposed amendments to the CRR and CRD IV respectively. Finalising the EU implementation of the Basel III reforms in a timely, full and faithful manner will reinforce the EU Single Rulebook and enhance the prudential framework for credit institutions in various areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Banking union</strong></td>
<td>In the first half of 2022 the Eurogroup will be starting work on a gradual, time-bound work plan which will encompass all outstanding elements needed to complete the banking union. Setting up a fully-fledged European deposit insurance scheme, improving the crisis management framework (especially for smaller and medium-sized banks), ensuring better market integration and further reducing the risks on banks’ balance sheets are key to achieving a complete and more resilient banking union.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CMU (recent legislative package on SRM, ESAP, ELTIF, AIFMD)</strong></td>
<td>On 26 November 2021 the European Commission published a package of legislative proposals that aim to deliver on several key commitments from the Capital markets union 2020 action plan. First, the package includes a proposal for a European Single Access Point (ESAP) for easy public access to financial and sustainability-related information about EU companies and investment products. Second, the package comprises a review of the European Long-term Investment Fund (ELTIF) Regulation that aims to encourage long-term investments, including by retail investors. Third, the package includes a review of the Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFIR) and the associated Directive (MiFID) that increases market transparency in particular by creating a European “consolidated tape” to provide investors with a comprehensive view of trading conditions. In response to the European Commission’s request for a consultation on the proposal, the ECB is preparing an Opinion on the proposed amendments to MiFIR and MiFID. Fourth, the package includes amending provisions to fill regulatory gaps in the functioning of the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD), such as different national regulatory standards and practice, to ensure that a coherent approach is taken to dealing with the risks that alternative investment funds pose to the financial system, to facilitate their integration into the EU financial market and to provide a high level of investor protection. These proposals should generally improve access to capital market funding for firms, broaden investment opportunities for investors and support the integration of European capital markets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Review of Solvency II for (re)insurance companies</strong></td>
<td>The European Parliament and European Council are currently reviewing the “Solvency II review package”. It is important that the package maintains the new tools with a macroprudential impact, which would help to increase the resilience of the sector. Further amendments could, however, be warranted, including the introduction of a symmetric volatility adjustment. The current design of this tool allows capital to be released in periods of stress, but buffers are not built up in good times, which is not in line with the need to build ex ante resilience.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

125 See the proposed amendments to the Solvency II Directive and the introduction of a new insurance recovery and resolution directive, adopted by the Commission in September 2021.

126 For further proposed amendments, see the ESRB letter to the European Parliament, 2 February 2022.

127 See also the ECB response to the European Commission’s call for advice on the review of the EU macroprudential framework, March 2020.
Special Features

A Climate-related risks to financial stability

Prepared by Tina Emambakhsh, Margherita Giuzio, Luca Mingarelli, Dilyara Salakhova and Martina Spaggiari

The ECB is continuing its work on incorporating climate-related risks into assessments of financial stability. This includes a new analysis of disclosure, pricing and greenwashing risks in financial markets, as well as continued monitoring of financial institutions’ exposure to transition and physical risks. There is some encouraging evidence of better disclosure by non-financial corporations and increasing awareness of climate-related risks in financial markets. Progress made by banks, however, has been more limited. Established and newer metrics show no clear evidence of a reduction in climate-related risks, revealing instead a potential for amplification mechanisms stemming from exposure concentration, cross-hazard correlation and financial institutions’ overlapping portfolios. These findings can inform evidence-based international and European policy debates around climate-related corporate disclosure, standards for sustainable financial instruments and climate-related prudential policies. More generally, amid high uncertainty around governments’ transition policies in an environment of volatile energy prices, further investments in the transition to a net-zero economy would also have a positive impact on medium-term growth and energy security.

Introduction

Climate change has, for a number of years, been identified as a source of systemic risk, with potentially severe consequences for financial institutions and financial markets alike. As our awareness of this risk has grown, the ECB has enhanced its approaches to understanding, monitoring and assessing the nature of climate risks and how such risks are evolving over time. Furthermore, the recent price increases and volatility seen in energy markets have underlined the wider value of supporting the transition to a net-zero economy. This special feature presents the latest developments, starting with a focus on green financing, which is needed to support...
the transition to a net-zero economy. The subsequent sections then provide updated assessments of bank and non-bank exposures to climate risks, by introducing aspects such as the link between climate risk and financial risk in exposures, concentration of exposures and correlations between hazards.

Increasing role of green finance in supporting the transition to a low-carbon economy

Sustainable markets continued to grow globally in 2021, mostly thanks to an increased volume of euro area ESG funds and green bonds (Chart A.1, panel a). Their growth has accelerated over the last two years, with euro area sustainable assets doubling since 2019, although sustainable markets still only account for 10% of the euro area investment fund sector and 3% of outstanding bonds. These developments reflect the expected green investment through the EU recovery fund (NextGenerationEU), and the sharp increase in the number of financial institutions that have made net-zero commitments. However, maintaining such momentum requires that decisive regulatory action be taken to strengthen capital markets beyond the sustainable finance segment and help channel investments towards green projects.

---

130 See the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ), which encompasses the UN-convened Net-Zero Banking Alliance, Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance, and Net-Zero Insurance Alliance, and the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative. The GFANZ aims at mobilising the necessary capital to build a global net-zero economy and deliver on the goals of the Paris Agreement. In addition, see the “Supervisory assessment of institutions’ climate-related and environmental risks disclosures”, ECB, March 2022.

Empirical evidence suggests that (green) finance supports green investment and the reduction of emissions, with some differences across financing instruments and firm types.\(^{132}\) While research has suggested that a higher share of equity financing is associated with greater reductions in countries’ carbon footprints, debt is the primary source of external financing for NFCs in the EU and is also used to support the development and adoption of new (greener) technologies. An analysis of changes in emissions at over 4,000 European carbon-intensive firms between 2013 and 2019 provides evidence that, up to a certain point, debt has a positive impact on environmental performance in subsequent years: firms reduce their emissions by investing in green technologies, without reducing economic activity. However, when a firm is too indebted, higher leverage is associated with higher emissions as firms then tend to invest less in energy efficiency.\(^{133}\)

In recent years, more firms have been disclosing both their exposure to transition risk and their emission reduction targets, but gaps in disclosure

---


\(^{133}\) The ECB analysis covers the sample of 4,000 European carbon-intensive NFCs that are included in the European Union Transaction Log database and are subject to the EU Emissions Trading System. The database includes information on verified GHG emissions. Firms’ revenues, profitability, and the age and number of plants with carbon-intensive activities, alongside country-specific factors such as fossil fuel subsidies, are also found to influence their ability to reduce emissions by investing in new green technologies.
practices remain significant, signalling the need for international standards. More NFCs have been disclosing data on GHG emissions and setting emission-reduction targets over time, with high-emitting firms disclosing the most data, likely reflecting their greater exposure to public scrutiny (Chart A.1, panel b). Although a large part of this disclosure is verified by a third party, the risk of greenwashing remains high in the absence of global mandatory reporting requirements. In addition, although there has been an improvement in the climate-related disclosures of European banks since 2020, banks are not fully meeting supervisory expectations and gaps remain, especially regarding banks’ emission-reduction targets and interim milestones. The prompt adoption of international disclosure standards across jurisdictions would allow investors to price and measure transition risk more effectively, while also supporting the transition to a low-carbon economy. In particular, although there is evidence that firms which set an emission-reduction target have a lower credit risk and tend to reduce emissions more than other firms in subsequent years, the credibility of firms’ targets and their alignment with the Paris Agreement goals are difficult to assess.

Against this background, capital markets remain susceptible to greenwashing, and only the most credible green bonds seem to benefit from cheaper funding. The growth of green bond markets could help stimulate the integration of European capital markets. But the credibility of green bonds and/or their issuers appears to determine whether green bonds trade at a greenium – with lower spreads than for conventional bonds – in secondary markets (Chart A.2, panel a). Only green bonds with an external review, issued by firms in green sectors (e.g. alternative energy) or by banks which are members of the United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI) exhibit a greenium. As ESG and green funds keep attracting new investors, the demand for green bonds and the greenium has also increased over time (Chart A.2, panel b). New instruments, such as sustainability-linked bonds, which link borrowing costs to specific company-level sustainability targets, partly address investor concerns about greenwashing in the green bond market. Greenwashing also poses a risk to financial stability because it could lead to an undervaluation of transition risk and to potential fire-sales of green bonds. A common regulatory standard that requires regular standardised reporting, impact assessment and review by approved external reviewers, as proposed under the EU Green Bond Standard, would provide assurance that green bonds effectively finance the transition and alleviate risks to financial stability. Implementing this standard and making it mandatory within a reasonable period of time could enhance investor confidence in

---

134 See the Supervisory assessment of institutions’ climate-related and environmental risks disclosures, ECB, March 2022.

135 The climate change-related disclosure standards under the proposed European Union’s Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive is expected to be used by companies for the first time in 2024, for the 2023 financial year.


137 See the box entitled “Home bias in green bond markets”, Financial Integration and Structure in the Euro Area Report, ECB, April 2022.

this asset class, reinforce flows of funding to the transition and reduce risks to financial stability.139

Chart A.2
The greenium depends on bond and issuer credibility and has evolved over time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) The greenium and bond/issuer credibility</th>
<th>b) Trend for the greenium over time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>![Diagram showing greenium and credibility over time]</td>
<td>![Diagram showing trend of greenium over time]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Bloomberg Finance L.P., CSDB, and Pletsch and Salakhova.
Notes: Panel a: negative values indicate a greenium, as indicated by the shaded area. “All bonds” refers to all euro area bonds satisfying the International Capital Market Association (ICMA) use-of-proceeds principle, “Simple green” refers to bonds that are classified as green but have not been third-party reviewed, “External review” refers to only those bonds that satisfy all principles promoted by the ICMA and which have been externally reviewed, “UNEP FI bank” refers to bonds issued by banks that are members of the UNEP FI, and “Alternative energy” refers to bonds issued by the alternative energy sector. The estimated greenium is derived from a regression of the daily closing option-adjusted spread of each bond on multiple control variables and a green bond indicator equal to 1 if a bond is green. Negative estimates of the coefficient on the green bond indicator show a greenium as green bonds trade at tighter spreads. Panel b: the coefficient of this indicator is depicted for monthly sub-samples.

ESG – and particularly environmental – funds seem to have reduced their carbon footprint over time, but divergent ESG fund classification across data providers points towards greenwashing risks in the sector. In the absence of an ESG label and a common definition of ESG and environmental funds, investors rely on self-disclosure by asset managers and classifications from commercial data providers. The level of disagreement between these classifications is high (Chart A.3, panel a): the three main data providers agree in less than 20% of cases that a fund is ESG (317 funds out of more than 1,800 funds which are defined as ESG by at least one data provider). In this context, well-designed labels could materially reduce the risk of greenwashing. At the same time, environmental and other ESG funds do appear to have reduced the emission intensity140 of their portfolios by more than non-ESG funds over the last four years (Chart A.3, panel b). But the extent to which this is driven by simply reshuffling portfolios towards already low-carbon sectors or by firms decarbonising – possibly due to supportive financing and activist pressure from impact investors – remains unclear, despite being important for the ultimate goal of transitioning to a net-zero economy.

140 The emission intensity of a portfolio is measured as the exposure-weighted emission intensity of respective firms, with firm’s emission intensity being absolute emissions scaled by revenues.
Chart A.3
Agreement of data providers on ESG designation of funds is limited, although ESG funds have tended to reduce the emission intensities of their portfolios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Funds classified as ESG by three providers</th>
<th>b) Change of emission intensity by fund strategy over time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(number of funds per category)</td>
<td>(tCO$_2$e per USD million revenues, scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morningstar</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipper</td>
<td>640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipper</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomberg</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morningstar</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Morningstar, Bloomberg Finance L.P., Refinitiv Lipper for Investment Management and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: each bubble represents the number of different funds classified as ESG according to the providers (Morningstar, Bloomberg and Lipper). The numbers in the overlapping areas of the bubbles correspond to the funds identified either by two or by all three providers. Panel b: the chart shows average emission intensity of funds in each category. Categories are identified using Morningstar intentions attributes based on information provided in funds’ prospectuses. E funds are identified using environmental attributes; ESG funds correspond to all sustainable funds; “tCO$_2$e” stands for tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent.

Limited change in financial system exposures to transition risk

While firms’ emissions have been decreasing, exposures of euro area banks to currently high-emitting firms have remained broadly stable. Around two-thirds of the corporate credit exposures held by euro area banks are still directed towards high-emitting firms, which are mainly concentrated in the manufacturing, real estate and retail sectors (Chart A.4, panel a). Also, around 30% of both bank and non-bank holdings of securities issued by NFCs with known emission levels are currently issued by high-emitting firms, a share which has only decreased slightly over the last five years. At the same time, the recent increases and volatility in energy markets have underlined the urgency of supporting the transition to a net-zero economy.

Metrics commonly used to assess corporate sector climate risks point to a small increase in carbon intensity in bank portfolios. Only a few (mainly large and highly exposed) banks have significantly decarbonised their credit portfolios since 2018, as measured by the loan-weighted emissions of the respective borrowers (Chart A.4, panel b). By contrast, two-thirds of banks have increased their loan-weighted emissions. The measures may still be missing the interaction between climate risk and financial risk of loans.

141 High-emitting firms are defined here as firms with reported emission intensity in the top 33% of the distribution as of end-2020, i.e. firms with 2020 emission intensity in excess of 556 tCO$_2$e/USD million.
While firms’ emissions have been decreasing, the financial system’s exposures to high-emitting firms have remained broadly stable.

Information on carbon emissions can be combined with the existing probability of default (PD) so a corporate borrower can provide a credit risk-adjusted metric of transition risk. The resulting score can be computed at bank level by aggregating loan-weighted borrowers’ emissions multiplied by their PDs over the bank’s entire corporate portfolio. The PDs are included as a measure of credit risk and the GHG emissions are included as a measure of vulnerability to transition risk. Overall, the higher a firm’s contribution to the transition risk score, the higher its contribution to the bank’s financial risk induced by the combination of credit and transition risk, as long as PDs have not already accounted for the latter.

**Chart A.4**

While firms’ emissions have been decreasing, the financial system’s exposures to high-emitting firms have remained broadly stable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel a: Bank exposure to/securities holdings of high-emitting and low-emitting firms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(left chart: share of total credit exposures, percentages; right chart: share of total securities holdings, percentages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High emitters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel b: Change in the loan-weighted emissions of bank portfolios between 2018 and 2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(tCO2e)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: AnaCredit, Securities Holdings Statistics by Sector, Urgentem and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panel a: high/low emitters are defined here as firms with reported emission intensity in the top/bottom 33% of the distribution across euro area bank borrowers as of end-2020, i.e. firms with an annual emission intensity registered in 2020 above 556 tCO2e/USD million and below 47 tCO2e/USD million. “ICPFs” stands for insurance corporations and pension funds; “IFs” stands for investment funds.

Panel b: “G-SIBs” stands for global systemically important banks.

**Information on carbon emissions can be combined with the existing probability of default (PD) so a corporate borrower can provide a credit risk-adjusted metric of transition risk.** The resulting score can be computed at bank level by aggregating loan-weighted borrowers’ emissions multiplied by their PDs over the bank’s entire corporate portfolio.142 The PDs are included as a measure of credit risk and the GHG emissions are included as a measure of vulnerability to transition risk. Overall, the higher a firm’s contribution to the transition risk score, the higher its contribution to the bank’s financial risk induced by the combination of credit and transition risk, as long as PDs have not already accounted for the latter.143

142 The credit-risk-weighted metric of transition risk for a bank \( j \) is defined as:

\[
\sum_i \frac{\text{GHG emissions}_i \cdot \text{PD}_i}{\sum \text{loans}_i},
\]

where \( i \) is (one of) the borrower(s), \( \text{GHG emissions}_i \) is the level of (relative or absolute) GHG emissions produced by the borrower and \( \text{PD}_i \) is the probability of default assigned to the borrower by the bank concerned. An alternative for the credit risk component would be to use loan loss provisions as a proportion of loans instead of PD. In the present case, PDs are used because they capture credit risk from a more forward-looking perspective. An alternative for the climate risk component would be to use emission targets alongside or instead of current emission levels. This choice would also improve the forward-looking power of the metric.

143 Transition risk can materialise in the form of higher operating expenditures and investment requirements for firms, the purpose being to reduce their emissions. These higher monetary costs can manifest themselves in transitional risk metrics (e.g. credit risk parameters such as PDs), although it is assumed that banks do not currently explicitly account for the contribution of transition risk to firms’ credit risk.
PD-weighted measures of emissions can capture the financial component of banks’ climate risks and round out the picture provided by emissions-to-loans ratios.

**Chart A.5**

- **a)** PD-weighted and simple emissions-to-loans ratio by bank
- **b)** Breakdown of euro area aggregate PD-weighted emissions-to-loans ratio by NACE sector over time and compared with the simple emissions-to-loans ratios

Sources: AnaCredit, Urgentem, Register of Institutions and Affiliates Database and ECB calculations.

Notes: Emissions refer to firm-level relative and absolute (loan carbon intensity) scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions. Panel b) uses two different underlying firm samples. The bar chart comprises inferred emissions for around 2.5 million firms in 2018, covering around 80% of total AnaCredit exposures. The capital letters refer to NACE codes as follows: A – Agriculture; B – Mining; C – Manufacturing; D – Electricity; F – Construction; G – Wholesale and retail trade; H – Transport. The time series covers both inferred and reported emissions for 1,250 firms, which comprise on average 10% of AnaCredit exposures over time. “NACE” stands for Nomenclature statistique des activités économiques dans la Communauté Européenne (Statistical classification of economic activities in the European Community).

The credit risk-adjusted measure supports signals obtained from emissions-to-loans ratio measures indicating that risk has increased over time.¹⁴⁴ Once adjusted for financial risk using borrowers’ PDs, estimated transition risk has increased since 2012, with significant increases in sectors that face more underlying transition risk. This has some correlation with the signals from unadjusted measures of transition risk (Chart A.5, panel a). Exposures to the mining, manufacturing and electricity sectors together account for around 70% of the euro area aggregate (Chart A.5, panel b). Some of these sectors make an almost negligible contribution to the emissions-to-loans ratio but they play an important role when the financial risk component is considered.

¹⁴⁴ The bank-level emissions-to-loans ratio is computed by aggregating borrowers’ emissions and dividing this figure by the total value of the bank’s corporate loan portfolio.
Climate-related concentration risk is a new form of concentration risk simultaneously affecting multiple, seemingly unrelated, exposures.

Since climate-related risks simultaneously affect multiple seemingly unrelated exposures, their concentration in individual institutions plays a significant role. Climate-related concentration risks can arise from exposures that share similar sensitivities to physical risks (e.g. due to their location or activity) or transition risks (e.g. due to their sector allocation or level of emissions). Focusing on transition risk and assuming a disorderly transition scenario, it appears that higher concentrations of exposures to firms with high emission intensity coincide with higher expected losses at bank level over a 30-year period (Chart A.6, panel a). Around 35% of system-wide expected losses are incurred by the 10% of banks with the highest sensitivity to carbon price increases. In addition, carbon price shocks trigger a dramatic loss variation for banks with high exposure to high emitters (Chart A.6, panel b).

145 This exercise measures a bank’s sensitivity to carbon price increases under the NGFS Phase I disorderly transition scenario over a 30-year period, leveraging on model parameters developed in the ECB economy-wide climate stress test (see “ECB economy-wide climate stress test”, Occasional Paper Series, No 281, ECB, September 2021). The increase in banks’ expected losses stemming from carbon price increases is calculated for each of its credit exposure as

\[
\text{bank's sensitivity to carbon price increases} = \frac{\text{expected losses}_{\text{to }}}{EAD_{10}} \times [\beta_p \Delta(\text{profitability}) + \beta_L \Delta(\text{leverage})],
\]

where \(\beta_p\) and \(\beta_L\) are coefficients determining the extent to which borrower PDs react to changes in profitability and leverage.

---

**Sources:** AnaCredit, Urgentem, NGFS, Moody’s Credit Edge and ECB calculations.

**Notes:** Panel a: corporate loan portfolios of euro area significant institutions which represent 60% of total AnaCredit exposures. Panel b: euro area sample based on 500,000 Monte Carlo iterations. The parameter \(\alpha = (1 - \beta)T\) incorporates both the transition risk shock \(T(\text{€}/\text{tCO}_2)\) as well as a pass-through factor \(\beta\) capturing the degree to which firms can pass the cost of a transition risk shock on to consumers (Belloni et al., see footnote 146).
significant increase in firms’ default correlations.\textsuperscript{146} For a transition risk intensity of 200\(\text{€}/\text{tCO}_2\), capturing the cost due to increases in the cost of carbon borne by firms causes estimated average (median) correlations to double (Chart A.6, panel b). Transition risk not only leads to a source of novel correlation between previously uncorrelated or weakly correlated firms in general, but also increases correlations for high emitters\textsuperscript{147} by ten times more than it does for low emitters.

**Systemic amplifications could result from interconnected physical risks arising from climate change**

**Financial stability risks arising from physical hazards are exacerbated by the fact that some investors hold assets which are vulnerable to multiple hazards.** The occurrence of natural hazards is characterised by interactions between hazards in the form of either correlations or causal links (Chart A.7, panel a) which can generate self-reinforcing or feedback mechanisms. For example, the joint combination of thunderstorms and droughts (both captured by the “Heat stress” category in Chart A.7, panel a) can cause wildfires which, in turn, both increase the likelihood of more wildfires and exacerbate heat stress.\textsuperscript{148} Future intensification of climate risk, especially when clustered hazards occur, may create hard-to-price tipping points and impair options for diversification, potentially posing financial stability risks, especially for securities with wider protection gaps.

In addition to the direct exposure to physical risk, the impact of physical hazards could be amplified by fire-sale dynamics. In the event of a sudden reassessment of risks affecting portfolios, the liquidation of securities exposed to potential hazards may affect market prices. This could result in contagion losses spreading by way of the common holdings of different market participants and, in worst-case scenarios, spiralling deleveraging pressures.\textsuperscript{149} Constructing estimates of the common asset holdings (overlapping portfolios) exposed to the different physical risks\textsuperscript{150} of different market participants (Chart A.7, panel b) reveals a range of estimates running from 2\% of overlapping portfolios for the hurricanes and typhoons category to an average of 45\% for portfolios weighted for wildfires.\textsuperscript{151} In addition, the

\begin{itemize}
  \item Firms’ default correlations are estimated using a multi-firm Merton model calibrated on historical data for a large sample of euro area firms. Via 500,000 Monte Carlo iterations, the model simulates the default events of thousands of firms for which the asset value process is modelled as correlated geometric Brownian motions. The transition risk intensity \(\alpha = (1 - \beta) T\), capturing the fraction of transition cost borne by firms for each tonne of CO\(_2\) emitted, incorporates both the transition risk shock \(\text{€}/\text{tCO}_2\) and a pass-through factor \(\beta\) capturing the degree to which firms can pass the cost of a transition risk shock on to consumers, and impacts the value of assets (see Belloni, M., Kuik, F. and Mingarelli, L., “Euro area banks’ sensitivity to changes in carbon price”, Working Paper Series, No 2654, ECB, March 2022). Under the simplifying assumption that firms would bear the full cost of an increase in carbon prices (\(\beta = 0\)), the transition risk intensity would be equivalent to this increase in the cost of carbon, i.e. \(\alpha = T\).
  \item Firms with emission intensities above (below) the sample’s 75th percentile are referred to as high (low) emitters.
  \item Another example is typhoons and rainfall, which can trigger ground subsidence. This has the potential to start landslides which can, in turn, cause flooding.
  \item Firm-level risk scores for over four million firms worldwide, from Moody’s Four Twenty Seven, are used.
  \item The degree to which the share of portfolios exposed to natural hazards will concretely be at risk is unclear as firms can implement physical risk-mitigation measures to reduce impacts.
\end{itemize}
concentration of overlapping portfolios in specific sectors may further exacerbate such risks, as in the case of financial corporates, which are much more exposed to wildfires than other sectors.

**Chart A.7**

Interdependencies between natural hazards and financial sectors could lead to hard-to-price tipping points triggering concurrent revaluations affecting different investors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Natural hazard interdependencies</th>
<th>b) Physical risk-weighted overlapping portfolios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(arrows based on hazard correlations and causal relations)</td>
<td>(as a share of common asset holdings, percentages; mean in parenthesis)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Gill and Malamud*, ECB (securities holdings statistics), Moody’s 427 and ECB calculations.

Notes: Panel a: links refer to both correlations and causal links. Arrow thickness is proportional to a score capturing either increased probability or causal trigger of hazards, in terms of both spatial overlaps and temporal likelihood. Aggregated from Gill and Malamud*. Self-loops refer to the increased likelihood of a given hazard conditional on the materialisation of the hazard itself due to associated self-reinforcing mechanisms. Panel b: overlapping portfolios weighted by physical hazard scores as a share of common asset holdings by aggregate sectors. The physical-risk-weighted overlapping portfolios between sectors i and j are reported as a share of common asset holdings, that is \( \frac{\Omega_{ij}}{\Omega_{ij}} = \frac{\sum_{k} \pi_{ik} (S_{ik} \land S_{jk})}{\sum_{k} (S_{ik} \land S_{jk})} \) where \( \Omega_{ij} \) denotes the holdings by sector i of security k, and \( \pi_{ik} \) the physical risk weight associated with the issuer of security k. Sectors considered are credit institutions (CI), financial corporates (FC), governments (GOV), households (HH), and non-financial corporates (NFC). Securities include both bonds and equities. Note that a different scale applies to each hazard (right-hand scale of each heatmap, percentages). Group averages (in parentheses) give a sense of the relative importance of each hazard at system-wide level.


Climate-related tipping points may translate into a financial tipping point in the form of a sudden risk repricing which would strain investors with overlapping portfolios. In the event of a sudden reassessment of risk following clustered hazard events, common holdings may cause several different investor segments to face large mark-to-market losses at once, which could be amplified by fire-sales and other portfolio rebalancing actions. This system-wide risk highlights the relevance of a macroprudential approach to prudential responses aimed at mitigating the impact of climate change on financial stability. This risk runs in parallel with the insurance protection gap relating to climate-related catastrophes.\(^{152}\)

\(^{152}\) See “Climate change, catastrophes and the macroeconomic benefits of insurance”, Financial Stability Report, EIOPA, July 2021, pp 105-123.
Conclusions and policy implications

This special feature contributes to the ECB’s monitoring of climate risks by examining the role of green finance in supporting the transition to a low-carbon economy, the currently limited financial adaptation to transition risk and the financial system amplifiers of physical risk. While further progress on consistent climate data is required, especially for forward-looking metrics, granular physical risk exposures and insurance coverage, there is encouraging evidence of greater disclosure by NFCs and an increasing awareness of climate-related risks in financial markets. Yet the risk of greenwashing remains a concern and may be rising fast – in both the green bond market and the investment fund sector – given the absence of well-designed, consistent standards for sustainable financial instruments. The dynamic exposures of financial institutions to transition and physical risks, together with their risk metrics, show no clear evidence of financial institutions experiencing a significant reduction in risk. In addition, exposure concentration, cross-hazard correlation and institutions’ overlapping portfolios are shown to act as amplifiers of such risks.

This analysis can contribute to the policy debate around disclosures, standards for sustainable financial instruments and climate-related prudential policies. The development of consistent sustainability disclosures via the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive and the IFRS Foundation, as well as the convergence of these requirements in common minimum international standards, are important factors allowing firms, investors and financial institutions to effectively measure and manage transition risk. Regulatory standards on sustainable financial instruments, such as the EU GBS and ESG/environmental fund labels, are key to reducing the risk of greenwashing and thus helping to scale up sustainable financing. Finally, based on the systemic aspect and possible amplification mechanisms originating from climate-related physical and transition risks, there should be further reflection on how to close any material gaps in the prudential framework.\(^\text{153}\) Future work will focus on the extent to which existing macroprudential tools, including the systemic risk buffer, could be readily deployed to capture climate risks. New tools, such as concentration risk measures, may also be needed to address climate-related risks from a systemic perspective.\(^\text{154}\)

\(^{153}\) See Baranović et al., "The challenge of capturing climate risks in the banking regulatory framework: is there a need for a macroprudential response?", \textit{Macroprudential Bulletin}, ECB, October 2021.

\(^{154}\) See "ECB response to the European Commission’s call for advice on the review of the EU macroprudential framework", March 2022.
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Decrypted financial stability risks in crypto-asset markets

Prepared by Lieven Hermans, Annalaura Ianiro, Urszula Kochanska, Veli-Matti Törmälehto, Anton van der Kraaij and Josep M. Vendrell Simón

The stellar growth, volatility and financial innovation currently seen in the crypto-asset ecosystem, as well as the rising involvement of institutional investors, show how important it is to gain a better understanding of the potential risks that crypto-assets could pose to financial stability if trends continue on this trajectory. Systemic risk increases in line with the level of interconnectedness between crypto-assets and the traditional financial sector, the use of leverage and lending activity. It is important to close regulatory and data gaps in the crypto-asset ecosystem to mitigate such systemic risks.

Introduction

Crypto-assets are currently the subject of intense policy debate. The different segments of crypto-asset markets include unbacked crypto-assets (such as Bitcoin), decentralised finance (DeFi) and stablecoins. Crypto-assets lack intrinsic economic value or reference assets, while their frequent use as an instrument of speculation, their high volatility and energy consumption, and their use in financing illicit activities make crypto-assets highly risky instruments. This also raises concerns over money laundering, market integrity and consumer protection, and may have implications for financial stability.

Despite the risks, investor demand for crypto-assets has been increasing. This exuberance stems from, among other things, perceived opportunities for quick gains, the unique characteristics of crypto-assets (for instance programmability) compared with conventional asset classes, and the benefits perceived by institutional investors with regard to portfolio diversification. Major players in the payments industry have also stepped up their crypto-asset-based services, enabling easier retail access. While crypto-asset markets currently represent less than 1% of the global financial system in terms of size, they have grown significantly since the end of 2020. Despite recent declines, they remain similar in size to, for example, the securitised sub-prime mortgage markets that triggered the global financial crisis of 2007-08.

Risks to financial stability in the euro area stemming from crypto-assets were seen as limited in the past. This special feature provides an update on crypto-asset market developments and a general overview of risks stemming from unbacked crypto-assets and DeFi, given the way in which they have evolved and their specific characteristics and risks. This article therefore abstracts from a specific

---

155 The authors are grateful to France Marie Alix De Pradier d’Agrain, Lorenzo Pangallo and Antonella Pellicani for data support.

156 See the definitions used in “Crypto-assets and Global ‘Stablecoins’”, Financial Stability Board, last updated February 2022.

discussion on risks and developments in stablecoins which, as shown by the recent TerraUSD crash and Tether de-peg, are not as stable as their name suggests and cannot guarantee their peg at all times. Following a deep dive into crypto-asset leverage and crypto lending, we conclude that if the present trajectory of growth in the size and complexity of the crypto-asset ecosystem continues, and if financial institutions become increasingly involved with crypto-assets, then crypto-assets will pose a risk to financial stability.

Market developments in recent years

The crypto-asset universe has increased dramatically in both size and complexity since the end of 2020, expanding beyond Bitcoin. Despite recent market developments, the overall market capitalisation of the crypto-asset class is still around seven times bigger than it was at the start of 2020, having reached a high of over €2.5 trillion on aggregate in late 2021 (Chart B.1, panel a). Although the crypto-asset universe is still relatively small compared with the biggest stock exchanges (e.g. around 10% of STOXX Europe 600 market capitalisation), by November 2021 Bitcoin and Ether were among the largest assets globally (Chart B.1, panel b). Trading volumes for the most representative crypto-assets (including Bitcoin, Ether and Tether) have at times been comparable with or even surpassed those of the New York Stock Exchange or euro area sovereign bond quarterly trading volumes. There are now more than 16,000 crypto-assets in existence (ten new crypto-assets are launched every day on average), although only around 25 crypto-assets have a market capitalisation comparable with that of a large cap equity. At the same time, selected subsegments within the crypto-asset ecosystem such as stablecoins, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) and DeFi grew particularly strongly in 2021, indicating that the potential functionalities of crypto-assets are expanding.

However, crypto-asset markets also continue to be characterised by high levels of volatility. Over the last few years, the historical volatility of crypto-assets has continued to dwarf the volatility of the diversified European stock and bond markets. For example, while the volatility of the Bitcoin price has declined over the years, it is still significantly higher than for commodities such as silver and gold. Despite volatile movements and bouts of speculation (Chart B.1, panel a), crypto-assets trended upwards throughout most of 2021, leading to all-time-high prices for most individual crypto-assets. However, since early November the price of Bitcoin, as well as that of the other main unbacked crypto-assets, has more than halved amid a changing environment (US monetary tightening and increasing geopolitical tensions).

158 For a discussion on the risks of the third segment of crypto-asset markets (stablecoins) and their interconnectedness with the general crypto-asset ecosystem and the traditional financial sector, see, for example, the article entitled “The expanding functions and uses of stablecoins”, Financial Stability Review, ECB, November 2021; and the article entitled “A regulatory and financial stability perspective on global stablecoins”, Macroprudential Bulletin, No 10, ECB, May 2020.
The market value and complexity of the crypto-asset ecosystem has increased dramatically.

**Chart B.1**

The increasing correlation of crypto-asset prices with mainstream risky financial assets during episodes of market stress casts doubt over their usefulness for portfolio diversification. There was an increase in the correlation between crypto-asset returns and stock returns during (and following) the market stress of March 2020, as well as during the December 2021 and May 2022 market sell-offs. This may suggest that, during periods of risk aversion across wider financial markets, the crypto-asset market has become more closely tied to traditional risk assets – a trend that may be due in part to the increased involvement of institutional investors.\(^{159}\) Conversely, the correlation with gold has turned negative during a period of rising inflation expectations and geopolitical tensions.

Interconnectedness with the wider financial system has been growing. Linkages between crypto-assets and the euro area banking sector have been limited so far, although market contacts indicate there was growing interest in 2021, mainly via expanded portfolios or ancillary services associated with digital assets (including custody and trading services). Major payment networks have also stepped up their support of crypto-asset services, leveraging their retail networks and making

---

**Sources:** Bloomberg Finance L.P., CryptoCompare and ECB calculations. Notes: Crypto-asset market capitalisation is calculated as the product of circulating supply and the price of crypto-assets. If the circulating supply were adjusted for the lost bitcoins which have not been adjusted for longer than seven years, it would be around 20% lower. The selected major altcoins are Cardano (ADA), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Dogecoin (DOGE), Link (LINK), Litecoin (LTC), Binance Coin (BNB), Ripple (XRP), Polkadot (DOT) and Solana (SOL). The selected major stablecoins are Gemini USD (GUSD), True USD (TUSD), USD Coin (USDC), Tether (USDT), Binance USD (BUSD) and Pax Dollar (USDP). Algorithmic stablecoins were excluded.

---

\(^{159}\) See also Tara, I., "Cryptic Connections: Spillovers between Crypto and Equity Markets", *Global Financial Stability Notes*, No 2022/01, IMF, January 2022; and Szalay, E., "Bitcoin’s weekend tumble hints at Wall Street traders’ growing sway", *Financial Times*, December 2021.
crypto-assets more easily accessible to consumers and businesses. Some institutional investors (hedge funds, family offices, some non-financial firms and asset managers) are now also investing in Bitcoin and crypto-assets more generally. In addition, market intelligence suggests that the growing involvement of asset managers is largely in response to demand from their own clients.

**Demand from institutional investors in Europe has also risen.** For example, 56% of European institutional investors surveyed by custody and execution services provider Fidelity Digital Assets indicated that they have some level of exposure to digital assets – up from 45% in 2020 – with their intention to invest also trending upwards. One reason could be that measures taken by the public authorities may have been interpreted as endorsing crypto-assets, even though the latter remain largely unregulated. For example, since July 2021 German institutional investment funds have been allowed to invest up to 20% of their holdings in crypto-assets. This is further aided by the increasing availability of crypto-based derivatives and securities on regulated exchanges, such as futures, exchange-traded notes, exchange-traded funds and OTC-traded trusts, which have increased in popularity over the last few years in Europe and the United States. These products, together with clearing facilities, have made crypto-assets more accessible to investors as they can be traded on traditional stock exchanges, with the end user no longer having to deal with the complexities of custody and storage. However, the European crypto-asset management landscape is still relatively limited and is home to only 20% of total global crypto-assets funds in terms of primary office location.

**Retail investors represent a significant part of the crypto-asset investor base.** Recent results from the ECB’s Consumer Expectations Survey (CES) for six large euro area countries indicate, based on experimental questions, that as many as 10% of households may own crypto-assets (Chart B.2, panel a). Most crypto-asset owners reported holding less than €5,000 in crypto-assets, with a slight predominance of smaller holdings (below €1,000) in this group. At the other end of the spectrum, around 6% of crypto-asset owners confirmed that they held more than €30,000 in crypto-assets (Chart B.2, panel b). Looking at the income quintiles of the respondents, the pattern is largely U-shaped: the higher a household’s income, the more likely it is to hold crypto-assets, with lower-income households more likely to hold crypto than middle-income households (Chart B.2, panel c). On average, young adult males and highly educated respondents were more likely to invest in crypto-assets in the countries surveyed. With regard to financial literacy, respondents who scored either at the top level or the bottom level in terms of financial literacy scores were highly likely to hold crypto-assets.

---

160 See Fletcher, L., “Hedge funds expect to hold 7% of assets in crypto within five years”, Financial Times, June 2021. A recent survey of 100 hedge fund CFOs by fund administrator Intertrust Group found that they expected to allocate, on average, 7.2% of their assets to crypto-assets by 2026. A Goldman Sachs survey carried out in 2021 showed that 15% of family offices have exposures to crypto-assets, while nearly half of all family offices are interested in taking on exposures.


162 The CES collects high-frequency information on the perceptions and expectations of households in the euro area, as well as on households’ economic and financial behaviour.

163 Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Italy and the Netherlands.
Surveys point to material household holdings of crypto-assets in large euro area countries

**Chart B.2**

- **a)** Share of respondents who reported that they or anyone in their household own crypto-assets
- **b)** Crypto-asset owners’ estimated holding values
- **c)** Crypto-asset owners by income quintile

*Source: ECB (Consumer Expectations Survey – CES).*

*Notes: The CES conducted in November 2021 included some experimental questions concerning crypto-assets. Specifically, respondents, aged 18-70 years, were asked if they or anyone in their household owned financial assets in various categories including crypto-assets (e.g. “Bitcoin or other”). Respondents were also asked to estimate the total value of such assets. Other surveys exist that aim to gather information on retail holdings of crypto-assets. They may differ in terms of the scope of the questions asked or coverage, which may lead to higher or lower figures for crypto-asset ownership or crypto-asset related activities in the countries covered.*

**Risks stemming from crypto-assets**

**The relevant authorities have ascertained that crypto-assets pose risks from an investor protection and market integrity perspective.**¹⁶⁴ The European supervisory authorities have recently reiterated their warning that crypto-assets are highly risky and speculative. Crypto-assets are not suitable for most retail investors (either as an investment or store of value, or as a means of payment) who could lose a large amount (or even all) of the money they have invested. Consumer protection risks include (i) misleading information, (ii) the absence of rights and protections such as complaints procedures or recourse mechanisms, (iii) product complexity with leverage sometimes embedded, (iv) fraud and malicious activities (money laundering, cyber crime, hacking and ransomware), and (v) market manipulation (lack of price transparency and low liquidity).

**The significant volatility of crypto-assets in recent months has not resulted in contagion or any notable defaults by financial institutions, but the risks of these are increasing.** Greater involvement of financial institutions could fuel the growth of crypto-assets still further and increase financial stability risks. Any principal-based crypto-asset exposures on the part of systemic institutions, especially if the assets involved are unbacked, could put capital at risk, with potential knock-on effects on

¹⁶⁴ See the warning issued by the EU financial regulators on 17 March 2022.
investor confidence, lending and financial markets if the exposures are of a sufficient scale. Financial institutions themselves could face reputational risks as well as climate transition risks. Some international banks (including euro area banks) are already trading and clearing regulated crypto derivatives, even if they do not hold an underlying crypto-asset inventory. Market intelligence suggests that other EU banks and financial institutions are interested in offering custody, trading and market-making services once regulatory uncertainty diminishes with the entry into force of the Markets in Crypto-Assets (MiCA) Regulation. This will further increase interconnectedness.

**If current growth and market integration trends persist, then crypto-assets will pose a risk to financial stability.** Unbacked crypto-assets can have financial stability implications through four main transmission channels: wealth effects, confidence effects, financial sector exposures and the use of crypto-assets as a form of payment. While all these channels are increasing in size and complexity, they lack internal shock absorbers that could provide liquidity at times of stress. For example, the wider involvement of financial institutions or the use of crypto-assets as a form of payment would increase the potential for spillover to the wider economy, particularly if leverage were employed.

**Although EU regulation has been proposed to mitigate the risks posed by crypto-assets, agreement on this is yet to be reached.** In the EU, the Commission’s proposal for the MiCA Regulation, first published in September 2020, has not yet been agreed by EU co-legislators. This means the Regulation will not be applied before 2024 at the earliest, as it is not expected to be applied until 18 months after it enters into force. Given the speed of crypto developments and the increasing risks, it is important to bring crypto-assets into the regulatory perimeter and under supervision as a matter of urgency. In addition, it will be important to review the sectoral regulations to ensure that any financial stability risks posed by crypto-assets, particularly those arising from their interconnectedness with traditional financial institutions, are mitigated.

**Significant informational and data shortcomings persist, hindering the proper assessment of financial stability risks.** These shortcomings include not only quantitative issues but also the reliability and consistency of data, and the fact that a significant proportion of activities take place outside the regulatory perimeter. Most publications from crypto-asset service providers (including platforms, exchanges and data aggregators) are not verifiable and should be treated with caution, while the limited regulatory data currently available (e.g. data for derivatives and alternative investment funds) offer only a partial (and potentially inaccurate) picture. As long as there continue to be no official statistics on crypto-assets or reporting of underlying data to a supervisory or oversight authority, the reliability of the metrics from the above sources and the full extent of possible contagion channels with the traditional

---

financial system cannot be fully ascertained.\textsuperscript{166} This is particularly relevant for the assessment of the risks stemming from the use of leverage or the reuse of collateral in crypto lending.

Assessing the role of leverage in crypto-asset markets

Financial stability risks could be amplified by the growing options offered by crypto exchanges for investors to increase their exposure through leverage. Products such as leveraged tokens,\textsuperscript{167} futures contracts and options can allow investors to synthetically increase their exposure to crypto-asset returns (and risk). Some crypto exchanges offer ways to increase exposures by as much as 125 times the initial investment (\textit{Table B.1}). However, the total volumes of leveraged contracts in crypto-asset markets and the extent to which leverage is actually used on these trading platforms are generally not reported. Furthermore, some investors use borrowed funds to purchase their exposure (margin trading), thus increasing the risks to financial stability.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|c|l|}
\hline
Exchange & Maximum amount of leverage offered & Products used to provide leverage \\
\hline
BitMEX & 100x & Perpetual swaps \\
Kraken & 5x & Crypto-assets \\
FTX & 20x & Futures, leveraged tokens \\
eToro & 2x & Contracts for differences \\
Bitvex & 100x & Options \\
Bybit & 100x & Perpetual swaps and futures \\
Binance & 125x & Leveraged tokens \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Leverage amount offered by major crypto-asset exchanges}
\end{table}

Source: Exchange websites.

Estimates suggest there has been a slight increase in crypto-asset leverage in recent years.\textsuperscript{168} Measures based on both Bitcoin and Ether futures indicate that aggregate leverage has been increasing since 2020 (\textit{Chart B.3}, panel a), with a wider dispersion on individual exchanges for Bitcoin than for Ether. The rise in leverage in the Ethereum blockchain could be related to the growth of DeFi and associated activities where funds borrowed in one transaction can be reused as collateral in others. Even if leverage is currently limited at an aggregate level for the main unbacked crypto-assets, any concentration of high leverage in a few key market participants could still prompt stress.

\begin{itemize}
\item Some issues with measuring crypto-asset phenomena using “classic metrics” have been described in the article entitled “Understanding the crypto-asset phenomenon, its risks and measurement issues”, Economic Bulletin, Issue 5, ECB, 2019.
\item Leveraged tokens allow their holder to take a leveraged position on a crypto derivative (e.g. a perpetual future on BTC).
\item One popular indicator used to estimate crypto-asset leverage is calculated as the open interest of derivatives on a specific crypto-asset relative to the amount of crypto-assets held in reserve by the exchanges offering those derivatives. The open interest conveys a measure of the total (crypto) assets, while the reserves held by exchanges may be seen as the equity. In this way, the ratio used to measure leverage in crypto-assets recalls the standard leverage ratio: assets over equity.
\end{itemize}
Another useful dimension to consider when analysing leverage in crypto-asset markets is the volume of long and short liquidations. In the face of adverse price movements in the underlying there can be significant spikes in the volume of liquidations, which could cause further price declines. Drops in Bitcoin prices have been exacerbated by the increasing liquidation volumes associated with long positions in Bitcoin futures (Chart B.3, panel b), as the several spikes in long liquidation volume follow an initial price drop and precede the dipping points in the return series. This provides confirmation that leverage is contributing to the volatility observed in crypto-asset markets.

**Chart B.3**
Increased use of leverage points to higher risk-taking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) Leverage estimates and indexed price growth of Bitcoin and Ether</th>
<th>b) Short and long liquidations in Bitcoin positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Mar. 2020-May 2022, ratio, percentages)</td>
<td>(Dec. 2021-May 2022, € millions; percentages)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Glassnode, Laevitas and ECB calculations.
Notes: The estimated leverage ratio is calculated as (open interest of the exchange) / (reserve of the exchange). The following exchanges are covered for Bitcoin: Binance, Bitfinex, BitMEX, FTX, Huobi, Kraken and OKEx; and for Ether: Binance, Bitfinex, Huobi, Kraken and OKEx. The result shows how much leverage traders are using on average. A higher ratio indicates that more investors are taking higher leverage risks.

**Crypto lending in the search for yield**

Although crypto lending (borrowing fiat money or other crypto-assets by using crypto-assets as collateral) is still limited, it has grown considerably. Investors can earn interest on their digital asset holdings, usually at a higher rate than they can obtain from a bank (Chart B.4, panel b), by lending their assets out or

---

169 See also the definition given in Table 1 of the updated “Assessment of Risks to Financial Stability from Crypto-assets”, Financial Stability Board, February 2022: “By using smart contracts, users can become lenders or borrowers on DeFi platforms. Users typically post crypto-assets as collateral and then can borrow other crypto-assets.”
borrowing against their digital asset holdings through overcollateralisation.\footnote{170} This crypto lending is offered by both centralised and decentralised service providers and usually takes place without any formal supervision or regulatory checks and balances, such as the need to provide a credit score. Loan-to-value (LTV) ratios, which are voluntarily set by the holders of the governance tokens of a DeFi application, are set quite low to mitigate risks (typically in the range of 25-50%) considering the high volatility of crypto. Crypto credit on DeFi platforms grew by a factor of 14 in 2021, while the total value locked\footnote{171} was hovering at around €70 billion (Chart B.4, panel a) until very recently, on a par with small domestic peripheral European banks. Crypto lending has spurred “yield farming” investment strategies such as incentivising investors to lend their crypto-assets to a pool that helps provide liquidity to DeFi systems, while offering potential investors the highest possible returns at all times. Currently, the crypto-asset deposit/lending industry is still quite small compared with traditional banking, although it could continue to grow rapidly.

\textbf{Crypto lending may fall under existing financial regulation and has come under increased regulatory scrutiny.} In the United States, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) fined the centralised BlockFi service USD 100 million for failing to register the offers and sales of its retail crypto lending product as required under US securities law.\footnote{172} Previously, Coinbase dropped the launch of a new lending product following SEC warnings that it constituted an unregistered security. Although such cases are still unknown in the EU, these developments show that regulation is, in principle, technology-neutral. DeFi platforms that mimic traditional financial services would do well to ensure they comply with existing EU financial regulation before offering their services to EU clients to avoid the risk of any legal action.

\footnote{170} Although it seems rather counterintuitive, users facing unforeseen funding needs may prefer not to sell their holdings, as they expect the crypto-asset to increase in value in the future. Another advantage of borrowing is potentially avoiding or delaying the payment of capital gains taxes. Lastly, individuals can use funds borrowed via such platforms to increase their leverage on certain trading positions.

\footnote{171} Total value locked represents the sum of all assets deposited in DeFi protocols earning rewards, interest, new coins and tokens, fixed income, etc.

\footnote{172} See the press release entitled “BlockFi Agrees to Pay $100 Million in Penalties and Pursue Registration of its Crypto Lending Product”, US Securities and Exchange Commission, 14 February 2022.
DeFi credit is currently small but is growing rapidly as investors search for yields above bank deposit rates

(a) Total value locked in DeFi credit

(b) Crypto lending and MFI deposit interest rates

Sources: DefiLlama, Compound, DeFi Rate, ECB MFI MIR and ECB calculations.
Notes: Panel a: total value locked might be overestimated due to reuse of tokens. Panel b: crypto lending rates are calculated as the average of the 30-day average offered interest rate in 13 DeFi and CeFi (centralised) platforms. Not all platforms offer lending for all of the selected crypto-assets. Abbreviations are as follows: stablecoins: Tether (USDT), Dai (DAI) and USD Coin (USDC); unbacked crypto-assets: Bitcoin (BTC) and Ether (ETH). The deposit rate is the average interest rate offered by monetary financial institutions (MFIs) in the euro area to households and non-profit organisations.

Rehypothecation (where collateral for a loan can be re-pledged in order to obtain another loan)\textsuperscript{173} increases the chances of a breach of LTV limits and could cause liquidity to vanish very quickly in the case of a big shock. The high volatility of crypto-assets means that LTV limits may be exceeded in a market downturn and that more collateral needs to be posted by borrowers, who could potentially lose that collateral. In addition, if borrowers are not able to pay back their loans, investors may seek to withdraw their funds in a panic, potentially leading to an investor run. The likelihood of such a run could be exacerbated by the high degree of concentration in liquidity provision in decentralised protocols. As they are outside the regulatory perimeter, there is no guarantee in such instances that investors would get their money back (or borrowers their collateral) as they would in the case of a bank deposit, given the existence of deposit guarantee schemes. This reflects the lack, in many cases, of investor protection regulation, the highly technical and fast-moving nature of the market segment, and the use of different tokens in terms of assets purchased, collateral posted or interest paid. Although the risks are currently small, they could rise significantly if platforms started to offer services to the real economy, instead of remaining confined to the crypto universe. In such a scenario, a decline in value of the collateral could lead to margin calls, borrower/lender defaults and reduced borrowing, potentially affecting economic activity (particularly if crypto-assets were used as collateral for consumer and business loans).

\textsuperscript{173} As an example, borrowers can pledge crypto to obtain a stablecoin loan. This loan can be used as collateral in another liquidity pool in exchange for liquidity pool tokens, which are, in effect, a form of derivative. The liquidity pool tokens can be pledged in yet another liquidity pool to obtain another stablecoin loan, and so on.
Conclusions

The nature and scale of crypto-asset markets are evolving rapidly, and if current trends continue, crypto-assets will pose risks to financial stability. While interconnectedness between unbacked crypto-assets and the traditional financial sector has grown considerably, interconnections and other contagion channels have so far remained sufficiently small. Investors have been able to handle the €1.3 trillion fall in the market capitalisation of unbacked crypto-assets since November 2021 without any financial stability risks being incurred. However, at this rate, a point will be reached where unbacked crypto-assets represent a risk to financial stability.

Systemic risk increases in line with the level of interconnectedness between the financial sector and the crypto-asset market, the use of leverage and lending activity. Based on the developments observed to date, crypto-asset markets currently show all the signs of an emerging financial stability risk. It is therefore key for regulators and supervisors to monitor developments attentively and close regulatory gaps or arbitrage possibilities. As this is a global market and therefore a global issue, global coordination of regulatory measures is necessary.

It is important to close regulatory and data gaps in the crypto-asset ecosystem. In the EU, the MiCA Regulation should be approved by the co-legislators as a matter of urgency to ensure it is applied sooner rather than later. However, MiCA is only a first step. The sectoral regulations will need to be reviewed to ensure financial stability risks posed by crypto-assets are mitigated. Any further steps that allow the traditional financial sector to increase its interconnectedness with the crypto-asset market space should be carefully weighed up, and priority should be given to avoiding financial stability risks. This holds in particular when considering interconnections with parts of the financial system that are strictly regulated and benefit from a public safety net. Data gaps should be closed. The challenges faced in monitoring financial stability risks from crypto-assets developments and interconnectedness with the traditional financial sector will persist as long as there are no standardised reporting or disclosure requirements.\(^\text{174}\)

\(^{174}\) The Financial Stability Board’s 2022 Data Gaps Initiative envisages the development of prospective data collections for crypto-assets. Some statistical initiatives are also geared towards the appropriate treatment and possible identification of crypto-asset activities and players.
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